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This issue, as perhaps befits 
a global history magazine,  
has been produced on two 
continents: from our offices  
in the UK and from the Jaipur 
Literature Festival in India.
This extraordinary event, held in the Rajasthani city 
each January, is awash with noise, colour and crowds. 
Many thousands of people gather to absorb talks and 
debates featuring leading experts in fields including 
literature, politics and history. This year we caught up 
with some of those speakers to ask them about the 
challenges that face the study of world history in 
2017. You can read their thoughts on page 72.

India, of course, is a land irrevocably transformed 
– for better and, many would say, much worse – by its 
experience of a lengthy period of British imperial rule. 
Empires are among the most seismic forces in human 
history, reshaping the political, economic and social 
orders of countless populations across the course of 
centuries. Our Big Question this issue explores the 
varied impacts of empires through the ages, and asks: 
have empires ever been a force for good? Seven 
experts share their views from page 32.

Elsewhere, two features consider the ways in which 
external impressions of a nation’s history may be just  

as important as the events themselves. The first, starting 
on page 22, looks at how China fought to control  

its international image throughout the 20th century 
– and how, in so doing, embraced and then later 
rejected the west. The second, by Peter Cozzens, 
explores how a very different sort of ‘west’ – namely, 
the ‘wild west’ of the United States – has been 
repeatedly misrepresented in films, books and televi-
sion shows. The real story is extraordinary, full of 
complex characters from both sides of the conflict 
between settlers and the native Americans clinging  
to their homelands. You can read that from page 48.

This idea of different, sometimes opposing global 
views on historical events is central to BBC World 
Histories; in fact, it’s right there on the cover of each 
issue, under the magazine’s name. But how should 
historians respond when this idea is taken further still 
– when made-up versions of historical events are 
propagated? Adam IP Smith offers a guide to dealing 
with the much-discussed ’fake news’ phenomenon in 
our Viewpoints section on page 16. 

Finally, don’t forget that you can enjoy extended 
versions of some of this issue’s features online. Head  
to historyextra.com to, among other things, read more 
responses to our Big Question and listen to the full 
audio of Christopher de Bellaigue and Yasmin 

Alibhai-Brown’s fascinating conversation about  
the Islamic Enlightenment (on page 84). That will 
hopefully keep you busy and thinking until we return 
with the next issue on 24 May.

Enjoy the magazine.

Mat Elton
Editor, BBC World Histories

WELCOME   ISSUE 3



Save when you subscribe
to the digital edition  
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BBC History Magazine is Britain’s bestselling history magazine.  

We feature leading historians writing lively and  

thought-provoking new takes on the great events of the past.
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explore how China’s 

relationships with 

the rest of the world 

changed throughout 

the 20th century
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David Armitage
Lloyd C Blankfein professor of history at 

Harvard University, Armitage writes about  

the history of civil wars in our Viewpoints 

section on page 20. Taking a long historical 

view of such conflicts, he argues, allows us to 

consider more carefully exactly what we define 

as a ‘civil war’ – and offers hope for the future.

Kira Cochrane
The Guardian’s Opinion editor and author of 

Modern Women: 52 Pioneers, Cochrane profiles 

America’s first female editor of a black newspaper 

on page 58. Through her pioneering writing, 

Ida B Wells led a crusade against lynching, 

asserting that: “If southern white men are not 

careful, they will overreach themselves.”

Betany Hughes
On page 60 the historian, broadcaster and writer 

introduces eight significant artefacts that reveal 

important truths about the ancient Minoan 

civilisation of Crete. “Although Minoan culture 

was certainly not a peace-loving matriarchy, it is 

clear that women did enjoy power and 

influence,” she says.

Jon Wilson 
The senior lecturer in British imperial and south 

Asian history discusses the impacts of British 

rule across its empire for our Big Question article 

on page 32. Wilson also reviews Shashi 

Tharoor’s Inglorious Empire: What the British Did 

to India, a “well-written riposte to texts that 

celebrate empire as a supposed ‘force for good’”.

CONTRIBUTORS

Robert Bickers
What factors have been key in China’s road to 

becoming a 21st-century superpower? That’s the 

question at the heart of Robert Bickers’ feature, 

starting on page 22. A specialist in modern 

Chinese history at the University of Bristol, he 

explores two phenomena key to the transforma-

tion: nationalism and a desire for good PR.

María Teresa Gutiérrez
The former Salvadoran rebel talks to BBC 

journalist Mike Lanchin about her experience of 

the 12-year civil war on page 28. “Many times 

the army came close to finding us,” she recalls. 

“Each time we made camp we had to take all the 

leaves off the ground and carefully put them 

back when we left in order to avoid detection.”

Expert voices from the world of history

66

18

22

66

22

108
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The Briefing
The history behind today’s news
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BACK STORY 

Is the future of  
Nato under threat?

Unequal alliance?
United States and Nato flags  

fly above US Air Force fighter  

jets in Lithuania. The new US 

administration has called into 

question the commitment of Nato 

members that currently fail to 

meet defence spending targets

US president Donald Trump’s comment that the  

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation is “obsolete” has 

caused alarm across Europe. Chris Bowlby quizzes  

historians Helen Parr and James J Sheehan on  

the purpose and objectives of this strategic alliance
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THE BRIEFING  Back Story: Nato

Have Nato’s purposes and strategy 

always been clear and agreed? 

James Sheehan: The best summary of 
Nato’s original purpose was the comment 
attributed to its first secretary general, 
Lord Ismay, suggesting that the alliance 
existed to “keep the Russians out, the 
Americans in, and the Germans down”. 
For 40 years it succeeded in those three 
objectives: the United States remained 
committed to European security, the 
Soviet Union did not expand into western 
Europe, and West Germany, though 
economically powerful and rearmed,  
did not become a threat to its neighbours. 

But despite its long-term success,  
Nato faced a series of crises, some of them 
very serious: the postwar division of 
Berlin, the question of German nuclear 
weapons, the defection of France from 
Nato’s military command in 1966, the 
stationing of medium-range missiles, and 
many more. At the core of these problems 
was the fact that the United States was 
ideologically close but geographically 
distant from Europe (the opposite was 
true of the Soviet Union), which meant 
that Washington and its European allies 
often saw the world differently. In the 
end, the alliance survived these crises 
because there seemed no clear alternative 
– no one was prepared to accept the risks 
of a world without Nato. 

Helen Parr: Nato has often been 
described as an unhappy marriage that 
not just endured but succeeded. During 
the Cold War its members were in 
almost constant disagreement. From  

“Nato has often been described as 
an unhappy marriage that not just 
endured but succeeded. During  
the Cold War its members were  
in almost constant disagreement” 

its inception Nato was a military pact, 
committed to defend against attack, and 
a diplomatic alliance, pledged to deepen 
institutional and economic collabora-
tion. Three issues repeatedly proved 
contentious: the balance between 
nuclear and conventional forces, choices 
between deterrence and diplomacy or 
détente, and differences in the relative 
influence and contributions of the 
United States and Europe. 

Have Nato members questioned  

the United States’ commitment to 

European security in the past?

HP: The Berlin and Cuban crises in the 
early 1960s raised the chilling prospect  

US and Soviet tanks face off across  

the divide between East and West  

Berlin during the crisis of 1961

of global nuclear war. The Europeans 
worried that either Nato might not  
allow a long enough cooling-off period  
during a crisis before turning to a nuclear 
response, or the Americans could stand 
aside and allow Europe to be destroyed. 
These fears encouraged the maintenance 
of British and French nuclear forces,  
and ignited perennial anxieties about 
the potential consequences of German 
access to nuclear weaponry. 

Because of these concerns, the US and 
Europe attempted to formulate a more 
distinctly European grouping within 
Nato. The West Germans worried that, 
in any war below the nuclear threshold, 
German lives and territory would be A

L
A
M
Y
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long-range forces, European populations 
were wary of stoking Cold War tensions. 
In the early 1980s, anti-nuclear protests 
increased. The irony was that heightened 
nuclear fear was one factor that brought 
the Cold War to its end. 

Has Nato’s cohesion become less 

sure since the end of the Cold War?

JS: That Nato lasted through the Cold 
War is a remarkable achievement; most 
alliances are brief, and many collapse 
under the weight of their disagreements. 
That Nato survived the end of the Cold 
War, and therefore the disappearance of 
its original purpose, is even more extra- 
ordinary. It survived because by 1989  
its character had changed. Although its 
formal structure remained military, its 
purpose and procedures became increas- 
ingly political. Nato has become a forum 
for debating larger security questions, for 
co-operation on specific problems, and 
for trying to resolve difficult bilateral 
issues (hostilities between Greece and 
Turkey, for instance). One result of this 
evolution is a willingness to tolerate 
differences that no effective military 
alliance could allow. Because no one is 
prepared to impose the discipline that 
would be required by a cohesive alliance, 
Nato’s proclaimed plans for greater 
military effectiveness do not work out. 

HP: After the Cold War, the ostensible 
reason for Nato’s existence was gone, but 
the trans-Atlantic co-operation it had 
enabled was now so deeply established 
that nobody considered whether the need 

This map shows the 
28 current members of Nato. 
Notably, 12 former Eastern 
Bloc (communist) countries 
have joined since the fall of 
the Iron Curtain and the end 
of the Cold War in 1991

sacrificed. At the same time, they wanted 
to keep open the possibility of German 
reunification, and the Cold War hardened 
the divisions they hoped to eventually 
heal. The British guarded against the  
loss of their nuclear independence in  
a European grouping; the UK was afraid 
that France might become the only 
nuclear power in Europe, and also did  
not want a German finger on the nuclear 
trigger. Nor did France, which also feared 
American dominance would submerge a 
European identity, and that Britain’s 
nuclear relationship with America would 
condemn France to a subordinate status.

In 1966, French president de Gaulle 
withdrew France from Nato’s integrated 
military command structures. The 
Americans responded by seeking not to 
push France out of the diplomatic protec- 
tion of the alliance, but to work around 
France. Nato established the Nuclear 
Planning Group to give the Europeans 
more say, formally adopted the doctrine 
of ‘flexible response’ to plan for conven-
tional reaction rather than all-out nuclear 
war, and deepened its commitment to 
processes of détente before defence.

Tensions re-emerged in the 1980s, 
particularly after Nato’s 1979 ‘dual-track’ 
decision to station nuclear forces in 
western Europe. Though political leaders 
recognised the importance of this action 
in countering the threat from Soviet 

Members of the US 
Senate ratify the North 
Atlantic Treaty in 1949

Members since 1949: Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, United Kingdom, United States 1952: Greece, Turkey 
1955: West Germany 1982: Spain 1999: Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland 2004: Bulgaria, 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia 2009: Albania, Croatia
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Nato: instant primer

The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 
was created on the signing by 12 founder 
members of the document known as the 
Washington Treaty on 4 April 1949. These 
members included the UK, Canada and  
the US, although Nato was meant to 
encourage collective action.

The 14 articles of the treaty define the 
alliance’s essential purpose: to safeguard 
the freedom and security of its members 
through political and military means.  
One states that “an armed attack against 
one or more of them in Europe or North 
America shall be considered an attack 
against them all… if such an armed attack 
occurs, each of them [will take] such action 
as it deems necessary, including the use of 
armed force” – the principle of collective 
defence. So far, Article 5 has been invoked 
once – in response to the US 9/11 attacks.
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THE BRIEFING  Back Story: Nato

for Nato could be over. President George 
HW Bush and Chancellor Helmut Kohl 
moved rapidly after the collapse of the 
Eastern Bloc governments: in the absence 
of viable alternatives, the reunified 
Germany joined the EU and Nato. 

Russian governments claimed that,  
after Germany reunified, they received 
assurances that Nato would not enlarge 
further. But membership became part  
of the processes of democratisation  
and liberalisation in eastern European 
countries. In 1997, Nato offered a closer 
relationship to Russia, but the Russians 
knew they would not have an equal voice. 
Russia was aggravated by Nato expan-
sion, by its attempts to include Georgia 
and Ukraine, and by its interventions in 
Bosnia, Kosovo, Afghanistan and Iraq.

Is Trump’s complaint about unequal 

contributions from Nato members  

a longstanding US grievance?

JS: The United States has continually 
pressed Nato members to increase their 
military spending. Once again, the secret 
to Nato’s survival has been a willingness 
to allow states to opt out of things. Will 
Trump use this longstanding problem  
to create a crisis in the alliance? Maybe. 
I would like to believe that he will 
eventually realise that preserving Nato is 
very much in the US national interest.

What other factors – for example, 

Russia’s re-emergence as a strong 

power – are affecting Nato?

HP: The crisis in Ukraine since 2014 
most upset the testy balance between 

“In 1997, Nato offered a closer 
relationship to Russia, but the 
Russians knew that they would 
not have an equal voice”

A Ukrainian soldier guards a checkpoint 

in eastern Ukraine in 2014. The crisis in 

Ukraine, involving Russian-backed 

separatists, upset the already delicate 

balance between Nato and Russia

US president Bill Clinton and his  

Russian counterpart Boris Yeltsin  

shake hands in 1997 after the signing in 

Paris of the Founding Act, a route-map 

for Nato-Russian co-operation
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Russia and the west. The perception in 
Moscow that Nato opposed Russia’s 
interests was one factor pushing it 
towards an assertive foreign policy. 
Trump’s election seemed to reawaken 
European anxiety that an American- 
Russian condominium could leave 
eastern European countries vulnerable 
and western Europe facing its security 
problems alone. As Britain and the EU 
brace for Brexit, questions about US 
intentions sharpen the dilemmas 
surrounding Britain’s future position 
between Europe and the US, and of the 
direction of a European grouping. 

In the years of fledgling postwar 
recovery, the shield provided by the  
US enabled Europe to take risks. US 
Nato policy reflected its commitment to 
defend Europe and to support interna-
tional institutions, economic co-opera-
tion and multilateral diplomacy. If this 
becomes uncertain, then age-long 
antagonisms between and within 
nations will probably become exposed. 

Have the United States and other 

Nato members become more 

reluctant to deploy armed force? 

JS: This question leads to still further 
questions: will the Trump administra-
tion, for instance, be more or less likely to 
deploy force than Obama’s? During the 
campaign, Trump seemed to criticise the 
robust nation-building approach of the 
Bush era, but he also plans to expand the 
military, and sometimes indulges in 
belligerent rhetoric. Which of these 
various postures will become the basis for 

policy is, at the moment, unclear. Events, 
always the driving force in international 
politics, will be especially important in 
determining the policy of an administra-
tion that is ideologically divided, 
practically inexperienced, and often simply 
confused about how the world works. 

Will Europeans feel the necessity to 
distance themselves from the US? 
Probably. The most immediate issue here 
is likely to be Iran. Some of Trump’s 
advisors have taken a very hardline 
approach to Iran, and it is difficult to see 
how most European governments will 
follow them. A potentially disastrous issue 
is the situation in Israel/Palestine, which 
could easily deteriorate and create severe 
trans-Atlantic tensions. My guess is that 
the new administration’s policy towards 
Russia will not be as much of a problem, 
although it may create difficulties with 
the Poles and the Baltic states.

Could the Trump presidency inspire 
Europeans to create a more effective 
military force of their own? Probably not. 
I don’t see most European states investing 
heavily in the kind of military forces 
contemporary warfare requires. Counter- 
terrorism will continue to be the primary 
security issue. 

28  
Members of the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

12 former eastern European 

communist states have  

joined since 1999

“If US commitment to Nato 
becomes uncertain, then age-long 
antagonisms between and within 
nations will become exposed”

US vice-president Mike Pence speaks 

after a Nato meeting in February 2017. 

He voiced the view that Nato members 

should increase defence spending

Chris Bowlby is a BBC journalist specialising 

in history. He was speaking to historians Helen 

Parr, senior lecturer at Keele University, and 

James J Sheehan, emeritus professor of 

history at Stanford University
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Latvians pictured in 2014, celebrating 

the tenth anniversary of the nation 

joining Nato. Such expansion caused 

alarm in Russia

Let us know about your views on this piece  

by emailing worldhistories@historyextra.com

HAVE YOUR SAY
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THE BRIEFING  History Headlines

2 COLIMA MEXICO

Grave guardian unearthed
A statue of an ancient shaman has been found in  
a 1,700-year-old burial chamber in the western Mexican 
state of Colima. Sporting a horned headdress and 

wielding an axe, the 39cm-tall, 
ochre-tinted shaman was interred to 
guard the dead, says archaeologist 
Rafael Platas Ruíz. Unearthed in 
February during the renovation of a 
church, the three-layered tomb dates to 
the Comala period (AD 1-500). Its 
entrance had been sealed with grinding 
tools, stones and human bones. Two 
pots, more piles of bones and a sculpture 
of a woman were also found inside.

TOKYO JAPAN

Shining a spotlight on secret assassins
Plans to open a ninja museum in Tokyo have been 
announced. Celebrating the stealthy spies that orig-
inated in Japan’s feudal period (12th–16th centuries), 
the museum is the initiative of the government-funded 
Japan Ninja Council, a group of scholars, experts and 
organisations dedicated to preserving and promoting 
the discipline. A ninja-training academy will also be 
established to school people in the traditional art of 
ninjutsu. The museum is set to open in 2018. 

QUMRAN WEST BANK

Twel�h Dead Sea cave discovered
A cave thought to have hidden some of the 2,000-year-
old manuscripts known as the Dead Sea Scrolls has 
been identified – the first such discovery in 60 years. 
“Until now, it was accepted that the scrolls were found 
only in 11 caves, but there is no doubt that this is the 
12th,” stated the excavation’s director, Dr Oren 
Gutfeld, in February. Though they found no scrolls, 
Gutfeld’s team uncovered leather string, parchment, 
cloth and shattered jars, similar to those that 
contained the other manuscripts in nearby caves.  
They also found two pickaxes, suggesting the cave’s 
scrolls were probably looted in the mid-20th century. 
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One section 

of some 450 

Neolithic 

earthworks in 

the rainforest 

of Brazil’s Acre 

state, revealed 

by aerial drone 

photography

This figurine of a pre-Columbian 

shaman was discovered beneath 

a Mexican church
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AMAZON RAINFOREST 

BRAZIL

Rainforest rituals revealed
Deforestation in Brazil’s Amazon region 
has exposed 450 Neolithic earthworks, 
concealed for hundreds of years under 
previously dense vegetation. Scientists 
from Brazil and the UK discovered the 
large square and circular ditched enclo-
sures by examining photos from drones 
flown over the area. Termed ‘geoglyphs’, 
they are thought to date 
from the beginning of 
the first century AD. 
Very few objects 
have been uncov-
ered at the sites, 
leading experts 
to conclude they 
were probably 
used only occa-
sionally, possibly 
for ritual gatherings. 

4

A piece of 

parchment found 

in the newly 

discovered 

Qumran cave in 

the West Bank
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GREECE

Stolen treasures recovered
A Europe-wide operation last year recovered 3,561 artefacts  
and artworks. Police from 18 countries collaborated in searches 
at galleries, checkpoints and scuba-diving schools, resulting  
in 75 arrests. Several of the objects recovered by Operation 
Pandora, which included a post-Byzantine image of St George 
and a marble Ottoman tombstone (both found in Greece), as  
well as more than 400 coins, “are of great cultural importance  
in the archaeological world,” according to a Europol statement.

SHANXI PROVINCE CHINA 

Royal remains discovered
The tomb of a Chinese princess has 
been unearthed near Taiyuan, northern 

China. Inscriptions in the chamber name its 
occupants as General Zhao Xin and his wife 
Princess Neé Liu, buried on 18 March 564 

during China’s brief, tumultuous Northern Qi 
dynasty (550–77). Interred in the same coffin, 
the couple were joined in the afterlife by 105 clay 
warriors, servants and camels. The tomb was 
excavated in 2012–13 but the discoveries only 
disseminated widely in early 2017.

GDAŃSK POLAND

Batle over Second World War museum
Courtroom wranglings have delayed the opening  
of Poland’s new Museum of the Second World War. 
The Polish government has criticised the museum as 
not focusing enough on Poland’s national experienc-
es. In January, the ministry of culture won a court 
ruling allowing it to merge the museum with another 
site, and to reshape its exhibitions. At the time of 
writing, the ruling was awaiting appeal.
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This post-Byzantine 

icon of St George found 

in Greece was among 

3,561 artefacts seized 

by police during a  

pan-European 

investigation in 2016 

WORDS ELLIE CAWTHORNE

Piles of suitcases 

form part of the 

permanent 

exhibition at 

Poland’s Museum 

of the Second 

World War, the 

opening of which 

has been delayed
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points

mong Donald Trump’s
accomplishments is 
inadvertently stimulating 
popular interest in 

epistemology. ‘Post-truth’ is the Oxford
Dictionaries’ 2016 ‘word of the year’ – 
 a judgment based largely on the number 
of times it’s been invoked by journalists 
discussing the politics of the US election 
and the UK’s ‘Brexit’ referendum. In 
a post-truth world, politics is conducted  
in a frenzy of self-reinforcing bubbles. 
Because people have a psychological
preference for information 
that reinforces their 

pre-existing biases, the media gives  
us the stories we like, rather than  
ones that are true. 

2016 was also the year in which the
term ‘fake news’ entered the political 
lexicon. Initially used to describe the 
literal manufacturing of lies masquerad-
ing as factual reporting by Macedonian 
teenagers trying to make a quick buck  
or Russian agents out to cause trouble, 
President Trump has now seized on the 
term to attack any media story, or even 
polling data, that he doesn’t like. 

Even cynical
Washington insiders
have been taken
aback by the Trump 
administration’s
apparent indiffer-
ence to truth. 
Trump’s bizarre
insistence that his
inauguration crowd
was larger than 
Barack Obama’s – 
in spite of photo-

graphic evidence  
to the contrary –  
is reminiscent 

of Chico Marx’s 
famous injunction  

in the 1933 film  
Duck Soup: “Well, who you 

gonna believe – me, or your own eyes?” 
This is a slightly different variant of 

dystopia from that famously described
in George Orwell’s 1984, which leapt 44
up the bestseller lists after presidential 
advisor Kellyanne Conway defended  

A

ILLUSTRATION BY KATE HAZELL

The advent of ‘alternative facts’ and the ‘post-truth’ 
world may seem innately modern, but it has ample
precedents in history – and historians are uniquely
equipped to tackle the problem
BY ADAM IP SMITH

The post-truth past

Expert opinions on
the historical issues
behind today’s news

FAKE NEWS
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the White House press secretary by 
describing the incorrect information  
he provided as “alternative facts”. 
Orwell’s imaginary government wanted 
people to believe that war was peace and 
freedom was slavery, whereas today the 
problem is that no one knows what to 
believe any more. It is as if the prolifera-
tion of data on the internet, combined 
with distrust of institutions and 
‘experts’, has led to epistemological 
anarchy: a state in which it’s simply too 
exhausting to keep on fact-checking 
everything, so instead you just shrug 
your shoulders. You keep hearing people 
arguing about it, so who knows if 
man-made climate change is real or not?

Sir Richard J Evans, formerly regius 
professor of modern history at the 
University of Cambridge, has claimed 
that the origins of the ‘post-truth’ 
culture lie in the pernicious influence  
of postmodernists who dismissed the 
pursuit of truth as a delusion. But there 
is a longer history at work here and, of 
course, there is nothing postmodern 
about the phenomenon of the powerful 
trying to control knowledge: that desire 
is surely as old as government itself.  
“We live in an age that maketh truth 
pass for treason,” said English politician 
Algernon Sidney, on his way to being 
executed in 1683 for alleged treason 
against Charles II – a line that helped his 
version of truth posthumously triumph, 
not least in 18th and 19th-century 
America, where he was hailed as a Whig 
patriot who’d been martyred for the 
rights of the people. Sidney’s valedictory 

bon mot might have struck a chord  
with the acting attorney general fired by 
President Trump for her “betrayal” after 
she told US justice department lawyers 
not to defend his ban on migrants from 
seven majority-Muslim countries.

The epistemological problem of ‘how 
we know what we know’ has bedevilled 
philosophers for centuries. It was all  
very well for Enlightenment thinkers  
to tell us that our reason should lead us 
to truth, but what if one person’s reason 
leads them to a truth that another thinks 
is a lie? What if, as the 18th-century 
philosopher Immanuel Kant suggested, 
we never actually ‘know’ a thing in itself 
but only as filtered through our 
categories of understanding? 

There is probably some truth –  
a deliciously ironic truth – to the idea 
that the cultural ascendency of post-
modernism, which was intended to 
emancipate us from oppressive narra-
tives about the world, has provided, 
knowingly or otherwise, some of the 
modes of argument for the populist 
right. Conservative talkshow hosts in 
the US sought to emancipate their 
listeners from what they saw as hegem-
onic liberal narratives through a radical 
scepticism about authority. It is a short 
step from here to the view that one 
‘knows’ something is right because one 
‘feels’ it to be true – and that appeals by 
experts to evidence that is not immedi-
ately in front of your own eyes are just 
part of the liberal domination that has  
to be overcome. Trump’s politics has  
its origins in that kind of thinking.  

Good historical writing can be  
an antidote to ‘post-truth’ culture –  
not because historians have magically 
resolved the epistemological challenges  
of generations but because they have  
a pragmatic, practical answer. On the 
one hand, historians are professionally 
dedicated to questioning received narra-
tives, never taking them at face value; on 
the other, they are equally determined 
to use an exhaustive search for evidence 
to construct the most plausible meaning 
they can. Reading and doing history is 
empowering because it does not just give 
you the tools to doubt what you’re told, 
but also the tools to build a case to back 
up anything that is doubted. 

Historians cannot fight the battle for 
truth alone, of course. Without a free 
press and serious journalists dedicated  
to holding power to account, and 
without institutions, such as universities, 
that try to maintain the spirit of 
scientific enquiry, the space for historical 
analysis withers. But history does teach 
us that, though omniscient objectivity 
may be a noble dream, the rigorous and 
transparent use of evidence is something 
we can choose to do – or not. 

 Have your say Share your thoughts  

on this issue’s columns by emailing us  

at worldhistories@historyextra.com

 Reading and doing history 
is empowering because it 

gives you the tools to doubt 
what you’re told – and the 

tools to build a case to back 
up anything that is doubted 
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one’s fortunes were more closely linked
than those of the first family.

In Trump’s case, that meant giving 
his sons Eric and Donald Jr, and his 
son-in-law Jared Kushner, key roles in
his ‘transition team’, then making them
senior advisors in either a formal or an
informal capacity. For Alexios, it meant
surrounding himself with brothers and
brothers-in-law who were rewarded 
with plum roles in his administration. 
In both cases, however, a woman was the
power behind the throne. For President
Trump that meant his daughter Ivanka,
who was credited in the first week of his
administration with forcing an about-
turn on a proposal to water down rights
for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgen-
der people; for Alexios, it meant his
mother, the formidable Anna Dalassene,
who was handed full executive power
when the new emperor was occupied
dealing with a full-blown military crisis.
The empire would not survive, he used
to say, without his mother’s “brains and
good judgment”. Anna was a calm and
stabilising influence – something many 
commentators say about Ivanka Trump.

The problem with keeping a close
grip on the reins of power is that those
closest to the leader get the greatest
rewards. Alexios’s family and friends
received public funds “by the cartload” 
and became so rich that their houses
were “the size of towns”. That seems
likely to happen in the US, too, where
the president immediately loosened
bank regulations. After less than two
weeks in power he talked of “So many 
people, friends of mine, that have nice
businesses, and they can’t borrow 
money”. Making life easier for friends
and family – and making them richer
– was instinctively the right thing to do.

Predictably, that did not go down 
well in the Byzantine empire under
Alexios Komnenos, nor is it likely to do 
so in the United States in 2017. Just
weeks after Komnenos took the throne
there were mutterings about his
decision-making and his performance,
especially after things went badly wrong 
with the empire’s foreign relations.
There were whispers in the highways

icture the scene: an 
economy that has been
staggering for years; a 
foreign policy that had seen

poorly executed interventions and
spiralling costs; and rising concerns 
about the role of the elite in overseeing 
rising inequality. As with Donald
Trump nearly 900 years later, not many 
would have picked Alexios Komnenos as 
the coming man in the Eastern Roman 
empire – often called Byzantium – at the
end of the 11th century.

Unlike Trump, Alexios was a young 
man – precocious, even – but one whose
track record as a military strategist
inspired many to overlook his political 
inexperience. Although some certainly 

P

POLITICS

did not think so, to many it seemed
obvious that it was time for a change in
Constantinople. Things had been going 
badly for a while, and none of those in
positions of authority had the brains or
the brawn to arrest the decline. Those
with an eye on the top job in Constan-
tinople, the position of emperor, were 
all either too old, too compromised or
too short of ideas. What was needed 
was a breath of fresh air.

Authors writing in florid, beautiful 
Greek in Constantinople would never
have deigned to use an expression such
as “draining the swamp”, nor pithy 
slogans such as “Make Byzantium Great
Again”, but that was effectively the word
on the street in 1081. One chronicler
reported that Alexios’s supporters sang 

songs about his plans “going fizz”. 
“Alexios, hurrah – he’s your 

boy!” the chant 
continued.

Unlike Trump, 
who had to win an 
election, Alexios
arranged a coup that 
saw him depose the
sitting emperor and
take the throne. But
both Trump and 
Alexios did the same 
thing once they had
taken power: they 
appointed a cadre 
of loyal followers

whose interests were 
closely aligned with those 

of the new leader. And no 

Byzantine family ties
Donald Trump has been accused of acting  
in the interests of friends and family – but,  
in that, he has an 11th-century role model
BY PETER FRANKOPAN  
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and byways about whether it might be 
better to replace him with a more 
malleable and less polarising figure.

If it is any consolation to Trump,
Alexios was made of stern stuff, seeing 
off challenge after challenge to his 
rule. The emperor was like a sailor 
being buffeted during a storm, wrote  
his daughter Anna Komnene, with-
standing wave after wave of assault. 
As it happened, he also ushered in
something of a golden age – a point 
that might make the doom-mongers, 
who see Trump as a danger to the
United States and to the world itself,
pause for thought. It is striking,
however, that the sun only rose over
Alexios’s realm after he got rid of his
family and his retainers, who turned out 
to be nothing but trouble: determined to 
protect their own interests at the expense 
of the state. Appointing on merit, 
developing an effective foreign policy 
and overseeing economic development
that helped the many rather than the 
few is what finally turned things around.
Donald Trump might be interested to
learn from history, rather than to merely 
think about how to make it.  

Into the shadows
‘Dark tourism’ may not  
be for everyone, yet it  
can provide visceral  
insights into history
BY ROGER MOORHOUSE
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he genre of travel dubbed
‘dark tourism’ has boomed
in recent years. Visitor 
numbers at Auschwitz, for 

instance, have more than quadrupled
since 2000. Chernobyl, long off-limits,
now welcomes 10,000 visitors each year. 

This July I’ll be leading a tour group 
exploring Poland's grim fate during the 
Second World War, visiting numerous
museums and historical sites including 
concentration and Nazi death camps. 
Other popular ‘dark’ destinations 
include Ground Zero in New York, 
Robben Island in South Africa and 
Cambodia's Killing Fields. 

The recent growth has been spurred
by globalisation, and perhaps a growing 
popular awareness of wider histories. But
though it sounds edgy and postmodern, 
dark tourism has a long pedigree. In the 
years after the American Civil War, travel 
firm Thomas Cook offered its customers 
tours of newly cleared battlefields; they 
did the same after the First World War, 
taking groups to the Flanders cemeteries.  

What is it, then, that drives our
interest in holidaying on the darker side
of human history? Partly, it is just that: 
history’s horror stories have long exerted 
a strange magnetism. Partly, too, it is 
that the opportunities for such uncon-
ventional travelling are so much greater 
and more affordable now than even a 
decade ago. But it is also undoubtedly 
the lure of the ‘sense of place’ – the 
frisson of seeing with one’s own eyes the 
spots where tyrants walked, where death
lurked, where history was made.

T
Of course, there are limits. Sensitivity 

must always be paramount. A tour to 
a ‘dark’ location must never be carried 
out in an exploitative, disrespectful or
tasteless manner. Moreover, given the 
still-controversial nature of some subjects, 
it is not enough for a guide or operator
simply to provide the location; there is 
also an obligation to educate and provide 
accurate context. One cannot visit the
former site of the Auschwitz concentra-
tion camp, for instance, and come away 
denying that the Holocaust took place.

Some find the idea of holidaying on
history’s dark side incomprehensible, 
even distasteful. That’s fine. But we
must not forget that, done properly, this 
form of travel can be challenging, 
enlightening and hugely rewarding, 
providing a vital new aspect to our 
understanding of the subject at hand – 
whether we are on the bridge on the  
river Kwai or at a former Soviet gulag.

To my mind, the throwaway phrase
‘dark tourism’ scarcely does the concept 
justice. Visiting history’s most infamous 
locations reminds us of the subject’s 
emotional element – its visceral appeal. 
And that is a reminder that can be of 
benefit to us all.  

Peter Frankopan 

is senior research

fellow at Worcester

College, Oxford  

and author of the

critically acclaimed

The Silk Roads 

(Bloomsbury, 2015)

Trump and  
Alexios both did 
the same thing 
a�er taking 
power: appointed  
followers with 
interests closely 
aligned to theirs
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Latin lessons  
on civil war
Internal conflicts now outnumber
international wars – but are nothing 
new, as the Romans were aware
BY DAVID ARMITAGE

ivil war is now humanity’s
most characteristic form 
of organised, large-scale
violence. In the decades 

since the Second World War, fighting 
within states has almost entirely 
replaced that between states. From 
Afghanistan to Yemen, all of the world’s
40 or so ongoing conflicts are now civil 
wars, except for the struggle for Kashmir 
between India and Pakistan. For the 
moment, at least, intrastate war has 
almost entirely replaced interstate war 
across the world.

How are we to make sense of this 
mayhem? “Comparatively,” political 
scientists would answer. “Take a broad 
sample of civil wars since 1989, or maybe
1945, and analyse their motivations, life
cycles and aftermaths.” Most historians,
on the other hand, would advocate:
“Individually – look at each conflict 
in context, and recover its specificity.” 
To both groups I would reply: “Serially,
but over 2,000 years, examining wars 
fought over the centuries from ancient 
Rome to the present.”

In my new book, I argue that the long 
view of civil wars, from that instigated 

by Roman 
general Sulla 
to the current 
conflict in 
Syria, encour-
ages humility, 
complexity and 
hope. Humility, 
because we can see that
much of what we think we now know 
about civil wars has been discovered
centuries, even millennia, earlier. 
Complexity, because our struggles over 
the meaning and significance of civil 
war arise from multiple histories that are
still jostling and colliding in the present. 
And hope, because the long view shows
that civil war need not be a congenital
curse for humanity but something we
might gradually cure.

First, humility. Social scientists  
now tell us that civil wars last longer,
recur more often and leave deeper 
wounds than other kinds of conflict. 
The Romans discovered all of this 
during their own civil wars in the first
century BC, and in their reflections on 
those conflicts over the course of five
centuries, by thinkers ranging from
Cicero to St Augustine. They were not 
the first to suffer internal conflict, but
they were the first to experience it as 
‘civil’ – among fellow citizens or, in
Latin, cives – and as ‘war’: formal armed s
conflict with, as they said, drums and 
trumpets, standards and generals, for 
control of the city itself. Their concep-
tion of civil war, their narratives about  
it and their moral analyses resonated 

through the centuries, shaping later
views in the west and beyond, almost
down to our own time.

Next, complexity. Starting in the 
19th century, civil war came under the

umbrella of law; in the late 20th 
century, the Geneva Conven-

tions were extended to 
cover “non-international

armed conflict” 
(the international 
humanitarian law 
term for civil war).
This set up collisions 
over the definition 
and meaning of civil 
war, notably in Iraq 
during the Second 

Gulf War and more 
recently in Syria.  

Those controversies pitted 
experiences among local 

populations on the ground 
against expert understandings within 

the international community of what 
was, or was not, civil war. Such disputes 
arise from civil war’s multiple histories, 
which need to be carefully excavated to 
be properly understood.

Finally, hope. The incidence of civil
conflict seems to be declining. Major 
civil wars characterised by decades of 
death and destruction have been 
terminated in the past few years, first in 
Sri Lanka and more recently in Colom-
bia. The entire western hemisphere is 
now free from civil war for almost the 
first time in two centuries. Perhaps
humanity is on the verge of dis-invent-
ing what the Romans first invented 
2,000 years ago. Until we do, we will 
need history – and a very long view of it 
– to assess future prospects for escaping 
our most disturbing discontents. 

CIVIL WARS

C

The entire western 
hemisphere is now 
free from civil war 
for the first time 
in two centuries
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Our second issue explored a range of topics including the
legacy of the Cold War, Lenin’s lust for power and the roots
of our 21st-century ‘age of anger’. Here, readers have their say

I just wanted to congratulate  
you on this exquisite world history 

magazine. It’s a breath of fresh air to 
have neutral, academic and nuanced 
analyses, especially in this world of
information overload! A special thanks to 
Tanya Harmer for her expert Viewpoint
piece on Fidel Castro. Her refreshing 
analysis shows that history is not black 
and white, and can definitely not be 
summarised in a 140-character tweet.

Clementine Bulso, by email

As an Australian primary-school
student we were taught social

studies, which just skirted around history.
In secondary years, history remained 
‘shallow’. It was a pity that we only got to
know limited Australian history.

But being a teacher myself for 43 years 
and now living in England, I have come 
to love history – especially when we 
learn that historical characters were
human, with human needs and desires.
Your publication provides depth to the 
subjects: I can see where various bits of
the jigsaw fit, and what drove men and
women to do what they did – and create
history. Thank you!

Graeme Gee, by email

I am from Uruguay, but studying  
for my masters in history at the 

University of Cincinnati. I read your new 
magazine with enthusiasm, and enjoyed 
every page. I hope that you will also
include articles on Latin America.

Adrian Marquez, by email

5 We explore Bolivia’s national capital,  
La Paz, in our Global City feature on 
page 108 – and we will certainly return  
to Latin America in future issues, too.

I refer to Peter Frankopan’s column
[on inspirational historical texts] 

in your second issue. I studied karate for
some 20 years, and the main inspiration
for the art was Master Gichin Funakoshi. 
In his key text, Karate-do Kyohan, is a
poem in calligraphy written in his hand:

To search the old is to understand  

the new

The old, the new. This is a matter of time

In all things man must have a clear mind

The way: who will pass it on straight 

and well.

I hope that this is of interest to you,  
and many thanks for a fine magazine.

David Montgomery, Su�olk

Is it strange I’m loving the texture
of this new World Histories 

magazine? Can’t wait to read it.

@Lady_B_Crawford, on Twi�er

I love this new magazine! What 
great perspectives and thoughtful 

connections from our past to our current
times. Love every article. One section  
that I see is missing from the second 
issue is the Milestones feature [which
explored global historical anniversa-
ries]. I hope that it will be coming back 
in the third issue.

David Pucci, by email

5 Milestones has been replaced by our
expanded Viewpoints section, starting  
on page 16. But if you agree with David, 
or if there’s anything else you’d like to 
see in future issues, please let us know.

 Join the conversation
Email worldhistories@historyextra.com
Twitter twitter.com/historyextra r
Facebook facebook.com/historyextrak
Post BBC World Histories, Immediate Media 
Company Bristol Limited, Tower House, 
Fairfax Street, Bristol BS1 3BN, UK

MISSED ISSUE 2?
You can still order a copy online at
buysubscriptions.com/worldhistories-2  
or call us on 0844 844 0250+ and quote 
WORLHA17*

* Subscribers to BBC History Magazine pay only £6.99. 
Prices including postage are: £8.49 for UK residents, 
£9.49 for Europe and £9.99 for Rest of World. All orders 
subject to availability. Please allow up to 70 days for
delivery. + Calls will cost 7p per minute plus your 
telephone company’s access charge. Lines are open 
8am–8pm weekdays & 9am–1pm Saturday

Snow-capped Mount Illimani looms over the
Metropolitan Cathedral of La Paz. For more
on the Bolivian capital, see page 108
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For much of the 20th century 

China has waged a battle to 

shape and assert its national 

identity and culture, both 

overseas and at home.  

Robert Bickers explains why 

exploring China’s evolving 

nationalism is crucial to  

understanding its modern 

fixation with the country’s 

international image
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Shanghai tension
Armoured cars of the British 
Royal Tank Corps are unloaded in 
Shanghai in 1927 to help defend 
the International Settlement 
during the Nationalist Revolution. 
Anti-imperialism, fuelled by  
a sense of ‘national humiliation’, 
underpinned popular support  
for the Guomindang party
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Chinese culture

All that jazz
Young Chinese 
‘moderns’, many in
western-style 
clothes, dance to jazz 
in a Shanghai club  
in the 1920s. Many 
Chinese people, even
anti-imperialist 
nationalists, adopted 
some elements of 
western culture

Culture club
Sculptures are unpacked for

the International Exhibition of 
Chinese Art in London in 1935.
Supporting the exhibition was 

a diplomatic strategy by the 
Chinese government to raise 

international awareness of its
culture and win sympathy

for its fight against Japanese
incursions since 1931

A truthful and pleasant picture
Hollywood actor Luise Rainer and 
a Chinese advisor on the set of MGM’s
film of The Good Earth, set in China and
released in 1937. The film studio signed 
a formal agreement with the Chinese
government to “present a truthful and
pleasant picture of China”

 H 
ow did a Chinese general end up in  
a Hollywood movie studio in 1936 –
and what was he doing there?

For several weeks at the beginning 
of that year, Major General Tu Ting-
hsiu was a regular feature in the film
industry gossip columns of the Cali-
fornia press as he observed the shoot-

ing of MGM’s The Good Earth, the film of Pearl Buck’s Pulitzer
Prize-winning novel of Chinese rural life. In on-set photographs 
Tu, described as the film’s ‘technical advisor’, can be seen chat-
ting with one of its lead actors, Luise Rainer.

The visitor from China probably knew very little about the 
harsh struggle for existence in his nation’s countryside that was 
portrayed in the film. Tu, who had adopted the English name
Theodore, was an American-educated singer, a baritone known
as ‘China’s Caruso’, heavily involved in music education and Chi-
nese political life. But examining the question of his presence in
California provides insights into what today seems an unusual 
fixation – the preoccupation by China’s government with the im-
age of its people and the presentation of its history, overseas and 
domestically. Any attempt to understand China’s contemporary 
strategic assertiveness and sensitivity to foreign understandings of 
its past must begin by exploring its 20th-century history and its 
long struggle to secure the dignity of both the state and its people
in foreign eyes.

Tu went to Hollywood to oversee MGM’s compliance with  
a formal agreement the studio had signed with his government. 
The document specified that the film should “present a truthful 
and pleasant picture of China and her people” and use Chinese 
actors, and that the studio should “accept as much as possible” 
the suggestions made by the nominated envoy of China; it also 
stated that, if it so decided, the Chinese government could pro-
vide a preface for the movie. The 1934 agreement was the first 
that any US studio had ever contracted with a foreign govern-
ment on issues relating to film content, and it showed how fixat-
ed Chinese nationalists, both in and out of government, had 
become with representations of their country overseas. But this 
was no mere matter of disgust with the prevalence of Chinese 
villains (such as Sax Rohmer’s ‘devil doctor’ Fu Manchu, played 
by Boris Karloff and Christopher Lee) in foreign film and fic-
tion, or with the lurid portrayals of opium use and sexual preda-
tion that were routine in tales of ‘Chinatown’. It was instead one 
strand in a concerted policy of cultural diplomacy that also 
aimed to help China in its existential struggle against Japan. 

Post-imperial conflict

For decades after the downfall of China’s last imperial rulers in
1912, nationalists had fought hard to unite a country splintered 
by militarism. This was a war fought on many fronts, including a 
cultural offensive – of which the public face in the US was ‘Chi-
na’s Caruso’. The first stage of the conflict involved a military 
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campaign launched with Soviet aid, advisors 
and weapons. By 1928 the Guomindang, the 
party founded by the veteran revolutionary Sun 
Yat-sen, had fought its way north from its base 
in southern Guangzhou and established a new 
national government in Nanjing. Sun had not 
lived to see this triumph (he died in 1925), and 
the new state was led instead by his former 
right-hand man, Chiang Kai-shek. The second 
phase of the battle was a diplomatic struggle 
that involved confronting the legacy of China’s 
near-century of weakness in the face of assertive 
foreign power. 

This was a challenging legacy. Since the ‘opi-
um wars’ of the mid-19th century, China had 
been forced to accept treaties that degraded its 
sovereignty, had seen Hong Kong and Taiwan 
carved off and made into foreign-controlled 
colonies, and had been forced to accept foreign- 
controlled ‘concessions’ or ‘international settlements’ in many of 
its coastal and riverine cities. As a result it hosted tens of thou-
sands of foreign nationals who were not subject to its legal juris-
diction, but instead enjoyed the benefits of ‘extraterritoriality’. An 
archipelago of European or Japanese-run zones was strung along 
the coast, foreign shipping firms secured inland navigation rights, 
and even China’s tariffs were set by foreign diktat, while its  
customs service was run by foreign administrators. It was little 
wonder that foreign observers talked of China as a ‘dying nation’, G
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and that its own intellectuals anxiously debated 
the chances of ‘national extinction’.

This situation came to be known as China’s 
‘National Humiliation’. Though Chiang’s gov-
ernment applied pressure on the foreign powers 
to roll back these ‘unequal treaties’, as national-
ists termed them – with some success: by 1931 
even the British were ready to sign away their 
extorted privileges – Japan, a latecomer to the 
game of predatory nations in China, instead  
became more aggressive. 

Japan’s attempt at the 1919 Paris Peace  
Conference to secure the transfer to itself of 
German concessions in China had provoked 
outrage from the Chinese. A revitalised nation-
alist movement erupted, named the May 
Fourth Movement for the date in 1919 when 
the contentious treaty clauses became known, 
prompting a wave of protests and strikes. This 

movement had helped inspire hundreds of thousands of people 
who joined the call of the Guomindang, as well as others who 
believed that answers to China’s weakness and humiliation 
might be found in communism.

In 1931 Japanese forces based in one of those hived-off zones, 
the ‘leased territory’ of Dairen (now Dalian, in Liaoning prov-
ince), faked a Chinese terrorist attack on a Japanese train near 
Shenyang in Manchuria. That provided a pretext for a series of 
lightning retaliatory strikes against Chinese forces, initially un-
sanctioned by the government in Tokyo, that brought north-
east China into Japan’s hands – an action that attracted interna-
tional censure. As the Japanese turned Manchuria into a new 
puppet state, and installed the Qing emperor Puyi as its titular 
head, China’s nationalists continued to wage a diplomatic  
campaign – and a cultural one. It was as part of this campaign 
that Theodore Tu came to be casting Californian Chinese- 
Americans as extras in MGM’s movie. 

Cultural renewal

During the May Fourth Movement, a strong body of thought 
had emerged that demanded a complete cultural renewal for 
China. If its traditional culture had failed to protect it, the rea-
soning went, then that culture needed a root-and-branch over-
haul. Some thought the answer lay in a comprehensive adoption 
of western cultural forms and values. This conviction prompted 
the initiatives that sent Tu to Columbia University, established a 
National Conservatory of Music in Shanghai with which Tu 
was involved, and sponsored the Chinese Boy Scouts movement 
for which Tu composed the anthem. Many others, in the cities 
especially, simply developed their own amalgam of foreign and 
Chinese cultures: they danced to the latest jazz numbers from 
the US, peppered their speech with English words, and acted in 
a self-consciously modeng (modern) fashion. Anti-imperialists 

IF CHINA’S 

TRADITIONAL 

CULTURE HAD 

FAILED TO 

PROTECT IT, 

THEN THAT 

CULTURE 

NEEDED A 

ROOT-AND-

BRANCH 

OVERHAUL
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It was finally understood that the China then under attack by 
Japan was not the caricatured land of comic ‘Chinamen’, nor the
decayed and corrupted civilisation portrayed in Hollywood’s
most hostile moments. Rather, it was a rich and valuable culture
of world standing. When in the summer of 1937 Japan launched
an all-out war on China, it found that foreign sympathies over-
whelmingly supported the Chinese. Lin Yutang’s work, the exhi-
bition at Burlington House and even Theodore Tu’s technical
assistance on The Good Earth had all played an important part inh
this perception.

Ambivalence to the west

After the Japanese invasion of 1937, as Chiang Kai-shek’s forces
retreated into China’s interior, the work of cultural diplomacy 
continued. It proceeded even after the start of the Second World
War and the attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941, and  
after the US and Britain formally signed away their privileges in
China with new treaties in 1943. But a cultural conservatism
had also taken root in China, alongside an unpredictable am-
bivalence towards western culture.

American observers were shocked in 1943 by Chiang Kai-
shek’s wartime manifesto China’s Destiny, a book that seemed to 
be a xenophobic call not only to restore China’s sovereignty but
also to assert control over regions long lost to Chinese power. The
foreign presence had not only degraded China’s sovereignty,
Chiang argued, but also morally corrupted its people, who should
reject western ways and values. Those who once thought they 
were helping to make a strong new China by creating syncretic

wore suits and drank cocktails in cabarets; they fought imperi-
alism by day, and embraced the west by night.

But renewing China also meant persuading those overseas to 
take its traditional culture seriously. Witty writers such as Lin
Yutang penned hugely popular introductions to Chinese cul-
ture and customs – his My Country and My People topped e The 
New York Times bestseller lists in 1935, and tore into the carica-s
tures of Chinese decay proffered by British and American ‘old
China hands’. Widespread denigration of Chinese culture had 
accompanied the degradation of its sovereignty – and now an
apparent indifference to its fate after 1931, as Japanese forces
pushed into northern China. To counter this, the government
supported a massive exhibition of Chinese cultural treasures in
London in 1935/36, with more than 1,000 items loaned from 
the National Palace Museum in Beijing. Wily Chinese leaders 
believed that the benefits of such cultural diplomacy could be 
worth much more than pleas to the League of Nations.

They were right. The International Exhibition of Chinese
Art at London’s Royal Academy of Arts in Burlington House in
Piccadilly transformed foreign perceptions of China’s culture.
“All London is China mad,” reported one Australian visitor in 
1935, as Chinese wallpapers and designs filled department
stores. But the impact was felt far beyond the ephemeral world of 
interior design. “One cannot but hang one’s head in shame,” an-
nounced one reviewer, who bewailed the injustices inflicted on
the culture that had produced such artistic treasures over so
many centuries. (Ironically, of course, many of those injustices 
had been planned in London, a short walk away from Piccadilly.)

Chinese culture

Seeing red
Young members of the Red 
Guard raise fists at a rally 
during China’s Cultural 
Revolution. This militia 
targeted ‘class enemies’ 
and those with ties to the 
west or the former 
nationalist government
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paign against ‘western values’ on university 
campuses, and against the fashion for wholly 
western names on city restaurants.

If we are to understand China’s actions to-
day we need to understand this history of am-
bivalence about the west. We also need to 
remember why the past matters so much in 
China. Colonialism was part of its recent histo-
ry: it is less than 20 years since it regained the 
colony of Macau from Portugal, for instance.

Unresolved territorial disputes with some of 
its neighbours have their roots in the 19th cen-
tury, when territory was lost by China’s Qing 
rulers. Others are fuelled by a reaction against 
its past weaknesses and an ambition to wipe 
away the humiliation of the past through asser-
tive policies in the present. President Trump’s 
tweets criticising China’s devaluation of its 
currency and construction of military bases 
sound in China like statements from that hu-
miliating era when foreign diplomats chastised 

and hectored its rulers.
China’s Communist Party rulers decisively turned to nation-

alism in the aftermath of their suppression of the 1989 democra-
cy movement. Those protesting, it was concluded, lacked  
a sufficient understanding of the dark past from which the  
party had saved China. Building on the longer story of national-
ist anti-imperialism in the 20th century, the government em-
bedded ‘patriotic education’ at the heart of schooling, pumped 
resources into new history museums and memorials, sponsored 
films and television series, and established research centres. Sites 
of Communist Party sacrifice or Japanese military atrocity  
became ‘patriotic education bases’. The humiliations of history 
were to be kept raw to serve the party’s crisis of legitimacy  
after 1989.

Much is left out of this version of the story, which places the 
communists at the heart of China’s recovery from its degraded 
state. But nationalism always was a bigger force than any single 
party. It was greater than the Guomindang, and it is likely to 
prove more powerful than the 
Communist Party. Popular an-
ger over territorial disputes, such 
as with Japan over the Senkaku 
(in China, Diaoyu) Islands, is a 
dangerous fire to stoke: what 
might happen if the government 
fails to satisfy its people? Nation-
alism helped China survive the 
Japanese assault after 1931. But it 
has also sparked all of the great 
upheavals that beset China over 
the past century. 

new styles in art or literature that embraced 
forms of western culture now could find them-
selves branded cultural traitors.

This hostility towards the west had its roots 
in much earlier history, but grew in its reach and 
impact after Chiang’s national government was 
overthrown on the mainland by the forces of 
the Chinese Communist Party in 1949, and 
withdrew to the island bastion of Taiwan. Con-
tinuing the work of the Guomindang, the com-
munists steadily pressured the remaining west-
ern communities to leave and their enterprises 
to shut down. By the mid-1950s nearly all had 
been forced out. 

In the 1950s, Soviet Bloc advisors and tech-
nical experts arrived to help China rebuild its 
war-shattered economy and infrastructure. 
Even then, leading cultural policy advocates in 
mainland China applied pressure on those 
deemed to be slavishly following western modes 
and forms in their arts. The national renewal 
that grew out of the May Fourth Movement was reflected in the 
early decades of the communist era by a swing towards China’s 
peasant and proletarian cultures. The view was that those high-
ball-sipping moderns of earlier decades had sold out to Washing-
ton, London and Tokyo. China’s peasants now stood up and ran 
their country, and their culture and values would be triumphant. 

Revolutionary rage

This heady cocktail of nativism and socialist culture reached its 
peak in the days of xenophobic rage that characterised the Cul-
tural Revolution in 1966–69, Mao Zedong’s great attack on his 
perceived enemies in the party. Theodore Tu had died during 
the war, but people like him came under intense pressure. Pia-
nists had their fingers broken. Passionately nationalist writers 
were harangued and attacked, accused of being ‘running dogs’ 
of western imperialism or the Soviet Union, now reviled since 
Mao’s ambitions to lead the communist bloc had led to  
a vitriolic split between the former firm allies in 1960. Those 
who had studied overseas, many of whom had devoted decades 
to the fight to end China’s subjugation at foreign hands, suf-
fered intensely. London-educated memoirist Nien Cheng later 
recalled how teenage Red Guards invaded her Shanghai house, 
smashed her classical music records, burned her books, and 
used her lipstick to scrawl “Down with the Running Dog  
of Imperialism” on the wall above her vandalised bed. Peasant 
values and peasant art forms, or at least versions of these revised 
by party cultural commissars, became the only acceptable ones. 

After Mao Zedong’s death in 1976 these strictures slowly be-
gan to fade, and today China appears wholeheartedly to have 
re-embraced the west: Starbucks, KFC, Walmart and IKEA are 
ubiquitous. However, today’s leadership is waging a steady cam-
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China’s Cultural Revolution in 

the BBC World Service series  

of that name at: bbc.co.uk/
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Eyewitness: Civil war in El Salvador

Rebellion of youth
María Teresa Gutiérrez (centre front, 
wearing a red neckscarf) is pictured 
with fellow rebels of the Farabundo 
Martí National Liberation Front during 
the 12-year Salvadoran civil war. The 
rebels were accused of recruiting child 
soldiers, while government forces 
were responsible for large-scale 
human rights abuses and the murder of 
opponents by paramilitary death squads
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On 16 January 1992, the day the peace deal was signed,  
I was in the rebel-controlled north, while lots of my comrades 
had travelled to the capital, San Salvador, for a huge public ral-
ly. It was the first time in years that many people had been out 
of the war zone. I stayed behind in the mountain camp, listen-
ing to the radio and following the events at the rally. All of a 
sudden a bush fire broke out nearby. All the fields were in 
flames. I think it was an accidental blaze that had spread from 
over the border in Honduras. So, rather than having time to 
celebrate the end of the war, we spent hours trying to put out 
the flames as best we could. When everyone came back from 

Æ

“Anyone who voiced 
opposition was  
targeted by right- 
wing death squads  
and ‘disappeared’”

EYEWITNESS
On the front line of history

El Salvador’s civil war ends, 1992

María Teresa Gutiérrez joined the Farabundo Martí National 
Liberation Front (FMLN) rebel group in the early 1980s, at the 
start of the brutal 12-year Salvadoran civil war between left-
wing guerrillas and government forces. The conflict became 
entwined with Cold War rivalries: the Soviet Union backed the 
rebels, and the US funded the military. On 16 January 1992, a 
UN-sponsored peace deal was signed, and 
7,000 guerrillas laid down their arms. The 
role of the armed forces was reformed and 
a new civilian police force established. The 
FMLN became a legal political party and its 
former fighters, among them the 37-year-
old María Teresa, returned to civilian life.
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Eyewitness: Civil war in El Salvador

 Government troops 
march past children while 
patrolling a village in 
northern El Salvador in 
the early years of the
conflict. Hundreds of 
children went missing
during the war; many 
were killed, while others 
were abducted by soldiers G
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 Rebels celebrate the signing of
the UN-sponsored peace treaty on 
16 January 1992. At least 70,000 
people are believed to have died
as a result of the fighting, many 
of them civilians

 Protesters at a
demonstration in 1984
commemorate the
‘disappeared’. Thousands
of political opponents
of the government were
abducted before and
during the war
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the capital that night and told us all about the rally, all we could 
talk about was almost getting burned alive in a bush fire! 

I remember thinking: I’m not sure this is really happening. 
I felt a mixture of emotions – happiness, obviously, but also  
I wondered: what am I going to do now? I had nothing – no 
career, nowhere to live. In the days following the peace treaty, it 
began to sink in that the war was over. And I began to feel huge 
relief. One of the most immediate things to happen was that the 
army agreed not to move troops into our zones, and to stop the 
air attacks. In return, we agreed not to attack the army. 

There was a feeling of optimism and expectation in the air. 
We were even able to travel outside the rebel zones. I remem-
ber going one day to a town called La Palma, a couple of hours 
away, where I bumped into my sister. She had been told that 
the guerrillas often came there, so she had travelled up from 
San Salvador with my son to see if she could find me. And we 
met up by chance! It was tough, because I had not seen him for 
years – he was 12 by then. He knew that the war was over, and 
that I was coming back, but at that time he didn’t want to live 
with me. It was very complicated. 

Back in 1975, before the war started, I remember one day 
going to a hospital appointment with my mum, and running 
into a huge demonstration. We were in a car. We heard shooting 
not far off. People were running from the direction of the firing. 
We had to turn the car around and go back home. It was impos-
sible to get through. That was the first time I saw close-up the 
sort of thing that was going on in the city at the time: protests 
against the government, and the security forces shooting at the 
protesters. My mum saw that I was interested in what was going 
on, and she said to me: please don’t get involved. Just go study 
– don’t get caught up in all that. But the following year she died 
from cancer. She never did see what I got involved in. 

By the early 1980s, when I was at the National University, 
there were lots of demonstrations; each time, the security forces 
opened fire on protesters. Anyone who voiced opposition was 
targeted by right-wing death squads and ‘disappeared’. I was 
part of the radical Bloque Popular Revolucionario (Popular 
Revolutionary Bloc), and two or three times a week I would go 
to secret meetings where some guy, who usually wore a mask, 
talked about Marxism, the war in Vietnam and the communist 
revolution in Cuba. We also learned to clean and load a gun. We 
were always told not to tell anyone else about these meetings. 

My boyfriend was part of the urban guerrillas. 
We lived together and had a little baby boy. One 
Sunday we left home together as usual, then 
went our separate ways. That evening he did not 
return. By midnight he still had not appeared. 
The following day his mother told me that guys 
from a funeral service had turned up at her 
house, telling her to go pick up a body. So we all 

went to the funeral home, but no one was there. Then we went 
to the morgue. There they told us they had the body of a young 
man, wearing such-and-such clothing. I knew it was him. Ap-
parently he had been shot dead on the streets by the police. 

After that I had to leave the house where we’d lived together, 
and eventually I had to leave the city. The rebel leaders told me 
there was a security problem and I should leave for the rebel 
zones in the countryside; the city isn’t safe for you or your fami-
ly, they said. I was torn between leaving or staying, but I was not 
really asked whether I wanted to go or not. In those days you 
were taught to be obedient. At least I did not have to leave my 
son behind with strangers, as other mothers had to do. I left him 
with my sister. He was just a baby. That was really hard.

I spent the next 10 years with the rebels, mostly working for 
the clandestine guerrilla radio station. El Salvador is such a small 
country, and many times the army came really close to finding 
us. Each time we made camp we had to take all the leaves off 
the ground and carefully put them back when we left in order 
to avoid detection. We would sleep in little tents, with all our 
clothes and shoes on. We would have to move camp every three 
days. Even so, sometimes a patrol came so close that you could 
hear the soldiers shouting out: “Hey, you so-and-so’s, don’t run 
off!” Then there were the aerial bombardments and mortars. 

At times I asked myself: what am I doing here? It was easy to 
become demoralised. You were far away from your family, with-
out any contact – no letters, no phone calls, nothing. That was 
true for most people, who had joined up and left their past  
behind. What kept me going? I was convinced of our cause.  
We had lost so many comrades that we were not going to give 
up. I really believed that this was the way to change our country. 

When the war ended, the rebel radio became legal, too, 
and we all moved to San Salvador. In the first six months of 
peacetime we still worried that the death squads would put a 
bomb in the radio station, but that never happened. I was so 
happy to be back in the city and to be able to go around freely, 
though we were told always to be careful. But for me the hardest 
part was my relationship with my son. Coming back to find a 
teenager, having left behind a two-year-old, was very complicat-
ed. He blamed me for his dad being killed and for leaving him. 
It was very difficult, rebuilding that relationship. Now I think 
he understands, but when he was a teenager it was so hard. 

I did not expect everything to be easy in peacetime. We 
have had to do a lot for ourselves: get a job, find somewhere to 

live, the sort of thing that people normally have 
to do. In the end, I would say that it has been  
a struggle, but I do feel satisfied. María Teresa Gutiérrez 

was speaking to Mike 

Lanchin for the BBC World 

Service programme Witness 

– history told by the people 

who were there

Download the episode of the BBC World Service radio 

series Witness featuring María Teresa Gutiérrez at:  

bbc.co.uk/programmes/p04nthyt, where you can also 

listen to all of the other episodes
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Throughout the course of history, numerous peoples have expanded 

their territories by subjugating others, creating vassal states or settled 

colonies. But have any of these empires benefited the inhabitants of 

the lands they conquered? Seven historians compare the impacts – 

positive and negative – of different colonising powers around the globe

THE BIG  
QUESTION

Have  
empires 

ever been 
a force for 

good?

Æ
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The Big Question: Can empires be good?

Historians are pretty squeamish about 
the idea of empires as a force for good. 
That’s because we prefer hard facts that 
we can find in archives to thrashing out 
counterfactuals. What would the world 
have been like without the British 
empire? It’s an interesting question but 
not one historians can easily answer. 

We can say, though, that the British 
empire stood against a lot of the things that we now cherish. 
Take the rule of law, liberal democracy or the education of 
young children, for example. The ‘rule of law’ was patchy 
across the empire, and there were different rights for jury 
trial depending on whether you were white or black.
Censorship was rife. Nowhere in Asia or Africa had full
democracy under empire until independence, and the
money spent on primary education and literacy was pitiful. 
If you are in favour of racial equality or democracy today, it’s
hard to think of the empire as a golden age. Fundamentally, 
the British empire rested on the idea that some groups of 
people are simply better than others.

That’s not to say that there weren’t extraordinary people
who believed in imperial expansion, or that the imperialists
themselves were immoral. There was an astonishing 
outpouring of creativity in the Victorian age. Like interna-
tional development projects today (which often do good, 
but can also backfire and have unintended consequences),
imperialists often wanted to do the best for colonised 
people. The forces driving change – the rise of global 
industry and capitalism – were bigger than any individual 
or any one country. 

Ultimately, it’s just better history to think in terms of 
specifics: there were dark moments and there were brighter 
times. For good or bad, the British empire brought people 
into contact across the globe, transformed trade and drove
forward the growth of cities. In short, it made the modern 
world – whatever you think of that.

If ‘good’ is defined as ‘material benefits’, 
perhaps we should ask: “Who benefits?”

The Athenian ‘empire’ of the fifth 
century BC arose out of fear that the 
Persians, driven out of Greece in 479 BC, 
would return. Athens, with its superior 
navy, was invited to head a Greek coalition 
that would gather tribute and build 
triremes (war galleys) to protect the 

Aegean from incursions. Over time, Athens turned this 
alliance into an autocratic ‘empire’ that came to an end 
when it was comprehensively defeated by Sparta in 404 BC. 

Those who most benefited from the ‘empire’ were, Aristotle
said, the Athenian poor. Why? Because Athens was a direct 
democracy: the poor dominated the Assembly and made sure 
that it worked in their interests. So it was they who were granted 
the land that Athens confiscated from rebellious states or took 
over in their ‘colonies’ around the Aegean; they who were paid 
for public service, for example on juries (a radical innovation);
they who held down the jobs working in Athens’ navy and
dockyards, which kept the ‘empire’ going. Furthermore, Athens’
political, cultural and intellectual innovations at this time were
to imprint themselves across western history. How the rich – the
only people who paid taxes – took advantage is less clear, except 
perhaps in general terms of ‘prestige’.

Rome, by contrast, was an oligarchy, and its leading men 
kept it that way. They gorged themselves on the profits to be
made from the Roman empire throughout the course of its 
500-year existence. But those profits could not be made if the 
empire were permanently in conflict, because armies were 
expensive. Since experience from their earlier conquest of Italy 
(in the third century BC) had taught Romans how to bring 
defeated people on board, much of the empire enjoyed 
prolonged periods of peace and, therefore, safe internal travel.

The result, intentional or not, was flourishing trade
throughout this ‘global’ world, bringing with it wide-ranging 
economic benefits and a rise in general, especially urban, living 
standards. The empire became the go-to location. But in the 
fifth century AD, Germanic invasions broke up its western
half. The ensuing collapse of living standards there testified
eloquently to the empire’s powerful economic benefits.

Yasmin Khan is associate professor of history at Kellogg College,

University of Oxford, and author of The Raj at War: A People’s History  

of India’s Second World War (Bodley Head, 2015)r

Peter Jones is the author of Eureka! Everything You Ever Wanted to Know 

About the Ancient Greeks but Were Afraid to Ask (Atlantic, 2014)k

Yasmin Khan

“The British empire 
transformed trade  
and drove the growth of 
cities. In short, it made  
the modern world”

Peter Jones

“Those who benefited 
most from the Athenian  
‘empire’ were, Aristotle 
said, the Athenian poor”
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Empires have never been a force for 
good. They are built on competition for 
resources among elites and the exploita-
tion of an underclass. Not only are ‘ends’ 
said to justify the means, empires also ra-
tionalise their actions by claiming access 
either to supernatural sanctioning or to 
some higher morality. We are, however, 
stuck with empires, because societies 

with effective curbs against the accumulation of power, and 
which prohibit the use of violence to safeguard power, cannot 
survive alongside those that sanction power and aggression. 

The pre-Columbian Maya city-states or kingdoms (at their 
height around AD 250–830) did not form an empire, though 
their historical trajectory suggests that empire might have re-
sulted had the political power of particular cities and dynasties 
not been undermined by more ‘global’ regional forces. In that 
respect, the Maya were not alone in Mesoamerica. Centres 
of power in different regions waxed and waned, while ruling 
families maintained trans-regional ties. In the 16th century 
the Spanish were faced with an Aztec empire that, like the em-
pires in Europe, reflected supra-regional historical trajectories.

Were Maya kingdoms or the Aztec empire any ‘better’ than 
those of the Old World? There were democratic traditions, as 
in the city-state of Tlaxcala, and councils always had some say 
in who would rule the Aztecs; the Maya, however, followed 
dynastic rule. Contrary to popular belief, Mesoamerican rules 
of engagement in warfare resulted in far fewer deaths than was 
the case in European warfare. There were no grazing animals, 
so disease rates were lower than in the Old World, as well as 
economic benefits in maintaining forests and trees. Social 
mobility was limited, but there was a good deal of locomo-
tion. Having no beasts of burden, the upper classes could not 
monopolise travel, and people walked everywhere. 

Commerce was lively, and markets offered an astounding 
range of goods. Taxes and tribute reflected long-term alle-
giances to lords rather than territorial boundaries; this, and the 
fact that kinship ties stretched over long distances, encouraged 
travel. As empires go, one could do worse.

Elizabeth Graham is professor of Mesoamerican archaeology at 

University College London Institute of Archaeology

Elizabeth Graham

“Maya and Aztec rules  
of engagement in warfare 
resulted in far fewer 
deaths than was the case 
in European warfare”

“Neither holy, nor Roman, nor an empire” 
– Voltaire’s description of the Holy Roman 
Empire of the German Nation has often 
been cited to underline the worthlessness 
of this polity that Napoleon destroyed in 
1806. Since 1945, though, scholars have 
been more positive. Some even viewed it as 
a precursor of the European Union. 

Pope Leo III crowned the Frankish king 
Charlemagne emperor in 800, but the empire’s continuous 
history began only in 962, when the German kings assumed the 
imperial crown. Thereafter the empire, under various dynasties 
– notably, from 1438, the Habsburgs – was essentially German.

The Holy Roman Empire was not expansionist. Indeed, it 
largely contracted from the late Middle Ages. The Swiss cantons 
and the northern Netherlands seceded in the 16th century, and 
France acquired Metz, Toul, Verdun and Alsace in 1648. 

Critical accounts of the empire in the 19th and early 20th 
centuries cited these losses as signs of its inadequacy. They rarely 
conceded that it had made significant contributions to the 
development of west-central and central Europe, notably the 
creation of an enduring system of public order and of law.
Successive medieval emperors experimented with internal peace 
decrees. And around 1500 the empire developed a legal system 
that pacified the territories and cities of German-speaking 
Europe. By 1519 it had a supreme court and a regional enforce-
ment system that ended feuding for good. That year Charles V 
was obliged to sign an electoral capitulation before his corona-
tion, which explicitly guaranteed the rights of all Germans.

These rights were extended by subsequent imperial electoral 
capitulations and by major peace agreements designed to prevent 
the outbreak of religious wars. These treaties also secured and 
extended the rights of individuals, including rights over property 
as well as provisions designed to ensure that Germans could not 
suffer discrimination on grounds of their religion. By the 18th 
century the subjects of the empire had more rights enforceable 
by courts than those of any other European polity. 

Relentless French military campaigns beginning in 1792 
led to the dissolution of the empire in 1806. But the sense of  
a common history over 1,000 years, and the legal traditions 
established by the empire, have shaped the history of German- 
speaking Europe ever since.

Joachim Whaley is professor of German history and thought at the 

University of Cambridge

Joachim Whaley

“The subjects of the Holy 
Roman Empire had more 
legal rights than those of 
any other European polity”
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The Big Question: Can empires be good?

Was empire a force for good or bad?  
Have empires really any kind of force 
at all? Take the British empire. Despite  
the claims of a few self-appointed 
ideologues, it was never anything other
than a sprawling collection of different 
territories, each connected to Britain in  
a different way. There was no imperial 
system, no single imperial regime.

The British presence meant different things for different
people because it worked in different ways. In India, Britain
governed despotically from the late 1700s to 1947. British 
rule impoverished a subcontinent, turning one of the most
prosperous societies on the globe into one of the world’s 
poorest. In Canada – to take another example – life for native
Americans became harder. But a massive, underpopulated
expanse of territory became breadbasket to the world, as British
rule created vibrant self-governing institutions. European
migrants attracted to British territories in North America 
built one of the richest societies in the world. 

‘The empire’ was so disparate, so sprawling, that it has never 
been possible to think about the whole coherently. Britons have 
emphasised the importance of different parts of it at different
points in time. Today, we tend to think of India, Africa and  
the Caribbean. But in British school textbooks of the 1950s,
‘empire’ mainly meant Canada, Australia and New Zealand,
the ex-colonies that were then Britain’s greatest export market.

Of course, there have been many imperial ideologues trying 
to persuade us their vision of empire is a ‘good thing’; people
always try to create coherent stories. But every vision of empire
that presents it as a united force leaves out some parts. JR Seeley,
author of the most famous defence of empire, The Expansion 
of England (1883), went so far as to declare that India couldn’td
really be considered part of the empire at all. Seeley argued 
that empire needed to be celebrated as a force of liberalism 
and progress – but that argument was based on his exclusion  
of Britain’s largest possession. In reality, the history of empire 
is far more chaotic and messy than its defenders like to think.

Jon Wilson teaches south Asian history at King’s College London. 

He wrote about the East India Company in the February 2017 issue  

of BBC History Magazine – see historyextra.com/bbc-history-magazine/

past-issues for details of how to order a copy

Jon Wilson

“The British ‘empire’ was 
so disparate, so sprawling, 
that it has never been 
possible to think about 
the whole coherently”

Few major empires in modern history can 
be said to have been unmitigated disas-
ters. This is no more than stating that any 
large-scale organisation of control needs 
to ensure there are winners – at least, for 
some of the people, for some of the time. 

Imperialism is freighted with negative 
connotations of intrinsic and systemic
inequality and exploitation. Yet this is too 

reductive an approach, especially when examining the track 
record of the British in India. Instead, we must consider the
political culture of imperialism, both subversive and support-
ive, evaluate relative gain and loss, and assert the significance
of context as key to assessing intention and impact.

After independence Indians borrowed 250 articles from the
Government of India Act (1935) for their new constitution, 
and chose to run their army, railways, press, broadcasting,
judiciary and parliamentary system substantively on British
lines. Prominent nationalist leaders extolled the virtues of Brit-
ish imperialism. Such sentiments affirming the apparent Brit-
ish ‘genius for colonisation’ do not marginalise the economic 
exploitation, racism and violence that resulted from British 
rule, but they do underline the need for a nuanced approach.

The British claimed they were committed to inculcating 
representative institutions and a liberal culture, making 
colonial rule synonymous with modernisation and progress.
This implies a clear-sighted policy, implemented in a system-
atic fashion by absolute rulers. In fact, imperial ideology was
ambiguous and policy inconsistent. Indian princes controlled
40% of the subcontinent, and even within British India their
rule was characterised by ‘dominance without hegemony’.

The spread of new technology to India, and its impact, was 
often more complex than we might think. Traditional boatmen 
survived and flourished, despite British efforts to champion 
steamboats. Railways served imperial economic and strategic 
imperatives, but their proliferation also benefited Indians.

The Raj exploited traditional fissures between castes and
religions. Yet other, arguably more profound chasms that 
bedevilled India, such as ‘untouchability’, were of indigenous 
origin. The British introduced cricket, hoping that matches
between the races would consolidate the empire – but almost
from the outset they were to be defeated at their own game.

Chandrika Kaul is lecturer in modern history at the University of 

St Andrews and a contributor to BBC Radio 4’s In Our Time

Chandrika Kaul

“Imperialism is freighted 
with negative connota-
tions. Yet this is too  
reductive an approach”
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More expert historians, including Ashley 

Jackson and Marie Rodet, have their say on 

whether empires have been a force for good 

online at historyextra.com/bigquestionempires

DISCOVER MORE

The Spanish empire, which was estab-
lished in the decades following 1492 and 
lasted until the 19th century, has become 
infamous for its negative impact on con-
quered populations. Acting in the name 
of the Spanish crown, ruthless adventurers 
exploited their military advantages (horses, 
steel weapons and guns) and indigenous 
divisions to brutally usurp and subjugate 

the populations of Mesoamerica and South America. 
Post-conquest, the Spanish crown established the encomienda 

(‘trusteeship’) system, by which it kept control of the land but 
granted Spanish settlers the right to exploit indigenous labour 
along with the duty to oversee the Christianisation of their na-
tive charges. This was a system open to egregious abuse – settlers 
focused on their personal enrichment through the forced labour 
of natives – and it was controversial even among contemporaries. 
The crown later instituted a repartimento (‘partition’) system 
that essentially took over the management of the indigenous 
workforce, ensuring a ready supply of conscripted native labour 
for the empire’s silver mines and large agricultural estates. 

Europeans unwittingly introduced virulent diseases such as 
smallpox that killed millions, devastating native populations in 
the Caribbean and on the continents. To replace the declining 
indigenous peoples, disease-resistant African slaves were 
imported, thus initiating the horrific Atlantic slave trade. 

Finally, the gradual establishment of the Catholic church led 
to forceful campaigns of evangelisation aiming to eliminate na-
tive religions and acculturate indigenous peoples. In the Yucatán 
region of Central America, the process was particularly brutal, 
amounting to a co-ordinated attempt to wipe out Maya culture. 

Like all colonial empires, the primary purpose of the Spanish 
empire was to enrich the mother state in Europe. Overall, there 
can be no doubt that the rise of the Spanish empire had a 
dramatically negative impact on the indigenous peoples of the 
Americas, though it has also thereby decisively shaped the culture 
and faith of most modern-day Latin Americans. Its notoriety was 
widely decried by early modern Protestant propagandists who 
had an anti-Spanish and anti-Catholic agenda. Furthermore, 
apologists of later northern European colonial powers, notably 
Britain and France, also sought to whitewash the excesses of their 
own colonial endeavours by contrasting Spanish colonialism 
with their own ‘enlightened’ colonialism.  

Francois Soyer is associate professor of late medieval and early modern 

history at the University of Southampton

Francois Soyer

“The Spanish brutally  
subjugated the indigenous 
peoples of the Americas”
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Cuauhtémoc, the last Aztec emperor, is captured by conquistador Hernán 
Cortés in 1521. The Spanish later launched “forceful campaigns of evange-
lisation aiming to eliminate native religions”, says Francois Soyer

An advert promoting the Bengal Nagpur railway, 1935. “The railways 
served imperial economic and strategic imperatives, but their 
proliferation also benefited Indians,”suggests Chandrika Kaul
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A year in pictures: 1931
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At the dawn of the 1930s the world 

was gripped by a Great Depression. 

Yet alongside economic woes  

and invasions, innovative artistic 

styles flourished and the world’s 

tallest building was constructed. 

Richard Overy looks at the key 

events and personalities of 1931

1931
Skyscrapers,  
surrealism and 
stitching

  Vest defence

Two American inventors demonstrate 
their new bulletproof vest to a police 
officer in Washington DC in April 
1931. Many anti-ballistic garments, 
some made with silk, had been devised 
since the Middle Ages. But during the 
Great Depression in the United States, 
the Prohibition-fuelled proliferation of 
armed gangs, some with bulletproof 
vests themselves, made effective 
protection of police officers a priority.
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A year in pictures: 1931

The year 1931 
sits between the fallout from the 
First World War and the descent into 
the years of violent crisis and conflict 
that followed. There were clues to 
the dark years ahead, though at that 
time no one could quite have 
imagined the horrors to come. 

From the end of the 1920s,  
a worldwide economic slump had 
plunged most developed economies 
and their dependent colonies into 
poverty. The failure to cope with the 
crisis accelerated the drift towards 
authoritarian rule in Europe, though 
in the United States it opened the 
way for more progressive economic 
policies and eventually, two years 
later, to Roosevelt’s New Deal that 
offered relief to the poor and boosted 
economic recovery. 

In the northern Chinese province 
of Manchuria, the Japanese army 
launched an invasion that was 
sparked to a great extent by the 
collapse of Japanese trade and the 
belief that a territorial empire was 
now the only answer to that nation’s 
survival. The Manchurian conquest 
opened a decade of violent territorial 
expansion, first by Mussolini’s Italy, 
then by Hitler’s Germany. 

In international politics, as in 
economics, 1931 saw profound 
challenges to the liberal optimism 
prevalent in the 1920s – hope that 
permanent peace and international 
prosperity might be possible. Instead, 
1931 saw a growing cultural and 
intellectual concern with what 
appeared to be a crisis of modern 
civilisation. Artists revelled in the idea 
that old certainties could be 
challenged – but for many thinkers, 
from Freud to Einstein, the world 
seemed poised on a dangerous 
knife-edge: just one slip and it could 
be plunged into a new Dark Age.
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  Drawn to abstraction
Composition, 1931 is one of the most important works 
by Dutch artist Piet Mondrian (1872–1944), painted 

in the year he joined the influential group Abstraction-
Création. His instantly recognisable style, emphasising 

form and colour in a type of painting he named 
‘neo-plasticism’, inspired generations of artists.

  A ballerina’s swan song
Russian prima ballerina Anna Pavlova is pictured 
with a pet shortly before her death from pleurisy in  
the Netherlands on 23 January 1931, aged nearly 50. 
Despite health warnings from doctors, she had 
refused to give up dancing. Pavlova, best known for 
her signature dance The Dying Swan, had risen to 
fame as principal artist of the Imperial Russian 
Ballet and Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes. 

  End of the reign in Spain
A delirious crowd celebrates the proclamation of 
the Spanish Second Republic on 14 April 1931,  
on the day that King Alfonso XIII went into exile. 
Two days earlier, a landslide republican victory  
in municipal elections had signalled the end of  
the Spanish monarchy. Later, in December 1931, a 
new constitution was approved, aiming to establish 
a democratic and socially just political order in 
Spain after years of military and royal dictatorship.
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A year in pictures: 1931
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  Inspirational emperor
Haile Selassie (1892–1975), emperor of 
Abyssinia (now Ethiopia), is pictured 
shortly after his coronation in November 
1930. In July 1931 he authorised the first 
written constitution for Ethiopia. His rule 
was based on a monarchical system that 
dated back hundreds of years, but Selassie 
was a moderniser who tried to build links 
with Europe and reform his armed forces. 
Five years later, though, Haile Selassie  
was forced into exile in England after 
Mussolini’s troops invaded Ethiopia.
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  Emergence of Iraq
British-trained Iraqi pilots pose with a trophy in April 1931. After 
Ottoman influence in the region ended following the First World War, 
the semi-independent Kingdom of Iraq had been founded in 1921. 
However, the British retained a large presence and, for years after 
independence was granted in 1932, Iraq continued to be treated as 
merely another slice of the British empire.

  Peace pioneer
American sociologist and activist Jane Addams 
(1860–1935) is pictured in 1931, the year in 
which she was awarded the Nobel Prize for 
Peace, recognising her lifelong commitment to 
the cause of international pacifism. During the 
First World War she co-founded the organisation 
that became the Women’s International 
League for Peace and Freedom, one of the most 
important pacifist lobbies in the years after 1918. 

  Virtual surreality
The Persistence of Memory, 
painted in 1931 by Spanish 
artist Salvador Dalí (1904–
89), was one of the most 
famous works by the pioneer 
of the radical art movement 
known as surrealism. Dalí’s 
paintings are imbued 
with a dreamlike quality, 
reflecting the popular growth 
of psychoanalysis in the 
interwar years. The addition 
of ants on the pocket watch 
was, Dalí insisted, a symbol 
of decay in the modern age.
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  Empire building
A group of riveters work 
high up on the Empire State 
Building in New York City 
as it nears completion early 
in 1931. At 381 metres tall 
it was the highest skyscraper 
in the world when it was 
opened on 1 May, only 
overtaken in 1972 by 
the Twin Towers of the 
World Trade Center. The 
workforce largely comprised 
Italian and Irish men, plus 
a number of Canadian 
Mohawk Indians who were 
adept at working in such a 
vertiginous environment. 
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  Stitching for survival
A Bavarian woman displays embroidery, in an 
attempt to earn an income to offset her husband’s 
unemployment during the Great Depression. 
The German economy collapsed precipitously 
between 1929 and 1932, by which time two out 
of every five German workers were without work, 
and trade had halved. The widespread poverty 
and hardship experienced by many Germans 
fuelled the rise to power of the National Socialists 
(Nazis) the following year.

A year in pictures: 1931
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  Manchurian conquest
A Japanese soldier searches civilians at a checkpoint 
in Chinese Manchuria in December 1931. On 
18 September the Kwantung Army, stationed in 
Manchuria to protect Japanese economic interests, 
had staged a faked incident to justify its conquest 
of the whole region. Though it had not authorised 
the action, the Tokyo government acquiesced in 
the coup, which resulted in 14 years of war and 
occupation in China, at a terrible cost to both sides.

  Presidential portrait
In 1931 United States president 
Herbert Hoover (1874–1964) 
became the first political figure whose 
caricature graced the cover of Vanity 
Fair magazine. Having enjoyed 
a successful career as a mining 
engineer, Hoover became president 
with little political experience but a 
firm belief that modern management 
efficiency would solve America’s 
problems. Instead he had to watch 
the American economy crumble after 
the Wall Street Crash of October 
1929. Despite his hostility to state 
intervention, he reluctantly embraced 
federal efforts to avert disaster. 
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American west
The spread of the United States’ population throughout the 19th century 

led to increasing conflict with the country’s indigenous peoples. The story  

of the ‘wild west’ has become a central part of American mythology – 

yet as Peter Cozzens explains, the truth has often been obscured

New realities

Apache warriors pose 

for a photograph in 1886. 

The conflict between 

America’s native peoples 

and white settlers was 

long and bloody
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The American west

T
he Bannock tribe of southern Idaho
Territory had finally had enough. For
three decades, the wagon trains of 
white migrants had ripped up their
country. American pioneers slaugh-
tered game, murdered Bannock men
and raped women with impunity. 
A well-intentioned federal promise 
to give the Bannocks “absolute

and undisturbed use” of a large parcel of rich prairieland 
in exchange for their gradual settlement on a reservation came
to naught when a government stenographer misnamed the loca-
tion. Settlers soon overran the prairie, depriving the Bannocks 
of their primary source of food. Supplemental government 
rations proved sorely inadequate. In 1878, with starvation 
looming, Bannock warriors burst forth from their reservation, 
burning ranches and ambushing stagecoaches. In response, the
instruction went out to the army: punish the Bannock people.

A newspaper reporter asked George Crook, an eminent 
American general, if he found it difficult to send soldiers to be 
killed under such circumstances. “That is not the hardest 
thing,” he replied. “A harder thing is to be forced to kill Indians
when they are clearly in the right.” The reporter had touched 
a raw nerve. “I do not wonder,” Crook continued, “and you will 
not either, that when Indians see their wives and children starv-
ing and their last source of supplies cut off, they go to war. And
then we are sent out there to kill them. It is an outrage. All tribes
tell the same story. They are surrounded on all sides, the game is 
destroyed or driven away, they are left to starve, and there re-
mains but one thing for them to do – fight while they can. Our 
treatment of the Indian is an outrage.”

That a general would decry the treatment of native peoples, 
referred to here as Native Americans but often known at the time 
as American Indians, seems implausible because it contradicts an 
enduring myth – that the United States army was hellbent on
their eradication. This false assumption reveals a larger truth: that
no epoch in US history is more heavily shrouded in myth than
the era of the American Indian Wars. Indeed, much popular and 
academic history, film and fiction has depicted the period as  
a struggle between good and evil, reversing the roles of heroes and
villains to accommodate changes in the national conscience.

Blood and betrayal

The conflict had its roots in settler expansion on to tribal lands. 
That process began in earnest in 1848 with the discovery of gold 
in California, ceded to the United States following the conclu-
sion of the Mexican-American War. It accelerated still further 
after the American Civil War ended in 1865, as a restless nation
of 38 million, released from internecine slaughter, hungered for 
western lands claimed at the time by no more than 200,000 na-
tive inhabitants. The ensuing two-and-a-half decades of inter-
mittent conflict and broken treaties concluded with the clash at 

Wounded Knee Creek in December 1890, a senseless effusion of 
blood that nearly obliterated a band of Lakota people.

Even before the tragedy at Wounded Knee, the history of the
era began to become distorted. For decades thereafter, the white 
public of the United States romanticised white settlers and the 
fighters who supported them, and vilified or trivialised Native 
Americans who fought back. The army were seen as the shining 
knights of an enlightened government determined to conquer
the wilderness and ‘civilise’ the west and its native inhabitants. 

In 1970 the pendulum swung to the opposite extreme as
Americans began to recognise the countless wrongs done to  
the country’s indigenous people. The public yearned for a new 
saga that would articulate their growing sense of shared guilt,
and Dee Brown provided that narrative with his passionately 
wrought but decidedly one-sided 1970 history Bury My Heart at 
Wounded Knee. An international bestseller, it was joined later
that year by the Dustin Hoffman-starring comedy-drama Little 
Big Man, which reinforced the notion of settlers as genocidal
usurpers, and the view of the government and the army as eager 
partners in exterminating the native peoples of the west. 

This new narrative, no more objective than the one it replaced, 
encouraged myths that continue to shape American and interna-
tional popular conceptions of the conflict. Three, in particular, 
persist with uncommon tenacity. The first, which Crook’s re-
marks directly challenge, is that the US army was the Native 
Americans’ implacable foe, intent on their annihilation. The sec-
ond is that federal Indian policy sought to exterminate those who 
stood in the path of white emigration to the west. The third is that 
Native Americans were united in opposing the onslaught.

Frontier politics

The notion of an army eager for a fight is easy to understand.
William T Sherman and Philip H Sheridan, the two generals 

NO EPOCH IN UNITED
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MYTH. INDEED, IT IS

OFTEN DEPICTED AS 
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Fighting back
Members of the Bannock tribe pictured in 
Idaho. Settlers encroached on their lands in 
the late 19th century, leading to the threat of 
starvation – and an eventual armed response

Mass slaughter
Corpses are piled into a grave 
following the 1890 Wounded Knee 
Massacre, in which more than  
150 Lakota people were killed.  
In 1990, the United States  
congress passed a resolution 
formally expressing “deep regret” 
for the incident 

Æ
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The American west

Sympathy for the “devil”
William T Sherman, pictured in the 1860s.
Despite viewing the Native Americans’ loss
of land as inevitable, the general called for
the process to be as humane as possible

Rights and wrongs
General George Crook, whose empathy with
the plight of Native American people led to
him arguing it was hard to be “forced to kill
Indians when they are clearly in the right”

Litle house on the prairie
A pioneer house made from earth, 1886.
As American settlement spread farther
into the west, the struggle for control
over land and natural resources led to 
increasing conflict
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to send troops to these unlawful establishments, it would be  
to break them up and not protect them.” In the event,  
the interloping buffalo hunters ended up repelling the attack 
themselves without army intervention.

How the west was won

So much for the attitude of the military commanders. What, 
then, may be said of the policy that the government ordered 
them to enforce? Though its wisdom and morality may be 
questioned, it cannot be asserted that the government intended 
to physically exterminate Native Americans. That the survival 
of Native Americans depended on eradicating their traditional 
way of life, however, was taken for granted – not just by the 
government, but also by humanitarians who styled themselves 
as defenders of Indian rights.

When the civil war ended, federal policy was in tatters.  
No one had been able to fashion a coherent programme, so 

things were left, as General Sherman put it, “to caprice 
and the haphazard”. Rampant corruption in the 

Bureau of Indian Affairs, founded in 1824 to  
fill a vacuum in government in managing  
relationships with Native American people,  
compounded the problem. A popular story 
was told of a chief who described his agent to 
Sherman thus: “Our agent great man. When 

he comes, he brings everything in a little bag; 
when he goes, it takes two steamboats to carry 

away his things.”
In 1869, newly elected president Ulysses S 

Grant famously declared: “Let us have peace.” He 
instituted a carrot-and-stick body of principles that 
came to be called the ‘peace policy’. Grant replaced 
corrupt agents with religious men and army  
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responsible for overall military operations in the west during 
most of the American Indian Wars, made remarks that sound-
ed exterminationist, but in fact reflected their frustration at the  
army’s failures. 

After an incident in December 1866 in which an inexperi-
enced captain stumbled into an ambush that wiped out his 80-
man detachment, Sherman growled that those responsible 
should be hunted down with “vindictive earnestness… even to 
their extermination: men, women, and children”. Sheridan is 
said to have remarked to a Native American peace chief that “the 
only good Indians I ever saw were dead”. Both generals pursued 
a strategy of attacking Plains Indian villages in the winter, when 
warriors were least able to resist and the odds of non-combatant 
casualties were high. It was the only chance the army had to de-
feat an enemy too elusive to defeat in fair weather. 

Neither, however, advocated the wanton killing of non- 
combatants, and they were quick to accept Native American 
surrenders and to acknowledge the desperation that drove the 
resistance. Expressing pity for “the poor devil [who] naturally 
wriggles against his doom”, Sherman enjoined a class of mili-
tary graduates to achieve the “inevitable result” of dispossessing 
the United States’ indigenous people of their lands as humanely 
as possible. Subordinate commanders concurred: the plight  
of the country’s indigenous peoples disturbed most senior of-
ficers, and more often than not they sympathised with the Indi-
ans they were charged with subduing. 

Colonel John Gibbon, the US army officer famous for having 
repelled the final great Confederate assault at Gettysburg in the 
American Civil War, often expressed misgivings over his frontier 
duties. Reflecting on the morality of an impending dawn attack 
on one village, Gibbon later wrote privately to his bishop: 
“Knowing our peaceful disposition as you do, you can fancy us 
seated for hours in the darkness of the night within plain hearing 
of a parcel of crying babies and the talk of their fathers and 
mothers, waiting for light enough to commence [the] slaugh-
ter... I could not help thinking that this inhuman task was 
forced upon us by a system of fraud and injustice 
which had compelled those poor wretches to as-
sume a hostile attitude toward the whites.”

In June 1874, meanwhile, Major General 
John Pope even suggested that soldiers be 
sent to help Native American people elimi-
nate white buffalo-hunters who were butch-
ering the reservation herds on which the 
Southern Plains tribes depended for much of 
their food. When Native Americans attacked 
the hunters’ gathering place, the governor of 
Kansas appealed to Pope to dispatch troops to 
raise the siege. Pope turned him down flat. “Indi-
ans, like white men,” he said, “are not reconciled 
to starve peacefully. The buffalo hunters have  
justly earned all that may befall them. If I were  

Ely S Parker in 1869,  

the year he became the first 

Native American to hold 

 the post of Commissioner  

of Indian Affairs
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The American west

A camp divided
A group of Miniconjou people pictured in  

a camp near Pine Ridge Reservation in 

South Dakota, 1891. Groups of indigenous 

peoples struggled to decide how to deal

with the external threat, torn between 

the impulse to accommodate settlers  

and the urge to fight back
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AS ONE CHIEF SAID OF THE AMERICAN 

GOVERNMENT: “THEY MADE US MANY 

PROMISES, BUT THEY NEVER KEPT  

BUT ONE: THEY PROMISED TO TAKE 

OUR LAND, AND THEY TOOK IT”
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The American west

tribes or in concert. Not only did they fail to unite to oppose the
westward expansion of 'civilisation', but they also continued to
wage war on one another. Intertribal warfare was too deeply in-
grained in their cultures for them to act otherwise. There was no
sense of a unified identity until it was too late.

During this period, an army officer asked a Cheyenne chief 
why his tribe preyed on their Crow neighbours. “We stole the
hunting grounds of the Crows because they were the best,” he
replied. “We wanted more room.” Or, as a Lakota chief told a 
government negotiator: “You have split my land and I don’t like
it. These lands once belonged to the Kiowas and the Crows, but
we whipped these nations out of them, and in this we did what
the white men do when they want the lands of the Indians.”

Commonly forgotten in this mythos are the tribes that 
accepted the white presence, seeing the government as guaran-
tors of their survival against powerful tribal foes. The Shosho-
nes, Crows and Pawnees proved valuable army allies, following 
the adage that ‘the enemy of my enemy is my friend.’

The Pawnees, for example, were vitally important to the
construction of the Union Pacific Railroad. In the summer of 
1867, Lakota and Cheyenne raids on work crews had brought
work nearly to a halt. When the army proved unable to defeat
the war parties a battalion of Pawnees, recruited as soldiers,
mauled the attackers so badly that raids stopped and work  

officers, established independent oversight of the Indian Bureau, 
and appointed as commissioner of Indian Affairs a full-blooded 
member of the Seneca people, Ely S Parker. Subscribing to the 
prevailing view that the future of Native Americans lay in accul-
turation, Parker directed agents to assemble Native American 
people in their jurisdictions on permanent reservations well re-
moved from white people, start them on the road to ‘civilisation’,
and above all treat them with kindness and patience. Those who 
refused to settle on reservations would be turned over to military 
control and treated as “friendly or hostile as circumstances might 
justify”. Although kindness and patience – not to mention com-
mon decency – were often lacking in the implementation, the 
principles articulated by Parker officially guided federal policy 
throughout most of the era of the American Indian Wars. 

Yet the end result was to dispossess Native Americans 
of their lands. As one old Lakota chief said of the government 
after the conflict was over: “They made us many promises, more
than I can remember, but they never kept but one: they prom-
ised to take our land, and they took it.”

Myths and mistakes

How, then, did Native Americans respond to the broken promis-
es and relentless white encroachment? They did not, as myth
would have it, necessarily resist dispossession, either as individual

TRADITIONAL LANDS OF THE UNITED STATES’ NATIVE PEOPLES
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Listen to the BBC World Service 

radio programme Bury my 
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bbc.co.uk/programmes/p033jtwc 
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The Epic Story of the Indian  

Wars for the American West 
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ple, he filled the quota mostly with tribal delinquents – but also 
chose the war leader Maman-ti, who publicly hexed him by 
saying: “You think you have done well. You think you are free, 
a big man with the whites. But you will not live long; I will see 
to that.” Kicking Bird died the next day after drinking a cup of 
coffee; the army surgeon who treated him said he had been 
poisoned with strychnine. 

There had been a fatalistic element in Kicking Bird’s strug-
gle to maintain peace. In the conflict between incomers and  
Native Americans, Kicking Bird had foreseen the apocalypse. 
“I fear blood must flow, and my heart is sad,” he told a white 
friend before the Red River War. “The white man is strong,  
but he cannot destroy us all in 
one year. It will take him two or 
three, maybe four years. And 
then the world will turn to water 
or burn up. It is our mother and 
cannot live when the Indians are 
all dead.” 

Mother Earth wept, but she 
endured. Yet though the native 
peoples of the American West 
survived on reservations, their 
way of life perished. G
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resumed unimpeded. Although their contribution to one of the 
greatest engineering feats of the 19th century has largely been 
lost to history, it’s fair to say that the Pawnee Battalion shaved  
a year off the construction of the transcontinental railroad. 

As destructive as intertribal conflict was, the factor that ulti-
mately doomed the resistance was the inability of individual 
tribes to rally against the threat. Only those that allied them-
selves with the government maintained unity; no tribe famous 
for fighting the government was ever united for war or peace. 
Each tribe had its traditionalist factions, which advocated war 
against the government when necessary, and accommodationist 
factions, which pushed for peace; these struggled for dominance 
and clashed, sometimes violently, with each other.

The Kiowas of the Southern Plains offer a particularly tragic 
example of a tribe torn asunder. In the winter of 1866 the head 
chief died, leaving three contenders for his position. One, Kick-
ing Bird, advocated peaceful accommodation with the govern-
ment; another, Satanta, participated in nearly every Kiowa raid 
until 1875, when he was incarcerated for having broken  
a prison parole by fighting in the previous year’s so-called Red 
River War, the final great struggle for the Southern Plains. 

Kicking Bird kept most of the Kiowas out of the war. Nev-
ertheless, the government compelled him to identify Kiowa 
‘instigators’ for imprisonment. To ease the burden on his peo-

THERE WAS NO SENSE 

OF A UNIFIED IDENTITY 

AMONG INDIGENOUS 

PEOPLE UNTIL IT WAS 

ALREADY TOO LATE

Building a nation
Cheyenne raiders attack workers on the 

Union Pacific Railroad in an 1867 sketch. 

The role America’s native peoples, notably 

Pawnees, played in repelling such attacks 

and safeguarding the construction of 

this transcontinental network has been 

overlooked, argues Peter Cozzens
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I
n May 1892, an angry mob 
descended on the offices of the 
Memphis newspaper Free Speech 
and Headlight. The paper had
been running a series of anti-

lynching editorials written by Ida Bell
Wells, its young editor and part-owner, 
and her most recent instalment was 
particularly forthright in attacking the
argument generally used to justify the
mob killing of black men. “Nobody in
this section of the country believes the 
old threadbare lie that Negro men rape
white women,” she wrote. “If southern
white men are not careful, they will 
overreach themselves.”

The reaction was swift and brutal.
The editor of another Memphis 
newspaper wrote that the author of the 
editorial (whom he assumed was a man) 
should be branded with a hot iron and
castrated. Though Wells was away, the
mob trashed the newspaper’s printing 
press and offices, and a note was left
threatening death to anyone who dared 
print another issue. The attack proved to 
be a turning point in her life and career.

Born to slave parents in Mississippi in
1862, Wells was three years old when the
ratification of the Thirteenth Amend-
ment to the US Constitution formally 
abolished slavery. Her parents were
skilled urban labourers who believed
strongly in the power of education, and
Ida, their eldest child, read widely before
studying at Rust College near Memphis.

This part of her education came to 
an abrupt end when yellow fever swept 
through her hometown of Holly Springs
in Mississippi, killing her parents and 
baby brother Stanley. Aged just 16, 
she found herself the head of a family  

of five younger siblings. Determined 
that they would stay together, she  
began work as a teacher.

One day five years later Wells was 
travelling with a first-class train ticket 
when a conductor instructed her to
move from the ladies’ carriage to a 
cheaper one. As Rosa Parks did 72 years 
later, Wells refused to give up her seat, 
and was moved forcibly by the conduc-
tor and two other men. She sued the
railroad for assault and discrimination,
and when the Tennessee State Supreme 
Court overturned her initial victory in 
the case, she wrote about what had 
happened. That was the start of her 
extraordinary journalistic career.

Wells made her name in the 1880s as
one of only 45 black women journalists 
in the US, writing under the pseudonym
Iola, Princess of the Press, as her biog-
rapher Mia Bay has noted. In 1889 she
became the first woman to co-own and 
edit a black newspaper, Free Speech and 
Headlight. She was a courageous writer; tt
she lost her job as a teacher after writing 
an article criticising the conditions in
Memphis’s black schools. By that time, 
though, she had made a commercial 
success of Free Speech. 

The killing of a friend of hers, store-
owner Thomas Moss, while in police 
custody in March 1892 prompted her to 
launch a campaign against lynching with 
a series of editorials – including the one
that so incensed the mob that attacked
her newspaper. The mob killing of black 
men was commonly justified by claims 
that the men in question had raped 
white women. But, as in many other
cases, there had been no such charge 
against Moss and his two colleagues 

when they were dragged to a barren field 
and shot. Lynching was not about rape,
Wells surmised. It was about power.

After the mob attacked the Free 
Speech, Wells decided to leave Memphis,
travelling to New York City with a pistol
for protection. There she changed her
pen name to ‘Exiled’, and soon became a 
public figure, investigating and exposing 
the reality of lynching. The campaign
would make her, for a time, the most
famous black woman in America.

In the 1890s she took this message 
to the UK, where her supporters, who 
included the Duke of Argyll, set up the
British Anti-Lynching Committee. This 
campaign made Wells unpopular at
home; The New York Times went so fars
as to describe her as “a slanderous and
nasty-minded mulattress”.

Despite the backlash, though, Wells
was steadfast. She was involved in the
formation of many influential groups, 
including the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP), and had four children with 
her husband, the journalist and lawyer
Ferdinand Lee Barnett. In her later years 
Wells lived in Chicago, where she worked 
towards urban reform, and where she
died of kidney failure in 1931. Clever, 
critical, radical and courageous, she was 
a role model of resistance.

Ida B Wells (1862–1931)

SCOURGE OF LYNCH MOBS

The first female editor of a black American newspaper was also a major civil rights 

activist. Kira Cochrane introduces a courageous woman who fought to end lynchings
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Kira Cochrane is the author of Modern

Women: 52 Pioneers (Frances Lincoln, 2017)s

Hear Baroness Oona King discussing 
Ida B Wells in the BBC Radio 4 programme 
Great Lives at bbc.co.uk/programmes/b04dm9d2

To Tell the Truth Freely: The Life of Ida B Wells

by Mia Bay (Hill & Wang, 2010)
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Voice of justice
As a successful journalist, civil rights activist Ida B Wells was well aware of 

the power of the media in championing a just cause. “The people must 
know before they can act, and there is no educator to compare with the 
press,” she wrote in 1892 – the year the offices of her newspaper Free 

Speech were wrecked by a mob infuriated by her anti-lynching editorials
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Four millennia ago, a Bronze Age 

civilisation flourished on and around 

the Aegean island of Crete, producing 

beautiful jewellery and pottery bearing 

symbolic images of bulls and snakes. 

Historian and author Bettany Hughes 

explores the society and beliefs of the 

Minoan culture through eight key 

artworks and artefacts 

OF SERPENTS 
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Minoan Crete

  Vaphio Cup, c1500 BC
This beautiful gold vessel, one of a pair 
found in 1888 in a tomb near Sparta on the 
Greek mainland, is ornately decorated with 
bulls. Made in Crete, by Cretan craftsmen 
or influenced by the island’s culture, it was 
buried with its high-ranking owner, indicating 
how Cretan culture permeated the eastern 
Mediterranean. Between c2300 and 1300 BC  
a civilisation flourished on Crete and then failed, 
leaving us clues but also mysteries. We are not 
even sure what these people called themselves 
– they were dubbed Minoans (after legendary 
King Minos) in the early 20th century by British 
archaeologist Sir Arthur Evans, though ancient 
Egyptians referred to the ‘land of Keftiu’.
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Minoan Crete

  Bull rhyton, c1600–1450 BC 

This soapstone bull’s head with rock-crystal eyes and 
gilded horns is a rhyton – a cup used in sacred libation 
rituals – uncovered during Arthur Evans’ excavation 
of the Little Palace at Knossos in north-central Crete. 
Evans’ work at Knossos, which began in 1900, resulted 
in his rediscovery of the Minoan civilisation. Bull 
imagery was paramount in Minoan culture, from 
rhytons to regular bull sacrifices and what Evans called 
‘horns of consecration’ – the symbol of the animal’s 
horns adorning palace roofs. 
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  ‘Mistress of the 
Animals’, c1250 BC
This statuette of a female deity, with 
birds on her head, hints at the effect 
that the lush landscape of Crete 
had on the Minoans, encouraging 
the adoration of nature. Along 
with birds and animals, Minoan 
goddesses were depicted wreathed 
in opium poppies. On signet rings, 
women shake boughs or collapse 
in religious ecstasy on altars. The 
use of opiates was widespread for 
medicinal and ritual purposes in 
Bronze Age cultures, its use often 
controlled by women.
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  Phaistos Disc, c17th century BC
This fired-clay disc, stamped on each side with a 
spiral of hieroglyphs, was discovered at the palace of 
Phaistos in south-central Crete in 1908. As yet, the 
symbols – along with other Minoan writing systems 
– are still to be definitively deciphered, though 
researchers are now tantalisingly close. The Minoans 
were pioneers in engineering as well as writing, 
building paved streets and complex drainage systems.
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Minoan Crete

  ‘Snake goddess’, c1600 BC
Despite its common nickname, we don’t know 
whether this figurine depicts a queen, an 
ordinary woman, a high priestess or a goddess. 
Discovered along with four similar statuettes 
of faience (quartz-glazed earthenware), she 
was broken and buried in a stone-lined pit 
with sea shells, as if the Minoans were dealing 
with radioactive waste. Although Minoan 
culture was certainly not the peace-loving 
matriarchy portrayed by some 20th-century 
archaeologists and historians, it is clear that 
women did enjoy power and influence – they 
were the keepers of the keys of grain stores. 
The similarity of this woman’s appearance – 
her fierce, kohl-rimmed eyes and coils of hair 
dressed to resemble snakes – with those found 
on the walls of the Bronze Age civilisation at 
Thera (on the nearby island of Santorini) as 
well as at Knossos suggests that this is indeed 
the ceremonial dress of a well-connected 
aristocratic Minoan woman. 
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  Larnax, c1400–1300 BC
The fish decoration on this larnax (clay coffin) reflects  
a shift to oceanic and maritime iconography towards  
the end of the Minoan period; such imagery is also seen 
cut into stone pillars at Knossos and on vases. Homer 
described the civilisation as a ‘thallassocracy’ – a power 
that ruled the waves. But it also feared them. Minoans 
were seemingly traumatised by the devastating tsunamis 
unleashed when the volcanic island of Thera erupted in 
c1615 BC, and their respect for the sea grew exponentially. 
From c1450 to 1200 BC mainland Greek Mycenaeans 
occupied Crete. Various explanations have been suggested 
for the collapse of the Minoan civilisation. Was it a long, 
slow decline following the epoch-shaping eruption? 
Regardless, Minoans continued to be celebrated after the 
culture’s demise. Homer’s Odyssey describes their home 
island as a “handsome country, fertile, thronged with 
people well past counting”. 

  Ring of Nestor, c1700–1450 BC
This gold signet ring, purportedly discovered 
in a tomb in the Peloponnese on the Greek 
mainland in the early 20th century and 
believed to have originated in Crete, depicts  
a religious festival or gathering around a 
gnarled tree. Society on Crete in the mid-
second millennium BC seems to have been 
both ordered and fundamentally shaped by 
religious ritual, as shown on this ring –  
itself a symbol of status.

  Seal ring, c1500 BC 

Many depictions of bull-leaping are seen  
in Minoan art – in frescoes at the palace  
of Knossos, in ivory figures and in this gold  
seal ring . Much debated, this sport involved  
young men from the palatial culture – the apex 
of the Minoan civilisation, lasting from about 
1900 BC to c1425 BC – and could have been  
a rite of passage or a religious ritual. The bulls 
depicted would have been aurochs, a huge 
prehistoric breed, now extinct, that stood  
1.5 metres at the shoulder. Palatial centres are 
often discovered in Crete; at its peak, each was 
home to around 14,000 people, contributing to 
Crete’s overall population of 500,000.
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In October 1986 US president Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev met 

for nuclear disarmament talks – which stumbled over one key point. Kristina Spohr and 

David Reynolds explore both sides of an incident that dashed hopes for nuclear peace

PERSPECTIVES
PERSPECTIVES

US-Soviet arms-control 
talks collapse in Iceland

“It takes two to tango. And it takes 
two to control arms, to reduce and 
eliminate nuclear weapons... I invite 
you to a male tango, Mr President.”
Mikhail Gorbachev to Ronald Reagan, 

11 October 1986

On the evening of 12 October 1986,  
a dramatic image was beamed around 
the world: two grim-faced men trudging 
down the steps of Höfði House in 
Reykjavík. Drained and dejected, 
Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev 
were unable even to look each other in 
the eye as they said farewell.

The summit in Iceland went down in 
history as a huge missed opportunity –  
a total failure. The summit, arranged by 
the two great powers to discuss nuclear 
arms reductions, had collapsed – not over 
specific details of their arsenals but over 
Reagan’s grand, futuristic plan for an 
anti-nuclear shield in space: his notorious 
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). 

It was so different from the buoyant 
mood that had prevailed at the two 
leaders’ first meeting in Geneva in 
November 1985. That summit had been 
hailed as an icebreaker in the ‘New Cold 

War’ of the early 1980s. Unexpectedly, 
Reagan, who had previously damned the 
USSR as an “evil empire”, clicked with 
Gorbachev, the new reformist Soviet 
general secretary, who was determined to 
make his country more competitive with 
the west. Their cosy fireside chat by Lake 
Geneva would have been inconceivable in 
previous Soviet-American summits. And 
when they parted with a handshake, 
Gorbachev exclaimed that it was like “a 
spark of electric mutual trust”. The two 
leaders hoped that this initial encounter 
would lead to formal accords curbing the 
nuclear arms race. 

Maintaining momentum

Summits are heady moments. It’s not 
easy for leaders to sustain momentum 
when they return to the lowlands of daily 
politics, where the bureaucrats regain 
control. In September 1986 Gorbachev 
sent an anxious letter to Reagan warning 
that the “spark of Geneva” had been 
extinguished. He felt that the negotia-
tions needed “a major impetus” and 
suggested a quick face-to-face meeting to 
galvanise US and Soviet officials into 
preparing agreements.

So, on 11 October, president and 
general secretary met in Reykjavík,  
a convenient point midway between 
Moscow and Washington. On the first 
day Gorbachev presented a comprehen-
sive disarmament plan. He proposed  
a 50% reduction in strategic nuclear 
weapons – those of intercontinental 
range. He also called for the complete 
elimination of all intermediate-range 
nuclear forces (INF) within Europe, 
excluding the ‘independent’ British and 
French nuclear deterrents. 

On the second day the two men 
moved almost to the brink of an unprec-
edented agreement. They envisaged that 
within 10 years they would have elimi-
nated “all nuclear explosive devices”. The 
idea was to agree this in principle in Rey-
kjavík, then instruct their arms-control 
negotiators to prepare detailed treaties for 
Gorbachev to sign during a planned visit 
to Washington in late 1987. 

But then came the crash that derailed 
the talks – caused by one apparently 
innocuous word: laboratories. 

On the following pages we compare  
the American and Soviet views of  
the encounter… 
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ONE MOMENT, TWO VIEWPOINTS
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US president Ronald Reagan and 

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev 

leave Höfði House in Reykjavík on 

12 October 1986 after a two-day 

summit. Their pained faces betray 

disappointment and frustration  

at the breakdown of the talks  

over a single but critical word
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Perspectives: Reykjavík summit, 1986

D
uring his first term as 
US president, Ronald
Reagan oversaw a 
substantial increase in 
US defence spending,

justified by passionate anti-Soviet
rhetoric. In his very first press confer-
ence on 29 January 1981, the president
asserted that “so far detente’s been 
a one-way street that the Soviet Union 
has used to pursue its own aims”. Its 
professed goal was “the promotion of 
world revolution and a one-world 
socialist or communist state”, he
claimed. In contrast, his own aim, he 
declared a few months later, was not to 
“contain communism” but to “tran-
scend communism”. To his critics, 
Reagan seemed like inveterate Cold 
Warrior, determined to ratchet up the 
arms race and roll back the “evil empire”.

Yet there was another, more 
conciliatory side to Reagan; he wasn’t 
simply a Cold War hawk. He did not 
believe in America’s standard doctrine of 
nuclear deterrence through mutual
assured destruction, considering it 
literally mad. In fact, he truly loathed
nuclear weapons, and wanted to move 
beyond the “balance of terror” to a 
radical new conception of “strategic
defence”, developing the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI) – envisaged as 
a high-tech anti-ballistic-missile system 
– a “shield” against the “sword” of 
a nuclear strike. Unveiling the idea  
in March 1983, he spoke of his dream  
to render nuclear weapons “impotent” 
and “obsolete”. 

In Moscow, and across much of the
liberal west, such talk was regarded as
delusory or hypocritical. Far from being 
a passport to peace, SDI – popularly 
nicknamed ‘Star Wars’ – was seen as the 

trigger for war in space, introducing the
possibility that America could mount  
a nuclear first strike on the USSR 
without fear of fatal retaliation. 

Brush with death

Despite Soviet misgivings, the presi-
dent’s peaceful professions seem to have
been genuine. His sense of mission was
accentuated by a brush with death after
little more than two months in office.
On 30 March 1981 Reagan was shot by 
a deranged gunman; the bullet lodged
in his chest just a couple of centimetres
from his heart, and only quick action by 
skilled surgeons saved his life. Reagan’s
quip on the operating table has gone 
down in American folklore – “Please tell 
me you’re Republicans” – but in reality 
he did not view his survival as a laughing 
matter. Convinced that God had saved
him for a purpose, he told a Catholic
cardinal: “I have decided that whatever
time is left is for Him.” Peace-making 
would be Reagan’s mission, and Star
Wars his chosen instrument.

The US government had undertaken
basic research into ballistic missile 
defence since the 1960s, but SDI was 
a far more demanding project. Though
easy to depict in graphics with images of 
lasers zapping missiles in space, it would
require billions of dollars, years of 
research and multitudinous tests before
a working system could conceivably be
rolled out.

Reagan cared little for such practical-
ities; what captivated him was the grand 
idea and the peaceful vision. He claimed
that SDI would complement superpower
nuclear disarmament by creating a 
fall-back defence against nuclear strikes
from rogue states led by “some maniac
like Hitler”. And he offered to share this

technology with the Soviets, once it 
had been fully tested on the ground 
and in space.

At Reykjavík, Gorbachev proved
immune to such blandishments. Increas-
ingly desperate, Reagan pleaded with
the Soviet leader to take seriously his 
domestic political position. Gorbachev 
insisted that SDI research must take
place only in laboratories, not in space.
Reagan insisted that he could not
possibly go back to the US Congress and
say that he’d accepted any restrictions on
research and development. “I have a lot
of critics who wield great influence,” he
told Gorbachev. “And if I agree to such 
a formulation, they will launch a 
campaign against me. They will accuse
me of breaking my promise to the people
of the United States regarding SDI.” 

Historic opportunity

In the final session on the afternoon of 
12 October, Reagan tried various ploys
to get his way. He asked Gorbachev 
incredulously whether he was willing to
“turn down a historic opportunity for
agreement for the sake of one word in
the text” – laboratories. He begged the 
Soviet leader, as a fellow politician, to do
him “a personal favour”, building on the
rapport they had established at Geneva.
And he spoke emotionally about their
historic opportunity to “go to the people
as peacemakers”.

Faced at the end with a total impasse,
he turned on Gorbachev in frustration,
even resentment. “We were so close to an
agreement,” he complained. “I think you
didn’t want to achieve an agreement
anyway. I’m very sorry.” Tellingly, as
they parted, Reagan exclaimed: “I don’t
know when we’ll ever have another
chance like this.”

“Peace-making was Reagan’s mission, 
‘Star Wars’ his chosen instrument”

REAGAN’S VIEWPOINT
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Peace through strength
Ronald Reagan, flanked by Vice-President George HW Bush and 
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger, promotes his Strategic 

Defense Initiative, dubbed ‘Star Wars’. This, he believed, would pave 
the way for superpower nuclear disarmament, saying: “We maintain 

the peace through our strength.”
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W
hen Gorbachev 
was appointed
Soviet general
secretary in March
1985, Reagan had

already been in power for over four 
years. During that time no progress had
been made on superpower arms control 
agreements with Gorbachev’s predeces-
sors. The new leader, 20 years Reagan’s
junior, was determined to reduce the
burden of the military-industrial
complex on the Soviet economy. That 
was a prime reason for improving 
relations with the west.

Yet Gorbachev also shared Reagan’s 
dream of a nuclear-free world. And his
conviction was reinforced after the
explosion in April 1986 at Chernobyl 
nuclear power station in Ukraine, which
spewed radiation across eastern Europe.
“Just a puff,” he told the Politburo, “and 
we can all feel what nuclear war would 
be like.” This horror pushed him 
towards Reykjavík.

Radical proposals

Gorbachev was now ready to ‘tango’. On
the first day in Iceland he set a brisk 
pace, with radical proposals for nuclear 
disarmament. But he made these 
conditional on Reagan restraining Star
Wars. Gorbachev insisted that the 
Americans must test SDI systems only 
in research laboratories because tests 
in space could give them a head start 
in a new arms race. 

Reagan kept repeating that he would 
share SDI, and eventually Gorbachev 
exploded. “Excuse me, Mr President,” he
retorted. “You are not willing to share
with us oil-well equipment, digitally 
guided machine tools or even milking 
machines. Sharing SDI would provoke  

a second American revolution! Let’s be
realistic and pragmatic.” 

Gorbachev clearly didn’t trust Reagan. 
Soviet strategists believed that Star Wars 
was just a cover for the Americans to be
able to mount a first strike on the USSR, 
confident that the US would be shielded 
from attack. For that reason the word 
‘laboratories’ was not negotiable – even if 
that jeopardised the chances of historic 
nuclear arms reduction agreement. 

Like Reagan, Gorbachev played on
his own domestic position. “You say it’s 
just a matter of one word,” he said. “But 
it’s not a matter of a word – it’s a matter 
of principle. If I go back to Moscow and 
say that, despite our agreement on the 
10-year period, we have given the United 
States the right to test SDI in space so 
that the US is ready to deploy it by the 
end of that period, they will call me a 
fool and an irresponsible leader.”

By the end of the meeting Gorbachev 
was calm and clear. He felt he had done 
everything he could. Banning tests
in space, he insisted, was the essential 
precondition for any arms-control agree-
ment, asserting: “We cannot go along 
with something else.”

Aftermath of the summit

But despite the disastrous encounter in
Reykjavík and both men’s foreboding,
another chance did come. Against all
expectations on that cold, dark October 
evening in 1986, they tangoed again
little more than a year later – this time, 
much more happily.

Deadlock had not been the last word.
Through statecraft and summitry, lead-
ers can sometimes transcend apparently 
irreconcilable differences. But that
requires a willingness to stand back and, 
if necessary, shift ground. 

Gorbachev did so first. He needed to
make progress towards arms reduction 
because of the scale of Soviet military 
spending and the growing budget crisis.
So he and the Politburo decided to focus
on the positives from Iceland and stop
obsessing about SDI.

The Kremlin was able to feel more
relaxed about SDI because Reagan’s 
domestic political position weakened
dramatically in November 1986. As 
a result of the US mid-term elections, the 
opposition Democrats controlled both
houses of Congress. That meant that
Reagan now had no chance of getting 
the funding he needed to sustain the SDI
project during his final two years in the
White House. Politically weakened and
also fretful about his legacy as a ‘peace
president’, he – no less than Gorbachev –
needed to compromise.

Both sides decided to focus on one of 
the issues about which they had more or
less agreed at Reykjavík – intermediate-
range nuclear forces. Despite strong re-
sistance from the Pentagon and the Soviet
military, during 1987 the White House 
and the Kremlin hammered out a global 
‘double-zero’ deal to eliminate Soviet and
American INFs in Europe and Asia. In
December Gorbachev came to Wash-
ington where, amid scenes of popular
acclamation dubbed ‘Gorbymania’, he
and Reagan signed the INF treaty. 

So Reykjavík had not, in the end,
been a failure. Two viewpoints – but,
finally, one ag

Professors Kristina Spohr (London School

of Economics and Political Science) and David

Reynolds (University of Cambridge) are co-

editors of Transcending the Cold War: Summits, 

Statecraft, and the Dissolution of Bipolarity in

Europe, 1970–1990 (OUP, 2016)
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Tackling the summit
Mikhail Gorbachev arrives in Reykjavík on 10 October 1986, ready to propose radical 

bilateral reductions in nuclear arms, but also to insist that testing of the US ‘Star 
Wars’ anti-missile system remained grounded. “We are for reduction and then 
complete elimination of nuclear weapons,” he said after the summit, “and are 

firmly against a new stage of the arms race and against its transfer to outer space”
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In January, BBC World Histories headed to India for the tenth Jaipur 

Literature Festival, the world’s largest free literary event. Over four 

days Matt Elton and Ellie Cawthorne asked leading historians and 

writers speaking at the event why public engagement is so important 

– and what challenges the study of world histories faces in 2017

Free 
   thinking
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The ZEE Jaipur Literature Festival is  

a celebration of writing and thinking that 

brings together more than 1,800 speakers 

– historians, politicians, business 

leaders, sportspeople, journalists and 

more – to discuss global issues in a free 

and open environment. The tenth festival, 

a five-day event attracting crowds 

of hundreds of thousands of people, 

featured the likes of broadcaster and 

writer Anita Anand, poet Ruth Padel, 

playwright David Hare, politician and 

author Shashi Tharoor, and writer and 

festival director 

William Dalrymple. 

The speakers also 

included a strong 

roster of Indian and 

international 

historians.

Shrabani Basu

CV: Journalist and historian whose most recent book 
is For King and Another Country: Indian Soldiers  
on the Western Front, 1914–18 (Bloomsbury, 2015)
Speaking at Jaipur about: Queen Victoria’s 
relationship with her Indian attendant Adul Karim

“History is so  
important at this  
particular moment, 
because we’re living 
in a dangerous era”

What is the value of events such as this?

I love bringing back lost histories, and it’s 
good for people to hear about such stories 
and events that might otherwise be lost. 
Events such as this festival are important 
for free thought; I’m attending a session 
about whether Winston Churchill was  
a hero or a villain, for instance, which is  
a particularly divisive question here in 
India. And the fact that it’s an international 
event, the scale is so large, and it’s free 
for people to come to, means that it 
reaches a much wider audience than 
would otherwise be the case.

What challenges does the study of world 

histories face today?

There’s a lot of effort put into revising 
history, both here in India and in Europe. 
Every new government wants to claim a 
different angle, to rewrite different eras 
and struggles. In the UK, for instance,  
it’s so important to learn colonial history, 
but it’s just not taught enough in schools. 
It’s like a black hole that people don’t want 
to explore. Many people don’t know that 
1.5 million Indians went to the western 
front in the First World War. If the British 
knew this, it would give them a feeling of 
affinity with the Indians. Our shared 
history brings us together.

Giles Milton

CV: Author of books including Nathaniel’s Nutmeg: 
How One Man’s Courage Changed the Course  
of History (Hodder and Stoughton, 1999). 
Speaking at Jaipur about: The history of nutmeg 
and the East India Company 

“The East India  
Company is a nasty, 
shameful episode  
of our history, so we 
don’t talk about it.  
It’s been fantastic to 
bring it to thousands 
of people here”

What’s the importance of talking about 

this subject to a global audience?

It’s been absolutely fascinating to talk to 
an Indian audience. I told the story of the 
East India Company, from its tentative 
beginnings in the ‘Spice Islands’ [Maluku, 
now in Indonesia] to the utter rape and 
pillage of India, where people such as 
Robert Clive [who effectively established 
British India] simply carted off massive 
quantities of gold, of ‘loot’ – which, 
incidentally, was the first Hindi word to 
enter the English language.

What’s the value of events such as this?

There are huge crowds here – far bigger 
than you ever get at any festival in 
England. If you can’t understand the past, 
you’ll make the same mistakes again, so 
it’s incredibly important that we know 
what we did and why it was done. In all of 
my history education I never learned 
about the East India Company – it’s simply 
been wiped off the curriculum. It’s a nasty, 
shameful episode of our history, so we 
don’t talk about it. It’s been fantastic to 
bring it to thousands of people here.

What challenges does the study of world 

histories face today?

The world is changing very fast, so that’s  
a difficult question. It will be interesting  
to look at the role of global corporations, 
and how much they are able to influence 
governments. They are so wealthy and so 
powerful that they can effectively dodge 
tax payments and get around the rules of 
various lands – and the precursor to that, 
of course, was the East India Company.  
So it’s incredibly relevant to look at this 
history and its role in the world today.G
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Bryan Ward-Perkins

CV: Archaeologist and historian, fellow  
at Trinity College, University of Oxford
Speaking at Jaipur about: The fall of Rome

“There is a strong 
case for trying  
to think globally,  
though it’s sometimes 
difficult to do so”

What’s the value of speaking about this

subject on a global stage?

I’m speaking later in the festival, so I don’t
really know the answer to that at the
moment. I do realise that people in India
are not likely to be terribly well up on the
history of the Roman empire, just as I’m
not terribly well up on the history of the
Mughal empire. But I’ve learned a lot
about Indian history as a result of coming
here, and I think that it’s informed my
knowledge of western history, too. For
instance, the nature of the Mughal empire
was completely different from that of the
Roman empire – much more chaotic and 
flexible. So when I present my talk I will 
try to make some comparisons, because 
I think there is a strong case for trying to
think globally – though it is sometimes
difficult to do so.

What challenges does the study of world

histories face today?

Global history is becoming very fashion-
able, which is a fairly recent phenomenon:
all universities are taking it up. I’m 64
years old, so fortunately I don’t have to 
worry about it too much. I can ride this out!

In fact, I’ve discovered – to my
surprise – that I’m actually very global.
I’m interested in, for instance, the rise 
of Islam and the history of Britain, and
that’s considered global. I’m slightly
puzzled, to be honest, about what people
mean by ‘global’; it seems that, as long 
as you have a broad perspective, it
counts. But doing such comparative
histories can be problematic because 
you have to know enough about several
cultures and, of course, there are often
serious linguistic problems.

Luke Harding

CV: Foreign correspondent with The Guardian, 
and author of A Very Expensive Poison: The f
Definitive Story of the Murder of Litvinenko and 
Russia’s War with the West (Guardian Faber, 2016)
Speaking at Jaipur about: Alexander Litvinenko

“Government isn’t  
a historian’s friend, 
but data is”

What is the value of events such as this?

I’ve spoken at lots of literary festivals: 
I’ve talked to spry, Tory-voting women  
in Budleigh Salterton, and I’ve been to 
Christchurch in New Zealand, where it’s 
a more liberal crowd but largely ladies 
of a certain age with short grey hair and
jade-green scarves. I love them because 
they buy my books and laugh at my jokes,
but what’s good about this event in Jaipur
is that it’s huge and it’s free. Anyone,
whether a guy on a moped or a Bollywood
film star, can come along and listen and 
speak and engage. So it’s a platform for 
a genuinely international conversation
between writers, historians, economists
and journalists from different continents.

What challenges do history 

and journalism face today?

I think the big challenge is the old 
challenge: finding stuff out, which is still 
quite hard. Governments have become 
more savvy and more secretive; they  
don’t always write things down, as they 
might have done 100 years ago, and they 
are more wary of dealing with the media, 
all of which makes it tougher.

On the other hand, we’re helped by the
fact that every muppet in muppetland has
a laptop and an internet connection, which 
leaves a trail. What we’ve seen in the past
few years is a series of spectacular data
leaks. For instance, the 2010 WikiLeaks 
release of a quarter of a million classified
US diplomatic cables is, for historians,  
a fascinating resource on what the United 
States really thought about its friends  
and allies. Normally it wouldn’t have 
been released for another 20 years – 
it was as if we got a jump on history.

So government isn’t really a historian’s 
friend, but data is. We’re getting a lot more 
data pumped into the system, and that’s 
only a good thing.

Audrey Truschke

CV: Assistant professor of South Asian history  
at Rutgers University, New Jersey, and author of 
the forthcoming Aurangzeb: The Life and Legacy g
of India’s Most Controversial King, to be published  gg
by Stanford University Press in May
Speaking at Jaipur about: The use of Sanskrit  
at the court of the Mughals

“It’s not always obvi-
ous to scholars how 
to bring their work  
to a wider audience”

What’s the value of speaking about 

your subject on a global stage?

What’s so exciting for me is the opportuni-
ty to bring my work to a wider audience. 
It is not very obvious to most scholars how
to do that, and for a broader public who
might be interested in my work on Mughal
history it’s not at all obvious how to gain
access. So the real value is highlighting
this subject – in India, but also to people
from around the world who are here.

What challenges does the study of world

histories face today?

Some are practical. When you live in one
nation and work on the history of another,
you’re generally subject to that govern-
ment’s desire (or not) to have you in their
country. When I come to India to study, for
instance, I need a research visa, and the
Indian government does ask for informa-
tion about what my work is about – as they
are perfectly entitled to.

Historians don’t live in some bubble 
of objectivity, either. We live in the world,
and are subject to the same influences
and ideas as everybody else. We train  
very rigorously to get somewhere near
objectivity, but we know that we always
fall short.
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Find out more about the 2017 festival and next 

year’s event at jaipurliteraturefestival.org

DISCOVER MORE

David Armitage

CV: Professor of history at Harvard University
Speaking at Jaipur about: The history of civil 
wars (read more from David on page 20) 

“We have an urgent 
responsibility to use 
our skills as histori-
ans, and a festival 
such as this takes 
that very seriously”

What’s the value of speaking about this 

subject on a global stage?
I think that the festival works very well with 
the theme of my book [Civil Wars: A History  

in Ideas]: trying to place a western story  
in a global context. I’ve tried very hard to  
write the book in a way that will be readable 
outside North America and Europe, and  
to draw on examples from beyond those 
areas. Talking about the book here to a 
non-European, non-American audience will 
be an important test. That’s very important 
for my thinking about the topic, and making 
sure that I keep a balance between my own 
expertise in western history and an attempt 
to put it in a global context.

I’ve written elsewhere about a crisis  
in history, a crisis in humanities, which is 
palpable in the US and elsewhere in terms 
of declining numbers of students and those 
holding PhDs in history, as well as a general 
sense of decline in historical literacy among 
the wider public. 

Festivals such as this put history front 
and centre, treat historians as writers and 
intellectuals, and put them in conversation 
with politicians, policy makers, authors  
and creative writers. They are a great 
opportunity to give individual historians 
confidence in what we do. They also give  
us a shot in the arm, showing us that there 
is a real thirst for complex, well-written 
history on important topics – as well as  
the importance of using the tools and skills 
of historians to shed important light on 
contemporary problems. We have an urgent 
responsibility to use our skills as histori-
ans, and a festival such as this takes that 
very seriously – which is a great sign for  
the long term. 

Paul M Cobb

CV: Professor of Islamic history at the University  
of Pennsylvania, author of The Race for Paradise:  
An Islamic History of the Crusades (Oxford 
University Press, 2014)
Speaking at Jaipur about: Syrian warrior-poet 
Usama Ibn Munqidh

“We’re living in times 
in which there’s a war 
on imagination, and 
this is a sanctuary for 
human creativity”

What is the value of events such as this?

I’ve been terribly moved by the sessions 
I’ve attended at this event. They’re 
absolutely jam-packed with people who 
have come from all over the world, but 
especially India, to simply see and hear 
writers and find out what it is to write 
– whether history or literature or poetry. 

One of the greatest conversations I’ve 
had at this festival, packed as it is with 
such luminaries as William Dalrymple 
and Timothy Garton Ash, was with a 
10-year-old boy I sat with at a dinner. He 
was delightful. His mum had brought him 
from Jaipur, and he was very interested in 
maths. We talked about geometry – and 
Harry Potter, of course. Right now he’s 
writing a book – a big one, he says, of 

about five or six pages. That’s what you  
get at this festival: interest in writing and 
imagination. We’re living in times in which 
there’s a sort of war on imagination, and 
this is a sanctuary for human creativity.

What challenges does the study  

of world histories face today?

The greatest challenge is provincial, 
regional or national narratives: that is,  
a refusal to look at the big picture. 
Historians have lots of superpowers,  
one of them being our ability to step  
back and change our perspective or the 
granularity of the image we have. Doing 
so allows us to understand some of the 
biggest questions that have shaped world 
history: about the exchange of ideas, the 
evolution of economies, or the impact  
of climate change. 

Such questions force us as historians 
to collaborate, to synthesise and to listen 
to each other. All of that is very positive, 
and we should endeavour to retain it 
despite the forces of over-specialisation, 
both in academia and in what counts as 
‘history’ elsewhere. There are plenty of 
other obstacles, both financial and 
logistical, but plenty of goodwill across 
academies and nations, too – and, in a 
way, there’s less and less of an excuse 
now, thanks to communications technolo-
gies such as the internet and social media. 
The opportunities are incredible, and the 
potential for historical enquiry on a grand 
scale has never been greater.
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Aspects of independence
1   Soviet premier Nikita 

Khrushchev meets Egyptian 
president Gamal Abdel Nasser, an 
early Soviet client in Africa, in 1964
2   A bombed car smoulders in the 

Algerian capital in 1960, during the 
eight-year uprising that ended with 
independence from France in 1962
3   A poster issued by the Soviet- 

backed ruling MPLA party in 
Angola declares: “Our whole life  
in the service of the people”
4   An Ethiopian soldier salutes 

the leadership of Colonel Mengistu 
Haile Mariam, whose hardline 
Soviet-backed Derg regime ruled 
Ethiopia for 17 violent years

5   Ruined buildings in Port Said, 
Egypt on 8 November 1956, three 
days after the widely condemned 
Anglo-French invasion
6   Kwame Nkrumah, charismatic 

first leader of independent Ghana, 
who promoted pan-Africanism and 
communism. His government was 
tarnished with corruption
7   Angolans carry pictures of 

President Agostinho Neto and 
Cuba’s communist leader Fidel 
Castro in 1977. Thousands of 
Cuban troops fought alongside 
Angolan socialists from 1975
8   Idi Amin, the brutal dictator  

of Uganda, who seized power in  
a military coup in 1971 3

4 5

1

2



AFRICA’S 

PROXY  

COLD WAR
The years following the Second World War saw European empires lose their 

grasp on Africa. Lawrence James explores the efforts of the United States 

and Soviet Union to secure influence across the post-colonial continent
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Post-colonial Africa

S
oon after dawn on 5 November 1956, British
paratroopers drifted down on the El Gamil
airfield near Port Said in northern Egypt. 
Simultaneously, French troops landed at
Raswa and Port Fuad just to the south and
east. The invasion of Port Said, and the oper-
ation to capture the Suez Canal, was
launched. The following day, a huge sea and

air assault, supporting landings of British tanks and marines, 
succeeded in taking the port. By midnight, British and French 
troops had secured the canal zone – and sparked fury from the 
United States and the Soviet Union. Both superpowers had
been wooing Egyptian president Gamal Abdel Nasser – first the 
US, which offered then withdrew financial support for the con-
struction of an Aswan dam, then the Soviet Union, which sold 
Egypt large quantities of arms. 

The action by Britain and France, following Nasser’s nation-
alisation of the Suez Canal in July, was ostensibly launched to
halt fighting between Egypt and Israel, which had invaded the 
Sinai Peninsula a week earlier. In truth, though, it marked a 
turning point – the end of direct actions by western powers in 
Africa, replaced by conflicts that spread across the continent as
the west and the Soviet Union tussled for influence in newly  
or soon-to-be independent African nations: a proxy Cold War 
described as a “second scramble for Africa”.

The years following the end of the Second World War saw 
both the start of the Cold War between the west and the eastern 
bloc, and the break-up of empires as colonies across Africa and
Asia strove for independence. Africans were losers in the Cold 
War. The big players never fought each other head-on, but  
instead sponsored wars between their clients in Africa (and, in-
deed, in Asia) so that large swathes of the continent became war
zones in which predominately locally recruited soldiers did the 
fighting. Liberation movements across southern Africa were
sustained by the Soviet Union and Cuba, which sent large con-
tingents of troops to support independence fighters. Nato also 
armed two colonial powers, France and Portugal, in their strug-
gles against nationalist insurgents in Algeria, Angola and 
Mozambique. Millions died in these proxy wars throughout Af-
rica; food production and distribution were disrupted, and re-
gional famines followed.

Cold War losers

Cold War conflicts played havoc with African politics. They 
skewed the complex processes of decolonisation, and snuffed
out many of the fledgling democracies that emerged in the late
1950s and early 1960s. US and Soviet intelligence agencies 
played kingmakers, financing and overseeing coups to install 
biddable rulers. Both powers tended to suborn corruptible local
strongmen with military backgrounds and authoritarian in-
stincts. It did not matter to the superpowers whether or not 
these dictators had any ideological commitment to communism

or capitalist democracy, though many paid lip service to one of 
these ideologies when convenient. Cynical pragmatism pre-
vailed in Washington and Moscow when selecting African cli-
ents. Underlying this common policy was the cynical maxim – 
reputedly uttered by US president Franklin D Roosevelt about
Nicaraguan dictator Anastasio Somoza García, but equally ap-
plicable to any of the rivals’ chosen African despots – “He may 
be a son of a bitch, but he’s our son of a bitch.”

This was the line taken by Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev in 
1955 when he extended patronage to Nasser. Moscow’s doctrinal 
purists had dismissed Nasser as a radical nationalist in the mould 
of those military strongmen who held sway across South Ameri-
ca. But Nasser was an ideal ally in Khrushchev’s new policy of 
challenging the west in Africa. From 1955, the Soviet Union 
poured modern warplanes and weaponry into Egypt, which Nas-
ser deployed in clashes with Israel. Moscow’s propagandists por-
trayed Nasser as a champion of oppressed peoples in their
worldwide struggle against imperialism and capitalism.

Washington followed suit. By 1959 the US state department 
was convinced that ‘democratic’ Africa was fragile and prepared 
to embrace authoritarian but reliable alternatives. The United 
States therefore welcomed the rule of General Ibrahim Abboud, 
who had in November 1958 seized power in recently independent 
Sudan, bordering Egypt to the south. Abboud declared himself 
an enemy of communism and of the Soviet-supported Nasser. 
The pattern was set for the next 30 years of proxy rivalry in Africa.

Exploiting decolonisation

Both the Soviet Union and the United States were quick to ex-
ploit the myriad difficulties that accompanied decolonisation in
Africa. The Second World War had given enormous impetus to
the embryonic nationalist movements in British and French col-
onies. Both powers had called on their African subjects to fight
for them, and the response had been impressive: more than
1 million Africans fought in Europe, north Africa and the far
east, and were repeatedly told that they were risking their lives
for freedom and democracy.

Many returned home full of new ideas, and began to question
the old imperial order. In Kenya’s villages, for example, young 
demobbed soldiers expressed their new confidence by scoffing at
their chiefs and tribal elders. Elsewhere, this spilled over into an-
ger. Krim Belkacem, who served in the French army and was later
a partisan leader and a minister in the provisional Algerian gov-
ernment before independence, spoke for many veterans when he
declared: “My brother returned from Europe with medals and
frostbitten feet! There, everyone was equal! Why not here?”

Empires had always proclaimed intended reciprocity. Britain
and France, in particular, had taken pride in the belief that their 
rule was benevolent and progressive, and that – at some unspec-
ified date in the future – their colonies would achieve independ-
ence. After 1945, the pace of change quickened. In 1947
self-government was granted to India by Britain’s Labour  G
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government, which was also committed (as were the Conserva-
tives) to self-determination for African colonies. That change 
was, they suggested, to be achieved over 40 or so years; impa-
tient African nationalist politicians accused them of procrasti-
nation. The Soviets exploited such reactions, offering sympathy 
and friendship, and accusing the imperialists of slyly seeking to  
retain their power to exploit their subjects.

France, too, prevaricated. In 1948 President Vincent Auriol 
reminded Algerians that their country “was never a state; you 
were rescued from slavery as well as tribes fighting each other. 
Without France, what would you be or do?” This was the view 
of many French people, and of many of the 700,000 European 
settlers (colons) in Algeria who enjoyed the advantages of French 
citizenship. In 1954 the Algerian Front de Libération Nationale 
(National Liberation Front) began an uprising that triggered an 
eight-year partisan war of attrition in which more than a million 
died, most of them Arabs. 

France persuaded a sceptical Washington that it was fight-
ing communist-backed insurgents in Algeria; the result was 

that Sikorsky helicopters, manufactured 
in the United States and intended for 
Nato service, were used to hunt down  
Algerian guerrillas. The point was not 
lost on Soviet propagandists.

Spirit of nationalism

At this point, the United States was in a 
quandary. Britain, France, Belgium and 

Portugal were valuable Nato allies – but, if they persisted in re-
sisting African nationalist movements or delaying independ-
ence, they were offering the Soviet Union a propaganda bonus. 
As US president Dwight D Eisenhower explained to Winston 
Churchill in 1954: “We are falsely pictured as the exploiters of 
people, the Soviets as their champions.” It would be foolhardy, 
he warned, to ignore the “fierce and growing spirit of national-
ism” spreading across Africa and Asia. Moreover – and this was 
a growing source of anxiety for Washington – Britain and 
France no longer enjoyed their former prestige in Africa, and 
their efforts to cling on there imperilled American interests.

Neither Britain nor France would acknowledge their weak-
nesses. Rather, in 1956, they attempted to recover their old in-
fluence by their joint invasion of Egypt. This coup de main mis-
fired. Afterwards, US secretary of state John Foster Dulles 
concluded that it was now imperative for America “to fill the 
vacuum of power which the British filled for a century”. The 
following year, when Vice-President Richard Nixon returned 
from an African tour he reported that “French patronage and 
influence in north Africa are decreasing at an alarming rate”. 

The Soviet Union, too, hoped to fill that power vacuum, 
posing as the patron and armourer of colonial liberation move-
ments. America did likewise. Both tended to favour ambitious 
local military men who possessed hard power on the ground. 

Cold War conflicts played havoc 
with African politics and snu�ed 
out many fledgling democracies

Egypt in crisis
Egyptian streets are strewn 
with rubble during the 1956 
Suez Crisis. Fallout from 
this invasion prompted  
the United States to try to 
“fill the vacuum of power” 
in former British colonies

Fighting for the empire
Black troops recruited from French African colonies sail to join 
Allied forces in Europe during the Second World War. Many such 
soldiers returned home from the conflict questioning their place 
in the prevailing imperial order, which led to increasingly 
strident calls for independence
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Congo’s lost leader
Patrice Lumumba, first 
prime minister of the newly
independent Congo (now  
the Democratic Republic  
of Congo), in 1960. After his 
requested UN assistance 
failed to quell internal 
conflict, Lumumba turned to
the Soviet Union. He was
deposed, then captured by 
the CIA-backed army chief 
Joseph-Désiré Mobutu and 
later killed

America’s dictator
United States president 
John F Kennedy meets 
General Joseph-Désiré 
Mobutu in 1963. Mobutu
enjoyed substantial US 
support thanks to his
anti-communist stance.
After taking control of 
the country in 1965, it’s
estimated he embezzled
at least US$5bn before 
himself being ousted 
in 1997
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reported that between 1963 and 1969 the United States Agency 
for International Development spent US$3.3m delivering radi-
os and small arms to African police forces and instructing them 
in strike-breaking, riot control and investigating sedition. The 
one-party states that replaced colonial administrations were 
handed the apparatus of domestic coercion. By 1969 President 
Julius Nyerere, a self-declared ‘African socialist’, had accepted 
equipment worth over US$640,000 from the US for his police 
force, all of whom were members of the ruling Tanganyika Af-
rican National Union Party. But he also accepted Soviet weap-
onry for his army. This was prudent: at this stage there was no 
knowing who would win the Cold War.

“A second scramble for Africa”

As Soviet and American patronage (and arms) spread across  
the continent, Nyerere warned that “a second scramble for Afri-
ca by Russia and its satellites” was under way. He was respond-
ing to events in the Congo (now the Democratic Republic of  
the Congo, DRC) in 1960 following the withdrawal of the  
Belgians, who had enriched themselves on their colony’s miner-
al resources and neglected the welfare of their subjects: on inde-
pendence day, 30 June 1960, the Congo had perhaps just 200 
African graduates. 

Within a week, the country dissolved into anarchy after the 
army mutinied. Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba threatened 
the nationalisation of foreign businesses, and looked to the  
Soviet Union for assistance. Soviet and Warsaw Pact aircraft, 
arms and ‘advisors’ were flown in to prop up his government. 
United Nations (UN) secretary-general Dag Hammarskjöld 
feared the imminent ‘communisation’ of the Congo, despite the 
despatch of UN peacekeepers.

There was alarm in Washington, where CIA director Allen 
Dulles suspected that Lumumba was “a Castro or worse”, and 
the CIA moved in, supplied with dollars and a hitman instruct-
ed to assassinate Lumumba with poisoned toothpaste. The 
money secured the loyalty of Colonel Joseph-Désiré Mobutu 
(who later renamed himself Mobutu Sese Seko), a ruthless, am-
bitious and venal chancer whom the CIA believed to be “child-
ish” and easily led. He moved in America’s direction, used its 
cash to pay his soldiers, deployed them to expel the Soviets and 
detained Lumumba, who was murdered soon afterwards. The 
upshot was that the country’s resources remained an asset of the 
west, and the DRC endured five years of civil war. Welcomed  
by President John F Kennedy in 1963, Mobutu was America’s 
man. Following a coup in 1965, he stayed in power until 1997 
and amassed a personal fortune estimated at several billion US 
dollars by siphoning off the nation’s wealth.

Cold War priorities dictated events in southern Africa, too. 
The United States treated Angola and Mozambique as strategic 
assets, arming the 200,000 Portuguese conscripts who fought a 
long-running war against local nationalist insurgents with  
an imported arsenal including napalm and defoliants. The A
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The officer and non-commissioned officer corps of former colo-
nial armies became a praetorian guard of newly independent 
states, and palace revolutions propelled to power such figures as 
army commander Idi Amin in Uganda in a 1971 west-backed 
coup, and Colonel Mengistu Haile Mariam, the Soviets’ choice 
in Ethiopia, who effectively took power in 1974.

Winning influence in Africa

Britain was anxious that power in Africa was handed to depend-
able politicians. MI5 monitored nationalist movements, and 
trembled whenever it believed these movements might be pene-
trated by Soviet agents. During the 1950s Mau Mau uprising in 
Kenya, for example, MI5 investigated possible Soviet involve-
ment but, when questioned, bewildered tribesmen asked: “What 
does a Russian look like?” and “Can Russians speak Swahili?” 
Clearly, the KGB was making little headway in east Africa.

One way by which the Soviets could win friends in the  
continent, as well as spread the Marxist-Leninist gospel among 
its future leaders, was to offer scholarships for Africans to study 
at universities in the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact countries. 
Some students were shocked by conditions in Moscow, which 
was summed up by one African visitor as having “no cars, no 
cafes, no good clothes or good food”. Others were appalled by 
everyday racism: one was asked by Russians whether Africans 
lived in houses.

Seducing the elected rulers of newly independent states 
proved the most effective policy for both the United States and 
the Soviet Union. Such leaders had come to power at the head of 
disciplined parties, practised the arts of messianic leadership, 
and fostered popular optimism. But could they deliver a golden 
age for their followers? Their backers assured them that they 
could. In the early 1960s the KGB cultivated Kwame Nkrumah, 
charismatic first prime minister then president of independent 
Ghana, only to discover (by breaking Ghanaian wireless codes) 
that he and his cronies were squirrelling away Soviet subsidies. 
The CIA wrote off Nkrumah as “a vain opportunist and play-
boy”, and in 1966 were believed to have been involved in a coup 
that toppled him from power. He went into exile, followed by 
1,000 of his Soviet advisors. His corruption, like that of so many 
others of his kind, weakened economies and stifled growth.

The United States offered Africa’s new rulers what they 
needed to keep power: modern security systems. It has been  

The CIA brought dollars 
– and a hitman with  
poisoned toothpaste



conflicts in both countries ended in 1974 with Portugal throw-
ing in the towel. In Angola a war of succession followed, with 
three rival nationalist parties fighting for power. The Popular 
Movement for the Liberation of Angola (its Portuguese name 
abbreviated to MPLA), led by Agostinho Neto who became 
the newly independent nation’s first president, was backed by 
the Soviet Union – which, in return, was allowed to establish  
a naval base at the country’s capital, Luanda. The United States 
threw its weight behind the rival party, the National Union for 
the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA), in co-operation 
with South Africa. 

Substantial and decisive support came from Fidel Castro as 
part of what he saw as Cuba’s mission to engage in the global 
“conflict between privileged and underprivileged, humanity 
against imperialism”. By 1975, some 36,000 Cuban reservists 
with artillery, tanks and missile systems were serving in Angola, 
while Cuban doctors, teachers and technicians replaced their 
Portuguese counterparts who had returned home.

Castro’s commitment to Angola was integral to a strategy that 
would extend the struggle for independence to neighbouring 
South West Africa (later Namibia) and Rhodesia (today, Zimba-
bwe). Inevitably, South Africa was drawn into the conflict, be-
cause Cubans were using Angolan bases to train guerrilla units. 
Some were destined for Rhodesia, where the white minority were 
defending themselves against nationalist partisans, some of 
whom enjoyed Soviet patronage. Under American and British 
pressure, Rhodesia consented to black majority rule in 1979.

End of Africa’s Cold War

By 1980, then, South Africa – ruled by what Castro called  
a “Fascist-Racist” regime – stood alone against the forces of  
African nationalism. For 40 years, the apartheid regime had 
presented itself as a bastion against communism – a stance that 
had secured it a steady flow of western arms. The Soviet Union 
and Cuba provided weapons and training camps for African 
National Congress guerrillas fighting black oppression by the 
apartheid government. South Africa was also, as US President 
Ronald Reagan remarked in 1981, “essential to the free world in 
its production of minerals we all must have”.

In the event, Reagan did not need to commit his country to 
support South Africa’s last stand; events inside the Soviet Union 
were now dictating the outcome of the Cold War in Africa. By 

the mid-1980s, the communist power-
house was facing an economic crisis, los-
ing a war in Afghanistan and over-
stretched in Africa. One Kremlin official, 
Anatoly Adamishin, spoke for many oth-
ers when he asked: “Why, with all our 
problems, did we have to get involved [in 
Africa]?… We could not afford it.” Ango-
la alone owed the Soviet Union US$5bn, 
which it could not repay. In 1977 the So-

viets attempted to unseat Neto, whom they now distrusted. Af-
terwards he made oblique approaches towards the US.

It was left to the last leader of a communist Soviet Union, 
Mikhail Gorbachev, to disengage from Africa. In 1988 he  
salvaged what he could in an agreement with the United States, 
by which all Soviet and Cuban forces would withdraw from the 
continent, and South Africa pulled out of Namibia, which was 
granted independence in 1990. 
Castro growled about “betray-
al”, but acquiesced. 

The Cold War in Africa had 
ended. The United States had 
won on points. But Africa was 
left, traumatised, to pick up  
the pieces and face the problems 
created by the corrupt dictator-
ships that were the Cold War’s 
lasting legacy. 
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South Africa, Reagan asserted, 
was “essential to the free world 
for the production of minerals”
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Communism against racism
South African Communist Party supporters join anti-apartheid 
demonstrators in Johannesburg in 1989. The Soviet Union and Cuba 
armed guerrillas fighting what Castro called a “Fascist-Racist” regime

Post-colonial Africa
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Christopher de Bellaigue  
and Yasmin Alibhai-Brown  
discuss the cultural evolution
of the Middle East. “Look at  
the central lands of Islam in the 
19th and early 20th centuries  
and you find a very vital and real 
engagement with modern ideas, 
modern technology and modern 
conundrums,” says de Bellaigue
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In his new book The Islamic Enlightenment: The Modern 

Struggle Between Faith and Reason, Christopher de 
Bellaigue explores how modern ideas transformed the 
Muslim world from the 19th century to the present day 
– contradicting perceptions that the Muslim milieu is 
static or regressive. Focusing on Cairo, Istanbul and 
Tehran, and highlighting key individuals in this trans-
formation, he explores the ways in which their legacy is 
threatened in the 21st century. 

The history of the Middle East is a common thread 
throughout the work of British historian and journalist 
de Bellaigue. His previous books include In the Rose 

Garden of the Martyrs: A Memoir of Iran (HarperCollins, 
2004) and Patriot of Persia: Muhammad Mossadegh and  

a Very British Coup (Bodley Head, 2012). 
De Bellaigue met the author and journalist Yasmin 

Alibhai-Brown to discuss the themes and concerns of 
his book. Alibhai-Brown is a frequent commentator on 
issues of multiculturalism and international relations, 
and has written for publications including The New 

Statesman and The Independent.

Yasmin Alibhai-Brown: This isn’t a book that can be  
easily summarised, but can you briefly outline the main 
argument you’re making?
Christopher de Bellaigue: The premise is that there’s a  
gap in the general historical understanding of what happened 
in the central lands of Islam, which has led to a perception  
of Muslims – and Islam in general – as impervious to change 
and resistant to modernisation. Generally, the counter-argu-
ment to that perception harks back to Baghdad in the ninth 
and tenth centuries, and the wonderful efflorescence of  
Islamic culture and the contribution that it made to world 
culture at that time. 

But people ask: “Well, what happened after that? We don’t 
see much evidence for a progressive and pro-change agenda  
in the Muslim world.” However, if you look at the central 
lands of Islam in the 19th and early 20th centuries, as I do  
in this book, you find a very vital and real engagement with 

modern ideas, modern technology and modern conundrums 
that really belies that whole image. You find people engaging 
– sometimes with difficulty, sometimes with perplexity, but 
sometimes joyfully – with ideas and technologies that they 
considered to be universal and not simply foisted upon them 
or imported from the west.

People from the west did visit these countries, and 
understood that the Muslims were very innovative.  
But in a way the period you’re handling is the most 
problematic, because so many of the Islamic rational  
and free thinkers who managed to live within their faith  
were considered suspect – part of the colonial ‘brain- 
washing mission’.
I think you’re right, and you’re also right to bring up the  
early instances of fruitful co-operation and admiration going  
in both directions.  

When you look at the 19th century, though, I think there 
was an acceleration of contact that makes processing all the 
things crossing between the west and the Islamic world much 
more fraught. As you say, those who were trying to bring in 
ideas – particularly those who had been to the west – were 
always vulnerable to the charge that they were furthering  
a sinister agenda of colonial exploitation. 

And there definitely was a colonial agenda. Napoleon’s 
invasion of Egypt in 1798, for instance, was part of a much 
broader strategy to go on all the way to India. This agenda 
continued into the 19th century – but it didn’t go forward  
to such an extent that these joyful and interesting contacts 
were cut off, and that’s an important point in my story. 

Your book introduces many fascinating characters. I’m 
really interested in Rifa’a al-Tahtawi, for instance – can 
you expand his story a little?
Tahtawi was a 19th-century Egyptian cleric who fulfilled  
the role of chaplain to the army of Muhammad Ali, the first 
great authoritarian moderniser of the Middle East after the end 
of the Napoleonic invasion. Tahtawi came from a tradition  
of clerical authority that had exercised enormous authority, 

“Ideas of ‘usness’ in the west 
are being answered in the  
Islamic world. It’s a spread-
ing reaction to globalisation”
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partly because of their monopoly over knowledge and the 
written word. 

Ali sent educational missions to Europe, and Tahtawi  
went on one such mission to France. At the end he produced  
a travelogue – a kind of summation of his view of what he’d 
seen. He came away with a very vivid admiration for a great 
deal about France. That view was completely unencumbered 
by a sense of inferiority or resentfulness, because he saw these 
values as something that Egypt could learn from and also grow 
with. He became, in some ways, one of the founding fathers of 
the modern Egyptian nation state, but not in a prickly or 
xenophobic form – because in his history writing he went all 
the way back to pre-Islamic Egypt and acknowledged the debt 
that Egyptian culture owed to other cultures. 

He’s an amazing character about whom I knew nothing...
Well, if I may say so, if you don’t know anything about him, 
imagine how much the majority of people know about such 
people! The characters in this book are lamentably ill-known, 
and yet had a formative influence.

You start the book with the character Jane Eyre, and then 
compare her to Fatma Aliye, a Turkish writer who was 
also completely unknown to me. How are the two similar?
Set around 1820, Charlotte Brontë’s novel describes Jane as 
making her own decisions, working as a teacher, using modern 
technologies, changing her situation without obtaining 
permission from a father or any other male figure, and falling 
in love with who she wants to. And I asked: what was the 
situation in the Islamic world at that time? Would a Jane Eyre 
character have been feasible? I quickly came to the conclusion 
that it would have been unfeasible. Yet by the end of that 
century, you have Fatma Aliye. In common with many other 
early feminists around the world, she was upper class, given  
an education and the opportunity to learn French – though  
she had to do so in secret, because her mother considered  
it to be a kind of Trojan horse for all kinds of infidel and 
impious thoughts. 

Aliye started to use the nascent medium of the press to  

get her ideas out. This was in the Ottoman empire in the  
1880s and 1890s, when the telegraph and the press were 
arriving in Istanbul. Aliye’s demands gradually grew bolder: 
she was an early proponent of what later became a major 
movement among Ottoman, Iranian and Egyptian women  
to express desires and thoughts that had never been publicly 
debated before. The nature of female society was of segrega-
tion, of discussing these things behind closed doors – but 
suddenly their articles could be translated and discussed in 
Alexandria or Beirut. We can really see an acceleration of the 
transfer of ideas.

This is a prime example of modernity coming in and being 
grasped. What is interesting is that these ideas weren’t 
seen as a threat to Islamic civilisation; instead, many 
were seen as enriching. Today we are living in times in 
which there is a growing idea of ‘them’ and ‘us’ – and that 
any cultural or scientific borrowings weaken us or take 
away our ‘usness’. 
That’s the first time I’ve heard that word ‘usness’, which I think 
is fabulous because the word ‘authenticity’ is so much more 
boring. ‘Usness’ is very good: what constitutes ‘us’ and what  
is threatening our ‘usness’? Those ideas are not only present  
in the west, but are also being answered in the Islamic world. 
It’s a spreading movement of reaction to globalisation or the 
erosion of ‘usness’.

I think it’s important for readers to understand how 
colonialism at its ugliest, particularly French and British, 
made it impossible for enlightened Muslims to flourish. 
Such Muslims could so easily be accused of being stooges 
or tools of empire – or of having been educated in the west 
and therefore not being ‘properly’ Muslim or Arab. That 
idea – that colonialism interfered with what was a very 
positive process – is important, isn’t it?
Yes, it is. The process of modernisation is something that 
clearly had universal appeal – but because it was being 
propagated by a machine that was at the same time a machine 
of political and economic domination, it obviously became 

Fatma Aliye, a 19th-century Turkish 
feminist writer, as she appears  
on the reverse of the 50 Turkish  

lira banknote. “She was an early 
proponent of a major movement 

among women to express desires 
never publicly debated before,” says 

Christopher de Bellaigue
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A bridge is erected 
during the construction 

of the Trans-Iranian 
Railway, an 11-year 

project started in 1927 
during the reign of the 

modernising Reza 
Shah Pahlavi 
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and de Bellaigue in 
conversation. “Before 
the First World War 
there was a liberal 
moment in the Middle 
East. Turkey and Iran 
both established a 
form of democracy,” 
says de Bellaigue
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extremely easy to call anyone involved in that process a stooge. 
A lot of careers were damaged and hopeful beginnings ended 
because of this easily levelled accusation.

You argue that the First World War was the great break 

from modernisation and the end of the spread of un-

planned, holistic cultural exchanges. What happened?

Before the First World War, there was what we could call  
a liberal moment in the Middle East. Turkey and Iran had 
both undergone revolutions that brought in and established  
a form of parliamentary democracy – one which clearly had  
a very strong liberal component, was interested in broadening 
the franchise, and in limiting the powers of the crowned head. 
Egypt had had a similar revolution that had been thwarted 
only by British invasion in 1882. There was a strong sense that 
the direction of society was heading towards a liberal interpre-
tation of freedoms – political and personal autonomy. 

The First World War obliterated physical geography. The 
mobility that was so notable in the armies in the Middle East 
in the First World War contrasted so very strongly with the 
immobility of the armies on the western front. Thousands  
of miles were crossed; crops were destroyed; famines were 
induced; borders were transgressed and redrawn with absolute 
impunity. The war ended with a kind of tabula rasa in which 
Britain and France had essentially created new states. Egypt 
remained under British supervision; Iran and Turkey could 
avoid subjugation as they saw it only by instituting a very 
illiberal form of western civilisation and modernisation that 
drew from the example of Mussolini in Italy. 

What we find as a result is, I think, broadly two strands of 
opinion that rose in the Middle East. The first was authoritari-
an westernisation; the second was what we now consider to be 
the progenitor of the worst forms of Islamism that we see today. 

The Muslim Brotherhood, for instance, did not start as a 
political movement; it started as a movement of self-realisation, 
patriotism and an effort to ‘get the Brits out’. It was essentially 
an effort to return self-respect to Muslims – not by aping the 
British administrators but by returning to their ‘roots’. From 
here the process began, and it evolved and developed new 

forms because, even after independence in the Middle East, 
western penetration and interventions did not cease. 

Each time, these interventions added to that sense that 
the only way to escape was to return to some kind of ‘usness’, 
some kind of ‘authenticity’, and often what was found was a 
complete distortion of that original ‘usness’. These were very 
modern versions: sometimes anarchic, sometimes violent, and 
sometimes tearing up the original Islamic texts about what 
constitutes justified violence, rewriting them under the guise  
of a stronger, more virile, more nationalistic form of Islam.

So you could say that the Isis and Al-Qaeda phenomena 

came from that source – the view that the west is interfer-

ing in matters in the Muslim world, and that the only way 

to confront that interference is to go back to Muslim roots. 

And, of course, each generation defined those roots in 

increasingly repressive ways. But at the same time, for 

me personally – someone who grew up within the British 

empire – it’s deeply unfortunate that a valid political 

struggle against domination became infused with 

religion, and became emotional at the expense of 

rationality. It feels to me that religious feelings among 

some Muslims were manipulated and exploited, and  

I find that problematic.

I think you’re right. It’s very interesting to look at the  
lowering of the divide between the political and the cultural. 
What is ultimately a legitimate campaign for self-determina-
tion, whether as a community or as an individual human 
being, has in many cases become infused with something  
that is extremely xenophobic, that rejects difference, and  
that has infected the cultural sphere. All of the manifestations 
of culture that one can enjoy in this world suddenly get  
boiled down and reduced to something so limited that the 
whole range of human experience becomes black and white 
instead of full of colour and vibrancy. This is what we find:  
the closing down of cultural avenues for different reasons 
across the Middle East. This return to a kind of spurious 
authenticity, wherever it happens, is really a return to a 
monochrome world.

“A legitimate campaign for 
self-determination has in 
many cases become infused 
with something xenophobic”
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Are you hopeful that these three places on which you 

largely focus your work – Cairo, Tehran and Istanbul –  

will reach a point where they will turn back towards the 

places they once were?

I think that history shows the constant ebb and flow of the 
ideas that I discuss in the book. There have been and always 
will be rebuffs, and I think it takes time for those to be 
absorbed and eventually overturn the status quo. I’m not sure 
that I believe any more in a predetermined trajectory of 
history; what I do believe in is the constant and often very 
fruitful opposition of different ideas. 

If you set up on one hand the idea of looking to the future, 
of optimism and hopefulness, and set up on the other the idea 
of conservatism and fear, then that’s a division of feelings and 
sentiments that exists in all of us. And, as a result, it exists in  
all societies.

I’m not hopeful in the very short term, but in the long term 
I expect to see – within my lifetime –  
a resurgence of the ideas we have spoken 
about. I don’t think that resurgence will 
necessarily take us back to where we 
were: it will take us to some new form. 
And there will always be an intermin-
gling of the two tendencies, because  
I don’t think that one is possible without 
the other. It’s a necessary dialectic of 
human existence.

Wherever you look today, you see 

modernism, cross-culturalism, 

cosmopolitanism and liberalism 

being rejected. What can be done  

to move us back into an exchange 

between cultures – which, I’d argue, 

has been the most fruitful thing  

for the human race?

What has happened cannot be undone, 
and some appalling things have been 
done that have meant we are where we 

are. We have to start by looking at civilisations and cultures as 
operated upon by human beings. They are human operations: 
nothing is determined in advance. So we have to look at the 
invasion of Iraq and, to a lesser extent, Afghanistan, and regard 
them as absolutely defining events in modern Middle Eastern 
history that are going to be felt for a very long time. We should 
start by thinking that we need to avoid that kind of involve-
ment in the future.

But there always have been (and will be) calls and appeals, 
sometimes from within the countries themselves, that we’re 
turning a blind eye to appalling events. My feeling is that we 
need to avoid that kind of adventure, no matter how compelling 
a moral argument can be made in its favour in the short term. 

We have also been finding, for some time now, that what we 
have visited on other countries is blowing back to the west – 
and we have to deal with that blowback. It is no longer 
possible, for example, to refer to the lands of Islam without 

considering Britain or France to be 
among those lands, because Islam is an 
extremely important and influential 
minority faith in this part of the world. 
We cannot erect mental walls between 
us and other worlds because these worlds 
have, to a great extent, fused. 

And so I am not sure that I agree  
that everything is all doom and gloom. 
You could argue that this idea of 
integration has come so far that what  
we are witnessing now is a kind of death 
throe – a last-gasp resistance. As I say, 
there will be an ebb and flow, but we 
need to retain a sense of our universal 
humanity and of the joy of communica-
tion between humanity. 

“We cannot erect mental 
walls between us and other 
worlds because these worlds 
have, to a great extent, fused”
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include Refusing the Veil 

(Biteback, 2014)

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Listen to Christopher de Bellaigue and Yasmin 

Alibhai-Brown on the April edition of the World 

Histories podcast: historyextra.com/podcasts
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Fighting Mussolini
Caroline Moorehead on 
the brave people who 
resisted the Italian
dictator – and their fate

A history of exploration
Artefacts that tell the story 
of human wanderlust

History’s lost cities 
Jago Cooper delves into the 

metropolises that time forgot

The flu that changed the world
Laura Spinney reveals how a 1918

pandemic disrupted the global order
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Enjoyed what you’ve read? Look out for issue 4 
in your app store, available from 24 May 2017 
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In the middle of the

18th century, the  
Indian subcontinent produced roughly 
a quarter of the world’s goods. By 1947,
when the British left India, south Asia 
contributed less than 5% of global 
output. The century and a half during 
which the British ruled India saw famine 
and (relative) poverty on an unprece-
dented scale. Former diplomat Shashi 
Tharoor’s eloquent book reminds us that
facts such as these should be indisputable. 
This is a well-written riposte to those 
texts that celebrate empire as a supposed 
‘force for good’, Niall Ferguson’s 2003
Empire being the most famous. 

Tharoor’s case is strongest when he 
emphasises the role of British power 
in corroding effective pre-imperial
institutions in India. Relying on a spate 
of good recent research, he shows how 
the Mughals and their successors built 
regimes capable of accommodating 
political tension and nurturing what,

Jon Wilson considers a look at the British role 
in India that is strong on the negative impact of 
the ‘Raj’, but which may be too stark in its claims

Evil empire?

by contemporary standards, were high
standards of prosperity. It was, after all,
India’s wealth that attracted Europeans to
the subcontinent in the first place.

Rightly, Tharoor has no time for the
argument that British imperialists intend-
ed to improve Indian society. Empire was
a system governed by the short-term
self-interest of Britons a long way from
home. In the subcontinent they “basked
in the sunlight and yearned for their cold 
and fog-ridden homeland”, thinking of 
little but “generous pensions supplied by 
Indian taxpayers”. British officers’ private
letters shows that this take is largely true.

Less convincing, though, is the 
way Tharoor talks about who did what
to whom. The book divides its history 
into two united opposing camps. It is
written as if stories about the rise and 
fall of empires were akin to a conflict
between two cricket sides. The empirical
material is extensive; Tharoor is very 
well-read. But there is too little space 
for ambiguity, and no room for tensions
other than the great battle between the
British and the Indian ‘nation’.

For example, those wealthy Indians
who benefited from British power don’t
get a mention. India’s ‘princely states’

Inglorious Empire: 

What the British Did  

to India

by Shashi Tharoor

Hurst, 296 pages, £20

Tharoor’s book  
challenges very 
well the idea  
that European 
empire was  
a benign ‘devel-
opment project’
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Why, in your view, is the story of 

imperial India still not well told?

I think there is a certain amount of 

historical amnesia at work on all sides. 

The British have tended to brush colonial 

history under the carpet; I am told it is 

simply not taught in schools, for instance. 

That’s compounded by the gauzy 

romanticisations of empire in assorted 

television soap operas that provide  

a rose-tinted view of the colonial era, 

glossing over the exploitation, plunder and 

racism that were integral to the imperial 

enterprise. Several British historians have 

written hugely successful books extolling 

what they see as the virtues of empire.  

As for Indians, they have a welcome 

willingness to forgive and forget. I do  

want them to forgive – but not to forget.

Why do you think that retelling this  

story is important in the 21st century?

If you don’t know where you’ve come 

from, how will you appreciate where you 

are going? I am not a fan of simple 

historical analogies, given the very 

different times in which we now live, but 

history always offers instructive lessons 

– as well as perspectives.

With what new view of the empire would 

you like to leave readers of this book?

Not a flattering one! The British seized one 

of the richest countries in the world and, 

over the course of 200 years, reduced it to 

one of the poorest countries in the world. 

They did so through practices of loot, 

expropriation and outright theft, enforced 

by the ruthless wielding of brute power, 

conducted in a spirit of deep racism  

and amoral cynicism, and justified by  

a staggering level of hypocrisy and cant.  

It is time for young Britons to be taught 

that the empire was a Jolly Bad Thing. Æ

ruled one-fifth of India’s population  
in semi-autonomy, but barely feature  
in Tharoor’s book. At the other end  
of the social spectrum, the possibility 
that some lower-caste Indians saw 
British power as a way to avoid the  
more intense domination by Indian 
elites is not countenanced.

Paradoxically, Tharoor’s overly stark 
opposition between Britain’s empire and 
India’s people doesn’t explain where 
India’s own institutions come from. This 
is a book concerned with the relationship 
between empire and India that has little 
to say about what Indians did. 

British power was too chaotic to 
dominate every part of society effectively. 
Although undoubtedly a source of 
poverty and racially motivated violence, 
imperial power nonetheless left spaces in 
which Indian people were able to create 
institutions and ways of life. The British 
could not totally subjugate the economy, 
for example. By 1920, India had an 
Indian textile industry, steel industry 
and banking sector. A decade later, still 
under British power, India was one of 

the most scientifically advanced societies  
in the world, with thriving Indian-run 
university science departments. 

These institutions existed despite, 
rather than because of, British imperial 
power. Some developed ways of thinking 
and doing things that directly countered 
the violent authority of British rule. 
One might even argue that the great-
est economic and cultural dynamism 
occurred furthest from British power – in 
largely Indian-run industrial cities such 
as Ahmedabad, or princely states such 
as Baroda. Yet they occurred within 
the complex and messy structures of an 
imperial society, which it is impossible to 
divide quite so neatly into good and evil 
as Tharoor imagines. 

This is the work of a nationalist 
politician who rightly wants to eradicate 
the malign traces of imperial violence 
that continues throughout the world. 
Such a project needs to challenge the 
idea that European empire was a benign 
‘development project’, as this book does 
very well. But it needs, too, to offer  
a more nuanced story of empire, with 
room for its subjects to shape their own 
lives and determine the world we live in 
today. The Indian edition of this book  
is called An Era of Darkness; Tharoor’s 
purpose would be better served by 
recognising that the darkness of empire 
was dappled with shades of grey. 

Jon Wilson is senior lecturer at King’s College 

London, and is author of India Conquered: 

Britain’s Raj and the Chaos of Empire (Simon  

and Schuster, 2016)

India’s last Mughal 
emperor, Bahadur  
Shah II, as depicted in  
a 19th-century miniature. 
“The Mughals and their 
successors built regimes 
nurturing high standards 
of prosperity,” says  
Jon Wilson

Five minutes 

with...

Shashi  

Tharoor
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Who Lost Russia?  

How the World Entered 

a New Cold War

by Peter Conradi

Oneworld, 384 pages, 

£18.99

CULTURE  E Book Reviews

Peter Conradi’s book traces relations

between Russia and the west – mainly 
the US – between the collapse of Soviet 
communism in 1991 and the early 
weeks of Trump’s presidency. 

One could take issue with both the 
subtitle and the title. The point is not that
the world has “entered a new Cold War”
but, rather, that Russian relations with 
western countries have deteriorated. This 
relationship is not a central feature of 
world affairs, as it was before the 1980s.
The book’s title, meanwhile, is a play 
on the argument between US political 
parties in the early 1950s about which of 
them “lost China”. Yet Conradi shows 
comprehensively that Democratic and 
Republican administrations followed 
remarkably similar –and similarly coun-
terproductive – policies towards Russia. 

The real question, with which the
author engages vigorously throughout, is 
whether these poor relations are the result

of Russian or ‘western’ actions. Yet the 
book might have been even more satisfy-
ing had Conradi come down more clearly 
on one side. At one point he states that  
“if anyone is responsible for losing Russia, 
then it is Putin”, a statement that, if taken 
literally, is surely illogical. But it is also 
inconsistent with much of the rest of the
book’s content, which describes in detail 
western triumphalism and insensitivity, 
as well as some long-standing (pre-Putin) 
aspects of Russian policy.

Overall, though, this is a valuable and
timely introduction to Russian-western 
relations. The ground is covered thor-
oughly and with an admirable sense
of balance. Writing in 2016, Conradi 
cannot fully have anticipated Trump’s 
victory, the resulting sharp changes in 
US-Russian relations, nor the possible  
blowback effects in the White House. 

Fortunately Conradi was able to make
last-minute changes that illuminate the 
Trump dimension as clearly as currently 
possible. Even in its present edition, this 
book will be required reading for those 
who hope to make sense of developments, 
however they unfold. 

Evan Mawdsley is former professor  

of history at the University of Glasgow

SWEDEN
Klas Åmark’s book,
whose title translates as 
Living Next Door to Evil: 
Sweden’s Relations with
Nazism, Nazi Germany 
and the Holocaust has
received great public 
attention and positive 

reviews, and a revised edition of this 
extensive, up-to-date study has now been
published. Based on the highest scholarly 
work, the book provides engrossing
reading. It covers large sections of Swedish 
society and politics including the national
economy, foreign and refugee policy,  
the church, arts and the press. Åmark
stresses the importance of contemporane-
ous circumstances that often subjected the 
actors of the Scandinavian small-state to
moral dilemmas. It will remain a standard
work for years to come.

Pär Frohnert is a historian and the 
co-editor of Reaching a State of Hope: 

Refugees, Immigrants and the Swedish 

Welfare State, 1930–2000 (Nordic 
Academic Press, 2013)

RUSSIA
In 2016 the national Big
Book prize was awarded 
to The Winter Road by
Leonid Yuzefovich,
echoing the views of the 
reading public. Based on
real events of 1921–23 in 
Yakutia, one of the last
anti-Bolshevik uprisings

of the Russian civil war, this novel is based
on a variety of sources including FSB (state 
security service) archives. The main
characters are a general who believes only
an authentic popular uprising has a chance 
against the Bolsheviks, and an anarchist,
later Bolshevik, who defeats the general’s 
desperate efforts. Both take care of 
wounded enemies; both are exceptions in 
their own camp; both perish in Stalin’s
purges. In 2017, when too many people in 
Russia still take sides on the civil war, this 
book shows that both sides were victims
and that both sides should be mourned. 

Alexey Miller is professor of history at 
European University at Saint Petersburg

What the world is 
reading right now
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Russian servicemen 
salute a submarine in 
St Petersburg. Peter 
Conradi’s book asks 
whether Russia’s poor 
international relations 
are a result of its own 
or western actions

Eastern blocked
Evan Mawdsley is intrigued by a timely study  
of relations between Russia and the west
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US presidents Theodore Roosevelt 
and his distant cousin Franklin D 
Roosevelt shaped their nation, and the 
world, during the first half of the 20th 
century. William Mann’s book shines  
a light not on the politics and policies of 
both formative presidencies but, rather, 
on the dysfunctional family dynamic 
driving their achievements, and the string 
of casualties littering their journey to 
national power and influence. Mann uses 
a series of detailed snapshots to tell his 
fascinating story of the personalities and 

rivalries driving the Roosevelt clan –  
which makes for compulsive reading. 

Theodore and ‘FDR’ are the two main 
anchors for Mann’s tale, but he clearly 
also has sympathy for those ‘black sheep’ 
who did not conform to the demands of 
the family. Theodore emerges as a 
controlling bully whose actions had 
devastating consequences for his brother 
Elliott, who incurred the former’s wrath 
by fathering an illegitimate child. Mann 
paints FDR as a spoilt mother’s boy who 
faced his own set of formative challenges 
en route to power, not least being stricken 
with polio in 1921. The ‘Oyster Bay’ 
branch of the Roosevelt family – named 
for the hamlet in New York State in 
which they lived – made him feel that he 
never quite belonged, so he ended up 
supplanting them.

Mann also clearly sympathises with 
the female Roosevelts who were unjustly 
excluded from political power and 
influence by both the family and society. 
These included a string of politically 

Family  
rivalries
Graham Cross lauds  
an exploration of the 
o�en dysfunctional 
relationships at the 
heart of America’s  
Roosevelt dynasty

engaged Roosevelt women, and Mann’s 
portraits of the redoubtable Ana ‘Bye’ 
Roosevelt, the waspish ‘Princess’ Alice 
and emotionally detached Eleanor are 
both convincing and memorable.

Much of the material here is not  
new, although fine gems such as Mann’s 
take on Elliott Roosevelt add welcome 
colour to the saga. The specific focus on 
the Roosevelt clan also gives little space 
for other important influences. That 
said, in bringing together the personali-
ties and rivalries in one exceptional 
narrative, the book provides a fine study 
of the dynamics of a powerful extended 
political family. “It was all so dreadfully 
Victorian,” Alice Roosevelt once said  
of her family. Mann’s book effectively 
traces both the high achievements and 
the high cost of those relations. 

Graham Cross is a lecturer in American 

history at Manchester Metropolitan University 

and an associate tutor at Queens’ College, 

University of CambridgeG
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A portrait of future president 
Franklin D Roosevelt aged 11, 

pictured with his mother, Sara. 
William J Mann’s book “paints FDR  
as a spoilt mother’s boy who faced  

his own set of formative challenges 
en route to power”

The Wars of  

the Roosevelts:  

The Ruthless Rise  

of America’s Greatest 

Political Family 

by William J Mann

Harper, 624 pages, £25
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This book is a love 

letter from journalist 
and television presenter

Andrew Martin to the sleeper trains that 
once traversed the railway networks of 
Europe. Passage on these night trains 
was usually the preserve of the rich, the 
profligate or – as in Martin’s case – the 
families of British Railways employees
with a privilege pass. Despite this limited
access, the prominence of such services
in popular novels and films – from 1932 
thriller Rome Express to James Bond spy s
stories and, of course, Agatha Christie 
novels – firmly fixed the European night 
train in the modern British imagination.

The first European night trains were 

introduced in 1880 by Compagnie Inter-
nationale des Wagons-Lits (International 
Sleeping-Car Company) – described by 
Martin as “a commercial organisation 
dedicated to sleeping, and therefore 
dreaming”. These trains still conjure as-
pirational visions of luxury, romance and, 
of course, murder. That is despite the fact
that the European sleeper was not always 
luxurious, comfortable or enjoyable – and
the number of murders that took place on
them was, thankfully, low. Now, sadly, 
the night train is all but gone.

Riding six European routes, Martin 
contrasts these nocturnal services with 
their equivalents in past eras, picturing 
in his mind’s eye the glories of earlier 
days as he copes with the difficulties of 
travel today. Some of this is salutary. For 
instance, the Belgian founder of 
Wagons-Lits, Georges Nagelmackers, 
overcame many obstacles to provide
perhaps the most famous long-distance

Night
moves
Di Drummond enjoys 
an evocative look at the 
heyday of the sleeper 
train – and how such 
routes are faring in 
the 21st century

train of them all, the Orient Express,
which from 1883 ran from Paris to
Constantinople. Martin’s recent
experiences on that route, in contrast, 
were far removed from its opulent 
heyday, notable instead for decaying 
dining cars, poor service and long waits
on cold station platforms with only stray 
dogs for company. Martin’s Orient
Express journey in 2015 literally came to 
the end of the line in Turkey; he was
forced to complete the journey to
Istanbul by coach.

Night Trains is a great read, lyrical ands
sardonic in turn. Entertainingly inform-
ative and well researched, Martin’s evo-
cation of the night trains of old through
journeys on their ailing equivalents today 
makes this book both more than a histo-
ry and more than a travelogue.

Di Drummond is reader in modern history  

at Leeds Trinity University M
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A 1950s poster promoting  
the comfort of travel by 

night train. “These trains
still conjure aspirational 

visions of luxury, romance 
and, of course, murder,”  

says Di Drummond

Night Trains: The Rise 

and Fall of the Sleeper 

by Andrew Martin

Profile, 256 pages, £14.99
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MASTER OF LIGHT 

Johannes Vermeer is today one of the 
most celebrated artists of the Dutch 
Golden Age. His depictions of everyday 
life in the Netherlands in the 17th 
century fell into obscurity until the 
mid-19th century when his mastery 
and exquisite use of light and detail  
was recognised and his reputation 
reassessed. A new book showcasing 
Vermeer’s complete works, including 
The Art of Painting (this image) and  
his renowned portrait Girl with a Pearl 
Earring, is now available, bringing 
together masterworks on display in 
galleries across Europe and the US.

Vermeer: The Complete Works is published in 
April (Taschen, 258 pages. £27.99) taschen.com
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SELLING SEX

Described as a “whore’s eye view of Georgian London”, Hulu/
ITV’s new eight-part historical drama Harlots, based on the
stories of real women, follows the lives of Margaret Wells 
(Samantha Morton, Minority Report) and her two daughters.tt
Margaret struggles to reconcile her roles as mother and brothel
owner, while her eldest daughter, Charlotte (Jessica Brown
Findlay, Downton Abbey) is London’s most coveted courtesan.

Harlots is set to air on Hulu and ITV Encore from 29 March

Brothel owner 
Margaret Wells 

struggles to raise 

her daughters in 

Georgian London

Guy Ritchie’s film 

of the legend of 

King Arthur 

departs from 

traditional 

depictions of the 

fabled hero 

SWORDS AND SORCERY

Nine months after its original proposed
release date, director Guy Ritchie’s
much anticipated King Arthur finally r
hits the big screen in May. Don’t expect 
the traditional ‘good guy’ depiction  
of the fabled medieval king: Ritchie’s 
Arthur is gritty, tough and more  
than a little rough around the edges  
– a true survivor.

Raised from infanthood by three 
prostitutes in the backstreets of 
Londinium, robbed of his royal 
birthright after his father, Uther 
Pendragon (Eric Bana), is murdered and 
his villainous uncle Vortigern (Jude 
Law) seizes the crown, Arthur (Charlie 
Hunnam) has no idea he is the rightful 
heir to the throne. But when he draws 

the sword Excalibur from a stone,
Arthur must reluctantly face who he
really is and lead his people in rebellion
against his tyrant uncle. 

Rumoured to be the first in a possible 
six-film series, King Arthur: Legend of the 
Sword follows Arthur’s journey from d
pauper to king. Though Merlin is yet to 
appear as a major player, expect a twist 
on the magical theme, and the introduc-
tion of Guinevere (Astrid Bergès- 
Frisbey), who plays a crucial role in the
resistance. Filmed in part in the Scottish
Highlands and Snowdonia in north 
Wales, the film brings a new take on the 
traditional Arthur story.
King Arthur: Legend of the Sword, in cinemas 

from 12 May (UK and US)

FINLAND CALLING

Part of the official Finland 100 Project 
marking the centenary of the nation’s 
independence, Come to Finland –  
Paradise Calling examines the 
development of the country’s tourism 
industry from 1851 to the 1960s. Along 
with various artefacts and souvenirs, 
100 vintage posters will be on show, 
ranging from the simple text displays 
of the 19th century to the confident 
works of art of the 1930s when nature, 
glamour and cosmopolitanism took 
centre stage. 

Come to Finland – Paradise Calling, until
28 May 2017 at the National Museum of Finland,
Helsinki cometofinland.fi/en/the_exhibition
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THE YEAR THAT CHANGED AMERICA 

In 1917 the United States entered the 
First World War, the Bolshevik 
Revolution wracked Russia, and the 
Balfour Declaration – by which Great 
Britain indicated support for a Jewish 
homeland in Palestine – was signed. 
These three dramatic events, which 
brought about great changes in 
American politics and culture, form the 
focus of a new exhibition co-organised 
by the National Museum of American 
Jewish History in Philadelphia and the 
American Jewish Historical Society  
in New York.

The exhibition offers insights into 
those three pivotal events, and the 
reactions and conflicts they triggered, 
through the eyes of American Jews, 

nearly 250,000 of whom served in US 
armed forces during the First World War. 

Among the 130 artefacts on show  
are a decoded copy of the ‘Zimmerman 
Telegram’, an intercepted German cable 
proposing a military alliance with 
Mexico in the event of the US entering 
the First World War, as well as an 
original draft of the Balfour Declaration 
– on show in the US for the first time. 
There’s also a selection of uniforms, 
letters, photographs, posters, films, 
music and interactive media.

1917: How One Year Changed the World, until 
16 July at the National Museum of American 
Jewish History, Philadelphia, then 1 September 
to 29 December at the American Jewish 
Historical Society in New York City nmajh.org/1917 

  A 1917 American 
poster shows 
immigrants arriving in 
New York City, with an 
exhortation in Yiddish 
to support the war 
effort by conserving 
food for Allied troops 

Vierge à l’Enfant (Virgin and Child), by the late  
15th-century Italian artist Francesco Francia

ITALIAN TREASURES 

OF PICARDY

Displaying works in four main 
locations in France over a nine-month 
period, a new programme of exhibitions 
gives visitors the opportunity to explore 
the remarkable collections of Italian art 
housed in the museums and churches of 
Picardy. The main exhibitions, 
organised chronologically across sites  
in Amiens, Beauvais, Chantilly and 
Compiègne, collectively feature 230 
Italian artworks created at artistic 
centres ranging from Turin to Naples 
between the 14th and 18th centuries. 
Fourteen satellite exhibitions across the 
Hauts-de-France region, including sites 
in Dunkirk and Soissons, augment the 
four main displays.

Italian Hours: A Journey through Italian Art 
from Primitivism to Rococo, throughout 2017  
at various sites across Hauts-de-France 
heuresitaliennes.com (in French) 
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In 1826 an American mercenary fleeing an Afghan warlord escaped 

into the Hindu Kush, inadvertently starting an extraordinary journey

through the uncharted mountains of central Asia. John Keay traces y

the early adventures of Alexander Haughton Campbell Gardner 

In the footsteps of…

A Victorian adventurer’s  
pioneering circuit through 
the peaks of central Asia

Journeys
Stories and sights from global history
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“They clambered through 
featureless gullies to 
emerge onto tundra 
strewn with gravel and 
ice, cradled by mountains”
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The hulking Pamir Mountains – 
known as Bam-i-dunya, ‘Roof of 

the World’ – loom over the 
Wakhan Valley. This wild region 
of the Afghan-Tajik borderlands 

is a little-travelled area where 
Gardner was savaged by wolves 

while searching for fuel
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n 1826 a ragtag party of 
eight men, injured and 
starving, stumbled into  
the lofty Hindu Kush 

north-east of Kabul. They had no map, 
no compass, no money, not even 
provisions. In fact, they had no clear 
destination: unlike most explorers, who 
aim to find a hidden peak or river source, 
the leader of this sorry band, Alexander 
Haughton Campbell Gardner, was not 
searching for glory but fleeing death.  
Yet despite this unpromising start, over 
the next three years Gardner completed  
a dangerous first: a circuit through the 
high mountains of central Asia, 
traversing lands and meeting peoples 
never before encountered by outsiders.

Gardner had begun his central Asian 
wanderings in 1819. He was on the run 
when he rode into Afghanistan in 1824, 
and – having thrown in his lot with 
Habib-ulla Khan, rival to Afghan 
warlord Dost Mohammad Khan for the 
throne of Kabul – he was on the run 
again in 1826. Two years as commander 
of Habib-ulla’s horsemen had ended in 
catastrophe. Gardner’s fort near Bagram 
had been stormed by Dost Mohammad’s 
forces; his little boy had been murdered 
and his young wife had taken her own 
life. Gardner had sustained a severe 
wound to his throat, and the seven men 
who accompanied him on his flight were 
also injured. “With fevered brain,” he 
recalled, “I rode away forever from my 
once happy mountain home.”

Though ill-equipped, Gardner was at 
least familiar with the region. His outfit 
consisted of a tall black Turkoman hat,  
a black sheepskin coat with hair-rope 
girdle and “Turki over-all boots”, and he 
carried a sword, dagger, matchlock rifle, 
saddlecloth and Qur’an. In the reclusive 
khanates of central Asia it paid to be 

I
armed, well mounted and not obviously 
an infidel. It also helped to be accustomed 
to the brutal mores of the region. During 
three years of freebooting across what’s 
now Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, 
Gardner had been repeatedly robbed and 
pursued by slavers. He thus had no 
scruples about attacking others, reasoning 
that: “a person long separated from the 
world and leading a self-communing life” 
acquires “curious moralising notions”. 

The fugitives first crossed a high  
ridge, later identified as the 3,848-metre 
Khawak Pass near the head of the Pan-
jshir Valley, and found sanctuary on  
a plateau ringed by caves. The cave- 
dwellers were long-persecuted ‘Kafirs’,  
a fair-skinned Nuristani people of whom 
Gardner’s account was the first – and 
the probable inspiration for Rudyard 
Kipling’s The Man Who Would Be King. 
Gardner identified the spot as Ghaur-i-
Pir Nimchu, where the followers of an 
old ‘saint’ fed the travellers, dressed their 
wounds and sent them on their way with 
a guide and a generous gift of cash. 

An alias for every occasion

It helped that Gardner had an alias for 
every occasion. During earlier travels in 
Uzbekistan he had passed himself off as  
a taciturn Arab, and in Turkmenistan as 
a pilgrim returning from Mecca. But his 
most successful identity was also the least 
probable. To Habib-ulla, as to the Khan 
of Khiva (Uzbekistan), “I told them the 
truth – that I was an American.” He 
didn’t tell the Kafirs, but only because 
they hadn’t heard of America. 

The fugitives left remote Kafiristan 
and, avoiding settled areas, hugged the 
mountains as they headed for the upper 
reaches of the Oxus (Amu) river in far 
north-east Afghanistan. In Badakhshan 
50 heavily armed riders materialised at 

During three years in Asia, Gardner 
had been repeatedly robbed – so had 
no scruples about attacking others 

Colonel Alexander 
Gardner: traveller, 
free-lance, soldier

According to his own accounts, Alexander 
Haughton Campbell Gardner (c1790–1877) 
was born on the shores of Lake Superior, 
the youngest son of a Scots doctor and his 
half-Spanish wife, and schooled by Jesuits 
near the mouth of the Colorado river. 

After these unusual origins he 
crossed the Atlantic and, by way of 
Ireland, Spain and Egypt, joined his 

eldest brother in Russia. When in 1817 
that brother died in a riding accident, 
Alexander took ship down the Caspian 
Sea and embarked on his first ground-

breaking foray into central Asia. 
His 12 years as a white-man-gone- 

native in unexplored Asia culminated with 
his great mountain circuit of 1826–29. 
Re-emerging from Kafiristan, he again 
sought service in Afghanistan before 
descending into the Punjab in 1832. He 
was there enrolled as an artillery colonel 
in the army of India’s last great native 
empire, that of the Sikh maharajah Ranjit 
Singh, which stretched from the Khyber 
Pass to Tibet, and from Kashmir to the 
southern Punjab. 

When that empire imploded after 
Ranjit Singh’s death in 1839, Gardner 
stayed on in Lahore (now in Pakistan). 
Following the first Anglo-Sikh War 
(1845–46) he continued in native service 
as the artillery commandant and then 
pensioner of the maharajahs of Kashmir. 

Living quietly in Kashmir, the old  
man in the tartan turban became a local 
celebrity, relating his life story to  
a succession of visiting dignitaries,  
being photographed and painted by the  
curious and consulted by explorers 
and strategists. Gardner died in 1877. G
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ILLUSTRATION BY THERESA GRIEBEN

In 1826 Gardner flees into 

the mountains north-east 

of Kabul with seven 

wounded companions

The fugitives cross the 

Khawak Pass and take 

sanctuary among cave- 

dwelling Kafirs

After raiders attack 

near Jorm, five 

survivors convalesce 

with Tajik shepherds 

in the Wakhan 

The men cross the Oxus 

river on makeshift ice rafts 

and head into the Pamirs

Gardner spends 

much of 1827 among 

Kyrgyz nomads, and 

forages for rubies
Gardner  

crosses the Alai 

Mountains via 

Little Karakul 

Lake to reach 
Yarkand

Gardner crosses 

five passes of up to 

5,800 metres to 

reach Ladakh

 After a brief sojourn in 

Kashmir, Gardner returns to 

Kafiristan to recruit warriors 

and head back to Afghanistan
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Kyrgyz nomads sit 
among their livestock 

– sheep, shaggy-
maned ponies and 
Bactrian camels – 

outside their yurt in a 
19th-century photo. 
Alexander Gardner 

enjoyed Kyrgyz 
hospitality in 1827 

Dost Mohammad Khan, 
emir of Afghanistan, 

depicted in a portrait of 
c1835. His capture of the 
throne of Kabul resulted 

in the defeat in 1826  
of Habib-ulla Khan, 

Alexander Gardner’s 
employer – forcing the 

American to flee for his 
life into the Hindu Kush

A fortified village in 
Kafiristan in 1885, more 
than half a century after 
Gardner’s visit. Its 
long-isolated, pale-
skinned people practised 
an ancient form of ancestor 
worship – hence they were 
called Kafirs (‘infidels’) by 
their Muslim neighbours

The Pamir Mountains rise at 
the junction of the Hindu 
Kush, Kunlun, Karakoram 
and Tien Shan ranges. 
Gardner picked his way 
through these desolate 
peaks en route to Yarkand
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John Keay is the 

author of The Tartan 

Turban: In Search of 

Alexander Gardner 

(Kashi House, 2017)

their rear – slavers from Kunduz, a khan-
ate in northern Afghanistan. Gardner 
and his men broke into a gallop but, as 
they approached a pass, more assailants 
were spied advancing down it. With rain 
descending and the light fading, the fugi-
tives were trapped and soon overtaken by 
the main body of the Kunduz raiders. 

Though it seems the rain saturated  
the Kunduz marauders’ gunpowder – 
Gardner described the melee as “a mere 
cut-and-thrust affair” – the superior 
numbers of assailants soon told. Of his 
followers, only five survived, all bloodied. 
Saved by the full onset of the storm, they 
rode on by the light of lightning flashes. 
Gardner, injured in the groin and chest, 
could barely stay in the saddle. 

The wounded men convalesced 
among Tajik shepherds in Wakhan, at  
the modern border between Afghanistan 
and Tajikistan. The Tajiks confirmed  
a favoured dictum of Gardner’s: the 
remoter the place, the more hospitable the 
people. During a stay of several weeks he 
was joined by a respected Syed (descend-
ant of the Prophet Muhammad) called 
Ali Shah and his two companions. The 
newcomers were heading for Yarkand, 
400 miles to the east in what is now the 
Chinese province of Xinjiang. Gardner 
agreed to accompany them.

Across the roof of the world

Dates, like distances, rarely feature in 
Gardner’s accounts, but the next stage of 
his journey must have taken place in 
spring 1827. The Oxus was choked with 
ice, and the only bridge had been washed 
away. To get the horses across, the party 
lashed chunks of ice into a bridge-cum-
raft, and covered it with rushes. On the 
opposite bank they clambered through 
featureless gullies to emerge onto tundra 
strewn with gravel and ice, cradled by 
mountains; Gardner hazarded a guess at 
their altitude of “at least 13,000 feet 
[4,000 metres]”. The party was skittering 
across the range known locally as 
Bam-i-dunya – the ‘Roof of the World’, 
now commonly called the Pamirs.

The only extant description of the re-
gion was written by Marco Polo 600 years 
earlier. Gardner probably hadn’t read 
Polo’s account, but he knew of the ‘Pam-
ier’ and ‘Bolor’ ranges it described. Polo 
had thought them uninhabitable: birds 
couldn’t fly there, he wrote, and food 
wouldn’t cook there; the air was too thin, 
the wind too icy. Gardner’s experience 
was different. It was very cold, true, and 
fuel was scarce; on a search for burnable 
dung, he had been savaged by wolves. But 
game was plentiful. He shot wild sheep 
and dined on mutton, albeit “warm rather 
than roast” because of a paucity of fuel. 

And they were not alone. The 
semi-nomadic Kyrgyz people were as hos-
pitable as the Tajiks and the Kafirs. From 
their black yurts they trained hawks and 
herded shaggy-maned ponies and even 
shaggier Bactrian camels. Safe from 
Afghan pursuit, Gardner relaxed. He had 
once studied mineralogy, and fancied his 
chances as a prospector, so recruited Kyr-
gyz guides for a foray to some famed ruby 
mines, which – unworked for centuries – 
proved to be choked with slushy mud.

So it was that Gardner and his fellow 
travellers whiled away much of 1827. 
Winter found them ensconced in the Pa-
mir stronghold of a friendly robber-chief 
called Shah Bahadur Beg. Gardner en-
vied the lifestyle of the chief, who enjoyed 
women, wine and hunting; it reminded 
him of his old home in Afghanistan. But 
the lure of lands unseen and the reopen-
ing of the passes prompted the travellers 
to continue. Details of this leg are thread-
bare, though Gardner’s accounts mention 
the Alai Mountains, Terek Pass and Little 
Lake Karakul – indicating that, like 
Marco Polo, they were following a strand 
of the ancient Silk Road. 

Marco Polo thought 
the Pamirs uninhab-
itable: birds couldn’t 
fly there, and food 
wouldn’t cook – the 
air was too thin

Skirting Kashgar via a long desert 
crossing, they reached Yarkand (now 
Yarkant or Shache). This was the first city 
Gardner had entered in over five years, 
and his was the first visit ever recorded by 
a foreigner; the next generation of explor-
ers rated Yarkand second only to Lhasa as 
the quintessential ‘forbidden city’. Gard-
ner, though, thought (or, at least, wrote) 
little of it. After just a few days his party 
was back on the road, addressing a seem-
ingly impenetrable wall of jagged peaks: 
the Kunlun mountains, beyond which 
reared the Karakoram and, beyond that, 
the great Himalaya.

A critic of Gardner’s travels once 
complained that they were far too 
“handicapped by adventures”. That was 
not true of his passage along the world’s 
highest trade route. Between Yarkand 
and Leh, the capital of Ladakh (now in 
far northern India), his route traversed 
five passes of up to 5,800 metres, yet 
Gardner mentions none of them. He says 
nothing of the effects of altitude, and 
mentions yaks only once: their bleached 
bones served to mark the trail. Nor did he 
note how the monasteries outnumbered 
the mosques in Leh, or how Tibetan Bud-
dhism evaporated as the travellers crossed 
the Zoji pass into Muslim Kashmir.

Arriving in Srinagar, Gardner heard 
that Habib-ulla was making another run 
at the Kabul throne. He felt duty-bound 
to rejoin his erstwhile chief, and recalled 
an offer from the Kafirs that 20,000 of 
their bravest men could be at his disposal. 
Re-entering the Hindu Kush, in 1829 he 
disappeared back into the natural fortress 
that was Kafiristan. He had orbited the 
greatest mountain mass on the planet, 
covering at least 1,500 miles – nearly all 
hitherto untrodden by a white man. 
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a Paz is a city that literally 
takes your breath away. 
Lying at an average altitude 
of around 3,650 metres – 

making it the highest national capital in 
the world – Bolivia’s seat of government 
sprawls across a bowl-like canyon in 
which the air is so thin it leaves you 
gasping. It’s not just the atmosphere 
that’s stupefying: the magnificent, 
snow-capped Mount Illimani towers 
over the city, which is a heady melting 
pot of colonial palaces, modern 
skyscrapers and markets thronged by 
indigenous Aymara women in vibrant 
shawls and bowler hats. 

Given the altitude and tumbling 
terrain, this is an unlikely site for a 
capital. But dig into its past and you’ll 
soon discover why in 1548 Spanish 
conquistador Alonso de Mendoza 
founded La Ciudad de Nuestra Señora 
de la Paz (the City of Our Lady of Peace) 
here. It wasn’t the weather, despite 16th- 
century Spanish historian Pedro Cieza 
de León’s words: “Here the climate is 
mild and the view of the mountains 
inspires one to think of God.” No, the 
big draw for the Spanish was the shiny 
yellow metal that abounded in its 
now-foetid Choqueyapu river: gold.

The heart of La Paz’s colonial district 
is Plaza Murillo 1 , the focus of Bolivia’s 
political life (though Sucre, around 250 
miles to the south-east, is the country’s 
constitutional capital). Take in the 
Metropolitan Cathedral and the Italian 
Renaissance-style Palacio de Gobierno, 
the president’s official residence, guarded 
by red-uniformed sentries. The latter is 
nicknamed Palacio Quemado (Burned 
Palace), having been badly damaged in 
1875 during one of many popular 
uprisings – the city’s name belies its 
turbulent past. Spot the statue of 
Gualberto Villarroel, killed by a mob in 
1946 then hanged from a lamppost – one 
of many Bolivian presidents whose term 
was violently cut short. 

Nearby Palacio de Los Condes de 
Arana 2 , built in 1775, is one of La Paz’s 
loveliest surviving colonial palaces, its 
elaborate portico carved from salmon- 
pink granite. Today it houses the Museo 
Nacional de Arte, its exhibits including 
works by Bolivian painter Melchor Pérez 
de Holguín (c1660–1732), grand master 
of Andean colonial art. 

La Paz’s best-preserved colonial street 
is cobbled Calle Jaén 3 , lined with no 
fewer than four museums. The star is 
the Museo de Metales Preciosos, also 

L
Founded high in the 

Andes by conquistadors 

keen to exploit its gold, 

La Paz has endured  

a tumultuous past. 

Clare Hargreaves 

explores the history  

of the Bolivian capital

The 
turbulent 
city of 
peace

Clare Hargreaves is 

a journalist who worked 

on The Lima Times in 

Peru. She is the author 

of Snowfields: The War 

on Cocaine in the Andes 

(Zed Books, 1992)

Global City    La Paz  Bolivia

An indigenous Aymara 
woman in typical 
bowler hat and shawl 
sells herbs at La Paz’s 
‘Witches’ Market’ 
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known as the Museo de Oro (Gold 
Museum), displaying fantastic pre- 
Columbian gold and silver artefacts. 
Don’t miss the Treasure of San Sebas-
tian, a collection of crowns and 
necklaces linked to the pre-Inca 
Tiwanaku empire of western Bolivia.

Heading south again, Plaza San 
Francisco abuts Avenida Mariscal Santa 
Cruz (also called El Prado), the main 
artery leading down to the bottom of  
the canyon. Dominating the plaza is  
San Francisco Church 4 , originally 
constructed in the 16th century but 
rebuilt in the 18th; its facade, carved by 
Aymara workers, is a magnificent 
example of mestizo-baroque style, 
mingling Catholic and native figures. 
Protests often gather in this square but 
on quiet days it’s a fine place to people-
watch while munching a salteña, 
Bolivia’s version of the meat pasty. 

Due west is the Mercado de las Brujas 
(Witches’ Market) 5 , which offers  
a fascinating window into the world  
of Aymara medicine and ritual. Stalls 
groan with herbal remedies, protective 
talismans and mummified llama 

1   Plaza Murillo 

Magnificent Metropolitan cathedral  
and Renaissance-style governor’s palace

2   Museo Nacional de Arte
National art museum in a beautiful 
18th-century colonial palace

3   Calle Jaén
Colonial cobbled street lined with four 
museums including the Museo de Oro

4   San Francisco Church

18th-century facade elaborately carved  
by Aymara craftspeople 

5   Mercado de las Brujas 

‘Witches’ Market’ laden with herbs, 
talismans and mummified llamas

6   Museo de Coca
Museum about the sacred stimulant leaf, 
a feature of Andean culture for centuries 

7   Museo Nacional de Arqueología
A compact museum offering insights 
into pre-Inca Tiwanaku culture

8   Museo de Textiles Andinos Bolivianos
Colourful examples of traditional  
Andean weaving

foetuses. Continuing the herbal theme, 
the Museo de Coca 6  is devoted to the 
sacred leaf that indigenous Andean 
people have chewed for millennia. 

Descend El Prado, its high-rise 
buildings a world away from the shanties 
clinging to the canyon top. Just to the 
east is the Museo Nacional de Arque-
ología 7 , showcasing artefacts from the 
Tiwanaku pre-Columbian culture.

Indigenous Andean textiles are a 
colourful delight, so for the perfect 
finale head north-east to the Museo de 
Textiles Andinos Bolivianos 8 . Look for 
condors sneakily woven into colourful 
ponchos. There’s a shop here, too, so you 
can take home a morsel of La Paz. 

In 1875 the city was 
rocked by one of 
many uprisings – the 
name La Paz belies 
its turbulent past

ILLUSTRATION BY TONWEN JONES
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LA PAZ IN EIGHT SITES
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Petra Jordan

Wonders of the World 
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 Fit for a king 
Ad-Deir is arguably the most striking of 
more than 800 rock-hewn monuments at 
Petra, capital of  the Nabataean kingdom that 
controlled trade in frankincense, myrrh and 
spices across a region stretching from Syria to 
northern Arabia. The Nabataeans, a nomadic 
Arabic people, first settled Petra in the fourth 
century BC; by the turn of the millennium the 
city – then called Raqmu – had up to 30,000 
inhabitants. Ad-Deir’s 42-metre-high facade 
was carved from the solid sandstone in the 1st 
century AD, probably by the funerary cult of 
deified King Obodas I (ruled 96–86 BC). Its 
modern name, ‘the Monastery’, derives from 
the crosses etched into its interior walls – it was 
possibly used as a church in Byzantine times.

In Jordan’s south-western desert, 

accessed through a winding  

canyon, lies a city carved almost 

entirely from red sandstone over 

two millennia ago. Paul Bloomfield 

explores the ancient rock-hewn 

Nabataean tombs of Petra

Jordan’s rose-
red rock city
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 Reading the script
Inscriptions on stelae at Petra, such as 
this dedicated to the ‘goddess of Hayyan’, 
provide details about the religious beliefs 
of the Nabataeans, who left little written 
information about their society or history.  
In the 1830s a German epigrapher, Eduard 
Beer, identified the Nabataean alphabet as  
a semi-cursive forerunner of Arabic.

 Red treasure
Al-Khazneh, known as the 
‘Treasury’ because of an 
ancient legend of wealth 
hidden within, boasts  
an elaborately carved 
Graeco-Roman facade 
fronting a plain square 
chamber – the tomb of  
King Aretas III ( reigned 
c86–62 BC). More than 
500 tombs were hewn  
from the sandstone by the 
Nabataeans; 85% of the  
site is still to be excavated 
and studied.

 Sheer wonder 
The canyon known as the 
Siq, the main entrance to 
Petra, is a cleft snaking for 
three-quarters of a mile 
through the sandstone, its 
walls soaring up to 80m 
high. Apart from a brief 
12th-century sojourn by 
crusaders, the first foreigner 
to penetrate the Siq was the 
Swiss explorer Johann 
Burckhardt who, travelling 
under the alias of Sheikh 
Ibrahim ibn Abdallah, 
reached Petra in 1812.
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Petra: The Rose-Red City by Christian Augé and 
Jean-Marie Dentzer (Thames & Hudson, 2000) 

DISCOVER MORE

Paul Bloomfield is a travel and heritage  

writer and photographer, co-author of Where  

to Go When (Lonely Planet, 2016)
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L Grape expectations 

Frescoes adorning the ceiling  
of the ‘Painted House’ in Siq 
al-Barid, a Nabataean suburb of 
Petra 5 miles to the north, depict 
cupid-like figures, birds and grape 
vines – reflecting the importance 
of wine in Nabataean culture. 
Earthquakes in 363 and 551 
ruined much of Petra, and it sank 
into obscurity after Muslim 
invasion in the 7th century. Before 
Burckhardt’s arrival its tombs were 
occupied by Bedouin. 

L Se�ing the stage
When first carved from the sandstone by the 
Nabataeans over two millennia ago, Petra’s 
grand theatre seated 3,000 people; remains of 
the three-storey backdrop and performers’ 
entrances are still visible. Roman troops under 
Trajan conquered the Nabataeans in AD 106, 
and Petra became the capital of the Roman 
province Arabia Petrea. Under Roman rule 
the theatre was extended to seat around 8,500. Seasonal treat

After the conversion to Christianity of 
Roman emperor Constantine the Great, 
structures in Petra were adapted for 
Christian use. Petra’s Byzantine church 
was expanded around AD 530, but 
damaged by earthquakes and, later, fire. 
The aisles of the basilica-form church are 
still paved with wonderful mosaics 
depicting baskets, animals and symbolic 
figures including seasons – this mosaic is 
the personification of summer.
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m a first-time father. My 
little one is now 10 months 
old. Like so many new 
parents, I’m pondering 

how I might prepare my daughter to 
meet the challenges of the 21st century.
Of course, parents are not the only ones 
thinking about such things. In the UK 
it’s the job of the education ministry and
parliament, alongside the exam boards
and curriculum advisory committees
and a whole host of subject groups, to
keep an eye on what and how schools
teach our children. 

But a more international ‘eye in the
sky’ group is also looking at the issue.  
The Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA), a triennial
survey by the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development, has 
evaluated 15-year-olds across 80 different 
countries in areas such as science, col-
laborative problem-solving and financial 
literacy, to help countries compare cur-
ricula. For the next assessment in 2018,
PISA will also analyse how education and
assessment systems prepare students to be
‘globally competent’.

On the one hand, children are more 
aware of the globalised nature of our 
world than perhaps ever before, thanks to
today’s diverse and instantaneous interna-
tional communication, social media and
news networks. Yet just being aware of the
wider world does not equip young people 
to engage with it. Indeed, in many cases
such awareness may do little more than
make them weary of that world. I have
taught university students who point-
blank refused to contribute their opinions 
to an online course discussion forum, 
citing examples of friends being vilified 
and hounded more generally online.

Did they learn the lessons of global
competency and cultural relativism, or
did they just think the Persian king was
bonkers for undertaking the comparison?

I was reminded of this recently when I
came across the children’s book Timelines 
of World History. It’s a rare kind of book,
comparing the development of societies
and civilisations across the world. And it’s
certainly not how we teach history in our
schools. (My own teacher described histo-
ry lessons as boarding a spaceship to head
from one isolated period to another.)

Such books provide a good starting 
point in teaching children global com-
petency. They ask children to think not
just about different paths taken in history 
by different societies, but also to actively 
compare and contrast them. But to
address attitudes and values, we need to 
go further: we need a more wide-reaching 
programme of learning and assessment
that crosses all the traditional disciplines,
as well as blurring the line between 
‘academic’ learning, and ‘social’ or ‘life’
learning, both within schools and in
home and social environments.

Such a challenge should be welcomed.
It would help to create a generation of 
students who understand better not only 
the wider world but also how their own
environment fits into that bigger picture –
the ways in which communities are joined
by common ideas, values and problems, as
well as the ways in which they differ.

I’

And what does ‘globally competent’ 
actually mean? PISA’s definition is more
far-reaching than mere awareness of 
international issues. Countries are 
challenged to think not just about how 
we impart knowledge of the world, but
also how we prepare students to interact
with others from different backgrounds. 
This is nothing less than a 360-degree
approach to ‘learning’, covering not just 
knowledge, understanding and abilities, 
but also values and attitudes. Simply 
learning a foreign language won’t be
enough, because it does not – in and 
of itself – teach those values.

This goal recalls the writings of fifth- 
century-BC Greek historian Herodotus.
He recounted how Persian king Darius
summoned Greeks and Indians to
compare burial customs; each thought
their own to be correct and the other’s 
abhorrent. His story illustrates the power
of cultural relativism, and ends by 
quoting his near contemporary, ancient
Greek poet Pindar: “custom is lord of all.”

Herodotus did not, however, tell us
how Greeks and Indians – on learning 
this lesson 2,500 years ago – then acted.
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“To teach students about the range of 
global attitudes and values, we need a 
wide-reaching programme of learning”
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Having a  
reaction to  
shellfish  
saved soldiers’  
lives. Haemostatic bandages contain a shellfish substance  

that becomes sticky on contact with blood,  

reducing the risk of soldiers bleeding to death.


